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The thesis is split into two independer.t parts. 
+ In part I we discuss the phenomenology of jets in e e anni-
hilation at sma.JI.l relative trai:':'.sve:::-se IJOn::ent'IL"Ilp with a view to testing 
higher order pertdrbative QCv {viz.the qdark form factor)o We phen-
omenologically extrapolate the quark form factor to cover the whole 
range in transverse moment~"Il by using the exact O(~s) cross section in 
the Parisi-Pet~ prescription (PPP)o This then enables us to cal-
culate the transverse momer.t~"Il Gistribution of charged hadxons at small 
transverse momentum; we show that this is a poor way of testing the 
quark form factor 9 due to problems in fragmentation. Energy-energy 
correllations at small angles are found to be a much easier cross sec-
tion to deal with. Howeva-9 . although the quark form factor is com-
patible with the data in energy-energy correllations 9 intrinsic trans-
verse momentum dependence was incorporated in a very naive way 9 using 
the smearing function r(b) borrowed from Drell-Yan (,mere it des-
cribes hadronic structure)o 
Fragmentation and intrinsic transverse momentum can be incor-
porated in a more physically meaningful way using the appropriate 
evolution equations. Erroneous approximations stemming from in-
correct kinematic limits and misleading leading logarithms are dis-
cussed and corrected. This then allows a calculation of the energy 
weighted acollinearity of jets using a numerical solution of the evol-
ution equations. Results are obtained in both singlet and non-singlet 
sectors and shown to be compatible with data at Q=30 Gev. The non-
singlet sector is shown to be the dominant one at both Q=30 and at 
100 Gev 9 where predictions are also made for the acollinearity. The 
effect of intrinsic transverse momentum is found to be much more 
significant in the evolution equation approach than when using the PPP 9 
although at Q:lOO Gev this effect is much lessened. Calculations 
iv 
demonstrated that these cannot be relied upon to give an unambiguous 
description of the data 9 due to gauge and renormalization scheme dep-
errdence. Vario~s forms of the ~~~ing oo~plingoLs are used9 b~t the 
data as yet does not s~~w a strong ~reference for one or another. 
In part XI we are ooncerned with analyses involving the S* and 
related scalar mesons. We investigate resonant effects in the iso-
scalar S wave scattering near the KK threshold using data on nn and 
KK production. Various coupled channel parametrizations are con-
sidered9 and using information from below and above KK threshold9 the 
parameters of the S* and £ resonance effects are determined. The E 
(1~) is found to be in agreement with an ANL analysis 9 and the S* 
is compatible with a KK bound state picture. 
We also study interference effects between the (P wave) ~meson 
and the underlying (K-K+) S wave in the reaction K-p~K-K+)A at ~.2 
Gev/c. A model independent amplitude analysis of the double multipole 
moments is performed and we investigate the implications for the 
KK-7KK S wave amplitude. 
v 
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PARI' I 
Measuring Higher Order QCD 
In e+e- Annihilation 
l 
Th"''~DUCI'::LON 
Much hope nowaaays is pinned on gauge theories (l] to explain 
the forces of natu~e, especially sine~ the success of Quantcm 
Electrodynamics (Q.E.D.). It :is there=-o:re of utmnst importance to 
test experimentally tbe non-abelian ga~ge theories of the unifie~ 
electrowealk interaction and t:te strong interaction (Quantum 
Cb.romodynamics Q.C.D. [2]); in vie11 of the fact that QCD is now 
widely believed to be the theory of strong interactions 9 it is a 
confront at ion of QCD ·with experiment which will lbe discussed in this 
part of the thesis. 
Quantum Chromodynamics is a non-abelian gauge theory which 
describes the interactions of a triplet of coloured quarks by the 
exchange of an octet of vector gluons. The spin = t, fractionally 
d-.. 
charged quarks are described by spiners ~_A.,(x) with the colour index,oZ. 
= 1,2,3 (re~, green, blue), and the flavour index i = u,d,s,c,b, ••• 
transform as the fundamental representation 
assumed to be an exact symmetry. The gluon 
of SU(3) , which is 
c 
fields AjA(x) with space-
time ~) an~ SU(3)c indices, a=l, •••• 8 transform according to the 
a~joint representation, with one gluon associated with each generator 
of SU(3) • Gluons do not couple to flavour. The Lagrangian density 
c 
for QCD with SU(3) gauge symmetry is written: 
!ex):::: - ~ l).c~CJ<.) ~'(~ J + ;... ! 'fjx) '<Sr \:(13 't 1 (x) ~ -a._ J.. 
- 2mA.. ~.A.c~)"t~cx) (n) 
where: ~1 
0. Frv (x) J a=l, •••• 8 are the Yang-Mills field strength tensors: 
q a. Cl\. r b c. 
Ff'\v ()(.) ==- 8r Av(x)- ~v ~ (x) + ~\a.bc. f\;t' (-x} 1=\",(x) (r 2 ) 
with f b the SU(3) structure constants satisfying 
a c c 
[~, ~ J =: )-_ fa.'oc ~ (I3) 
0\ 
g is the QCD coupling constant and ~~ are the generators of the 
SU(3) algebra. 
c 
2 
is the Yang-Mills rovariant derivative: 
(14) 
an~ Mi are the quark masses. 
In order to covariantly quantize the theory it is necessary to 
add a gauge fixing term to the Lagrangian of eq. ( :n); anEl in order to 
maintain unitarity it is also necessary to add in unphysical scalar 
fields (Fadeev-Popov Ghosts) in a covariant gauge which remove the 
extra degrees of freedom present in the gluon field, [4,5]. The 
question of choice of gauge will be discusse~ in a little more detail 
in Chapter 2. However, for the simple points considere~ here, it is 
merely necessary to be aware of the existance of such terms. It is the 
other terms which provide the main interactions of the theory. 
The non-abelian nature is evident from eq.(I2), with f b being 
a c 
non-zero. This third term is therefore responsible for the triple 
and quartic gluon self interactions shown in fig (Il) which originate 
from the first term in eq (Il). The secon& term describes the quark--
gluon interaction as shown 
Fig (Il) 
Gluon-gluon 
interact ions. 
Fig (12) 
guark-gluon 
interact ion. 
(I 2). 
Using the Renormalization Group Equation, it can be shown [ l] 
that as a consequence of the gluon self interaction, the coupling 
constant g is founfl to be "asymptotically free" an~ can be written in 
terms of a momentum scale Q as: 
d..s(r;{) = 5lr;f) __, 
4-TT 
J 
"2.. 
with Il.f = the r.u::nber of qu.axk flavocrs, ana where the momentum scale .1\ 
is introauce~ by r~normalizationo 
As a consequex:ce 9 at n:omer..-!;~ scales large 11iti:: respect to/\ 9 
the couplir..g consta~t o<s{G)~)is s~all and it t~e~efo~e makes sense to 
make a perturbative expansion in terms of the strong coupling~So 
Indeed as Q~oo ,O(;;{Q~)-l>O and the theory becomes (asymptotically) 
freeo ffiowever, in the other kinematic regime of large separation, or 
small momentum scales, the theory is expected to lead to confinement 
of the (coloured) constitutents within the hadron, which it must at 
present energies since free quarks and gluons are not observed"" The 
observable ha~rons are colour singletso While the non-perturbative 
part of the theory is not yet fully understood, it is still possible 
to test the theory perturbatively, which in itself must be successful 
for the whole theory to be soo 
QCD therefore modifies the simple predictions of the parton 
model [3] and it is these deviations which must be looked for in the 
first instance (eogo scaling violations)o The subsequent chapters 
concentrate on those tests of QCD which involve the observation of 
the effects of transverse momentum of jets of hadrons [6], which 
originates from the emission of one or more gluonso Particular 
attention will be paid to the energy weighted acollinearity distri-
bution [12], which has the virtue of being fairly easy to measure, 
since the collection of data does not require a detaile5 event-by-
event analysis; and also the effects looked for are a result of the 
underlying dynamics, which means it is quite a direct way to measure 
QCDo The main bo~y of the next three chapters will be concerne~ with 
those events which occur at small values of transverse momentumo 
Chapter l explains the general ideas and reviews first order 
calculationso Cha:;trbe:r 2 co~~e:::tra-:;es on the ::regime cf soft gluons 
and, after givi~g a brief d2scriptio~ of the quark from factor, goes 
on to examine the phenomenology o~ the ?arisi-Petronzio Prescription 
[24] fo:r· obtaining tl-:.e fo~ facto:r 9 vizo t:~e transverse mcme:lt'::lll 
aistribution of had:or.s an~ t~e energy ~eighted acollinearity 
distributiono Problems enco~~ered ~ith this method are hopefully 
overcome in Chapter 3, vJhere the effects of fragmentation. are includerl 
in a more physically meaningful ana more manageable way, by using the 
evolution equations of Bassetto et alo [40]o 
CRAPrER lo 
General Ideas ar~ 0(~~) Ca~culations. 
Two jet hadronic final states in e+e- annihilation are believe~ 
to be the evol~~ion produc~s of a primary q~ark-antiquark pair created 
from t:t.e virtual photon, as si:w1·m in fig ( L 1) o 
Fig (Ll) 
Pro dc;ct ion of two 
hadronic jetso 
harlronic jets 
This view is now backed up by much experimental evidence; for example, 
the ratio: 
R= d'+o't(e+e~ "'a.d) 
~t ( et'e ~ ry.JA-) (Ll) 
(where crtot is the appropriate total cross section) can be shown to be 
equal to: 
(L2) 
where terms beyonn the first one are QCD corrections, and where it is 
assumed the quarks fragment with unit probability. This result is 
quite well verifien by high energ-y PETnA, PEP ~:lata (above bottom 
quark threshold) [ 7]. 
If just zeroth order q q pair production is considere.d then one expects 
them to be producen primarily in a back-to-back orientation in the 
+ -e e centre of mass frame, followed by fragmentation into hadrons. The 
transverse momentum, PT' of the hadrons with respect to this jet axis 
(to be defined more clearly later) will then be small with<~)~ ~-4-eort\e\1. 
This small transverse momentum originates from the intrinsic transverse 
s 
~o~entum 9 ~T 9 of t~e qaarks i~s~de the hadron after fragmefitation. 
At higher energies (presently up to about 30 GeV) noticeable jet 
broadening is seen to occur 9 corresponding to a definite increase in 
the averege tra~sverse ~~me~~. This phenomerron is thorrght to be due 
+ - -to the process e e --~g q g 9 \.Jhere one of the quarks emits a gluon 
[8]. It has been predicteri that due to the hard sub processes like 
those of figure (1.2) 9 
,::( (?T'> /\....- cov-. s+a.."'t . ~ s. ~ ( 1 • 3 ) 
where 'S$ is the centre of mass (c.m.) efiergy [9]. So although QCD 
processes like those in fig (1.2) aecrease in frequency with respect 
+ -to e e ~q q in accordance with asymptotic freedom, the average PT 
gets larger, while at the same time producing a more jet-like structure, 
since the ratio <r?T)/'fS is decreasing with~. 
rt 
Fig (L2) 
+ -
e e _,q q g to 
lowest order in QCD e-
So the quark ana antiquark become more acollinear, and the 
emerging haqrons therefore have more transverse momentum themselves. 
Data from PETRA and elsewhere have confirmed this. It is hoped that 
one can compare the results of perturbative QCD calculations with the 
data at the highest available energies. The observable quantities 
should of course make manifest the non-zero angle between the unper-
turbed quark a~ that which emitted the gluon. The quantities to be 
discussed here are the hadron transverse momentum distributions and 
energy-weighted acollinearity distributions of jets. However, before 
going on to do that it is necessary to obtain the 0 (ots) cross section 
in e+e~ hadrons and to briefly discuss some of its salient features. 
Ll A Quick Look at the 0 (ol.s) Cross Section. 
The diagrams which provide the 0 (o\s) cross section are shown in 
fig (1.2) with momenta labelled. The quarks are considered as massless 
7 
for simpliCJi.ty, a:::d the g:u:m wiU be given a mass A to exhibit the 
infra red features of the cross section. Using the Feyr~an rules for 
QCD, the mnClulus squared of the amplitude corresponding to the graphs 
of f::..g (L2) (exclu.Oir::.g the trivial le;;>ton verlex) can be written 
(L3) 
where these particular Mandelst~ invariants are given by 
$ 0= (Pl.:-- P, )"= G'4(\-'Xc) j t = ( P4-- ({':2. )'l.:= G.a.(\- X2.) ~ 
u..-::::. (P~- IP~ ),_ =. ~2...( \- -x~ + ~Q?..) o 
ani¥ where Q :: ~is the virtual photon mass. 
The cross section will be obtained in the c.m. system in terms 
of the fractional momenta of the partons ckfinefl as : X.,.t =~ where 
Gl. 
P., i=l,2,3 are the 3-momenta of the q,q ann g respectively. These 
l. 
variables are particularly useful when discussing jet production. 
The differential cross-section is fivefold differential since it 
depends on two independent final state momenta (or two of the X.) and 
l. 
three angles defining the q q g plane relative to the incoming e+e-
axis [8]. Integration over the angular variables of the three body phase 
where 
Uc, :=!! cr ( e+e~~9.. \ == 4--rro-.1.. 2. ~~ 
Ql- -f 
and' where~ is the QED coupling constant. 
(1.4) 
The first term of eq. (1.4), originally derived by Ellis et al. [sJ, 
is the only term relevant for massless quarks and is the source of all 
0( o!..s,) predictions concerning jets 6.iscussed ilere: 
'2.. '2. 
'1<1 + x4. 
( \~ ~nl (\--){A.) 
Eoweve::r 9 to look at the infra-red structure of the th.eory 9 it will be 
necessary to keep tee other terms in eqo (lo4)o 
Integration over X1 an~ x2 yields: 
(L6) 
which is obviously singular when )\ ~ Oo (The terms which vanish 
when A~ 0 have been thrown away )a However, the virtual diagrams 
have not been considered at O(o{_s,), Leo those of figo(L3b). They 
introduce more singularities since the loop integrals diverge for 
+ -
ee--7qq 
(a) zeroth or~er 
(b) 0 ( ots, )virtual 
corrections o 
massless gluons. 
(a) 
Includir~ these diagra~s the total cross section 
(L7) 
from which it can be seen that upon adding eqs.(l.6) and (1.7) together 
to obtain the total cross section to O(ot.s,) 9 the singularities exactly 
cancel between the real ann virtual diagrams, rendering the observable 
9 
cross section finite a:.'la lee,ding ~o t::::.e ::resdt of eq. (L2)o This is 
an example of the Kinoshita-Lee-NaGenaerg (KLN) theorem, which states 
that any transition probability in a theory involving massless particles 
is finite to all o:r.ders prcvided 2l su:n is p£!:r~ormed oveY a~l degenerate 
states [14]. ~his is particular~y important since it also applies to 
energy weighted distrib\J'..tions (to be discussed later). 
The infra red si;,crularities discusse.d above result from poles in 
the quark propagator. Derroting the q or q momentum by p and that of 
the gluon by k, these divergencies will occur when (p+k) 2 = p2 or 
2 2p.k +k = 0. For massless quarks the gluons this can happen when 
either k = 0 or kcl. p, the former occurring with the emission of soft 
gluons and the latter resulting from collinear gluons emitted parallel 
to the quark. Both cases correspond to the situation of being unable 
to resolve the quark from the gluon. These poles are manifest in the 
cross section of eq.(l.5) as x1 , x2 ~1. The singularities arise in 
an analogous way in QED. A simple calculation shows how. 
Consider the scatter of an electron off a charged source, and 
which emits a photon of momentum k, as shown in fig. (1.4). 
Fig. (L4) 
Photon bremsstrahlung 
in QED. 
The amplitude can be written: 
e 
(L8) 
where( is the emitted photon polarisation 4- vector and P2 the 4-
momentum of the scattered electron. M is the electron mass. And one 
e 
can write, 
for 
Andl so: 
for 
\ti't\~\(\- Cos@+ ~~) 
21?-a.\ 
(L9) 
The collinear singularity for @=0 is in fact regulate(] by a 
finite Me o The factor ~~~ is responsible for the soft divergenceo 
In order to reproduce the situation of massless quarks in QCD as closely 
as possible, neglect M o Then the two aivergences appear togethero 
e 
The denominator in eqo (lo9) thus behaves as ~~for small 9o Since 
----5' ~ 
a polarization vector £.of a real photon is perpendicular toR , then 
1."6=t= f~\eos(qo-9)~f~\<9 . Therefore in the infra red (R-0) and 
collinear limit ( <9-vO): 
(V\/\...- (1.10) 
The cross section for single photon br~mastrahlung is thus proportional 
to: 
(Lll) 
where M~ is some ficticious photon mass. Ann so infra red singular-
ities appear from both integrals in eqo (loll), which give \(\ ( 1~\jf'l\6'). 
\if\{~1'1\61.~ \ • An analogous situation occurs in QCD for gluon bremsstrah-&MI~l 
lung 9 and so the origins of the divergencies in eqo(l.5) become clearo 
We can now use eqo(lo5) as the basis of O(ols) QCD predictions. 
1.2 Transverse Momentum Distributions of Charged Hedrons. 
When working in the e+e- centre of mass, where the virtual photon 
is created at rest 1 tne t~ree ~ouy fi~a: state can be drawn as in 
figo (lo5), wbich defines the energy fractions X. ana momenta P. of 
l ~ 
Figo (L5) 
3 body kinematics 
relative to a t~ust 
axiso 
q 
~T 
g 
the appropriate particleso Transverse momentum ~ is measureR with 
respect to a thrust axis T 1 1vhich is 0efineo by: 
where the P are components of the momenta P. along some axiso This Li 1 
then re,dl.lces to T::max (x1 , x2 , x3 ) correspo111ding to the direction of 
the unperturbed quark as drawn in figo (L5) o 
Energy conservation gives: 
2 E_A:::: Q. (Ll3) 
so that: 
(Ll4) 
Now 1 (Ll5) 
and momentum conservation along the thrust axis gives P1 = PL2 + PL3 
giving: Q~ ~ (\-'l<a)(\-~2. )(\-X~ )Q2... 
x, 
in the case where the quark 0 efines the thrust axiso Equations 
(lol5) ana (lol6) give: 
X2..:::: 2(~- x,) / (2..- )(.' + x, ccs.(9) 
where Q is the angle between q ann q as shown in fig ( L 5). 
(1.16) 
We now wish to transform eqo(lo5) first into a distribution in 
:;_2 
Q 3 of pertons 9 ar...il then into a cii.st:iribut ion in hadJron trar.sverse 
momentum I?.,2 . 
-'-
The integration of eqo(l.5) to obtain the parton cross 
section_L~~ -with respect to~is eone 
G'o~, 
in Appendix A aLd is utilize~ 
agai~ i!l Chapte:r 2. Using :Z = ~-;;, the hadron dtstrib~tion can 
lbe written: 
(Ll8) 
anct gluon respectively as thrust axis, a~ the G's are functions 
representing the fragmentation of partons into had~ons. Since all 
expressions are symmetrical -with respect to quark and antiquark, then 
that explains the appropriate -weightings of the cross sections with 
the G functionso From now on a universal set of G(.:e.) functions will 
be used, vizo To find their corres-
ponaence to the usual fragment at ion functions \)(~) , one can use the 
multiplicity of charged had?ons <f\'>c..-=:: o/ao. For simplicity write: 
r:._ c1CJ~ ......... "l -L dcr- G(~) 
Lv0 JQ~ J G"o o\Q~ 
~~\2. 
. . . .L n'> c. sol r.:- clcr-"' _\ 
0 d~~ 00 
Gt!la 
c,\p~ r c\~ Gc ~) _L. dcr-
J J ~ <To o\Q~ 
o S\i'PTiQ 
Q},' a. C.i?tsa 
\o\P-4 so\Q"~"" G (fr.. \ _L ~ j( "T QT G:h- } Cf'o d.Qf 
o \5"' IP-r ~ ~ ~ 
_l_ I 4£'~ dcr \~p~ G (~J ~ J Q,- d&~ s 
0 Q~ 
'· 
13 
lOO·Or--------------------------
·1L-----~'~--~----~------~----~----~------~----~----~ 
0 ·5 1·0 1·5 2·0 
R-'i(Gel) 
The transverse momentum 
hadrons '/() dvs"'/c:A f'T'\, 
Q~Jl.6 Gev 9 ~ = 0.5 Gev 9 
·taken) from Ref [17]. 
distribution of charged 
9 eq.{l.l9) to O(~s). 
a\sd0.184. nata (approx. 
where 
The fragmentation functions are usually normalizen acco~rling 
to rd\~ D ( ~) == < (\ ":;;; S::l one cam redlefine the frag-
.J ) 
mentation functions to be: D(;e):::::. ~6(~} ann one can re-write 
eq (1.18) as: 
.i o e. 6}~2. 
l r d&~P-- dcr-9, (IL(PT\+ 'D- (P'\+2 11_(~\ \) 2.
9
1 Q,-~ ~0 J,Q"y {_'"'1r <liT) '\. <»T I '"'5 <>n )~ 
+~~s[~(~)+ l)<t(~J1J ( 1.19) 
The result of an O{cJ..s,) calculation with thG simple form 
for the fragmentation functions 
~(~ \:::: D9J~)::: ~ (~) 
( x 2/3 for charged hadrons) 
is shown in Fig (1.6) [10, lU , am compared with the data of reference 
[17] , from which it can be seen that the QCD result fits the data 
closely. This will be il!iscussed in more detail in chapter 2, but at 
this point it can be seen that one must introduce the phenomenological 
quantities D(-e) which leaves t!J.e calculation not wholly dependent 
on QCD, but also on predicte~ forms for D(-e) at Q = 30 GeV. This 
problem can be overcome at O(ots) by oiscussing observable cross 
sections in the form of energy weighted distributions. 
1 o 3 Energy Flow 
The Washington group S. Ellis et al. [12] proposed the study of 
a hierarchy of e~ergy-weighted cross sections in e+e- annihilation 9 
in order to test predictio~s of QCD in as far as possible an unam-
biguous Nay; these quantities become increasingly finely tunea to the 
process coEsidered. Tne first member is the total cross section in 
+ - e-t-e:-
e e 9 <J'7. --"- 9 whic21 ,,Jas disc~ssed above. The other two members are ·-~ . 
the "antenna" energy pattern dz/d\ Sl. and the energy-energy 
correllation cross section (energy weighted acollinearity) 
J~ /d St. d Jl 1 in e +e-. These partial cross sect ions involve energy 
weightings and this should ensure that they are free of infra ren 
singularities due to the emission of massless soft or collinear gluons. 
/\ 
b 
pol. 
beam 
Fig.(l.7). Set up 
to measure energy 
flow. 
The set up for measuring energy flow is shown in Fig (1.7). 
J z/ d S't is simply the power radiated into solin angle d Jl 
divided by the energy flux of the incident e+e- colliding beam. So 
experimentally a calorimeter is :placetl at various orientations with 
respect to the beam axis 9 and it measures the energy flowing through 
the solid angle, without the need to look for specific hadrons which 
carry the energy. So at the hadronic level one measures: 
(1.20) 
::.6 
and om~ car.. calct<.late tile ez:.ergy fl.ow of partons in ~rturbative QCD: 
(L2l) 
Both of the above expressions will be 
seen to be the same (as one might naively expect from energy 
conservation), "tvhich renders this particular quantity particularly 
easy to test to 0 ( ol..s) o 
Energy flow in lowest oriler e + e ~ 0~ --4> q q is particularly 
simple since the differential cross section d z/d.n is the same as the 
ordinary differential cross section since the quark or antiquark 
carries away exactly half of the total incident energy ~=Q o 
. \ ~ o ~ e.,...e~9ti 1 2_- 2.. 2.. \ 
.. Q\ L ~ ~ == oZ..: 3Eb ( \;- CE>S (9) J\SL JJl 4G.'- lr ,.. 
for unpolarized beams 
or 
for perfectly polarized beanso 
In the subsequent ~iscussion it is irrelevant whether one 
(L22) 
considers polarized or unpolarized beams, so we will just look at the 
former for simplicityo 
Again we require the result of the calculation to be infra-red 
safeo In lepto-production, Drell-Yan or semi-inclusive hadron 
production in e+e- annihilation, these infra-red complications can be 
adsorbed into the part on densities D(~) or I}:" ('X) o But in the case 
of energy flow in jets all predictable quantities must be free of 
infra-red singularities, as was the total cross section ()1-ct 0 
These singularities can be removed by using Sterman-Weinberg cuts [ 13] o 
Eowever 9 er:.ergy 1~eig~ten distributions vJill be seen to ce finite in 
accord with the KLN theorem by adding real and virtual emission graphs 
~~ ' as in the case for v a Again introducing a gluon mass ~ 
tl-::.e v!brtual graphs oi fig (L3b) give to Q(o($) [12]: 
(L23) 
for the contribution of virtual gluon emission to the energy flow of 
Similarly: 
(L24) 
for the real contribution to the energy flow of quar~s from the 
( ) 
• R"" -l-ot" graphs of fig la2 o The same singularities appear as 1n ~ o 
mass singularities now cancel upon 
addition of eqs (lo23L (L24L but there still remains the \nG)YA"\.. 
divergenceo As one might have expected 9 this is a consequence of the 
fact that perturbative QCD cannot give flavour dependent properties, 
which are a non-perturbative problemo However, to complete the 
calculation one must also add in the contribution of the gluon energy: 
dn 
(1. 25) 
Adding this to the above two equations now removes all mass 
singularities [12] and so ren~ering energy flow infra-red safeo 
0 
:..8 
Tbe er.ergy weigbtea eclli~ee~ity distribution is a more 
icteresting quantity since it em~hasises more the und®rlying dynamics. 
'i:'he experimer:~a: set -:::.pis si::J.i:.e~ ·to that of fig.(L7), but tte 
er:.ergies of t;-w jets are measun~d sirn:lltaneo::tsly at a particular angle 
with respect to each other. Thus there is no need to invoke the use 
of a thrust axis, since there is no need to use one experimentally, 
as there was when measuring transverse momentum distributions. 
Although slightly more complicated to evaluate, this quantity is 
again free of mass singularities [12 J One can define the energy-
energy correlation cross section as: 
- ')(;._~ 
JA :- \ r ckX.A. ~;_ X_j j_ J cs 
d& L ~A-~ GO d)(_;._ d<9 
co~s"'ret\o~"" ;._) s A..::JI::j . (L 26) 
[10,12,15] where one adds the distributions in angle between q q and 
q g, with X;._~=zo, ~lib'l~~ 1. , i.e. tlhe configurations of fig.(l.8). 
Fig. (1.8) 
Configurations for energy-
energy correllations. 
q a~-----( 
q 
(a) ( b) 
0-- calorimeter 
q 
<> 
.q 
a~-----<-
l c) 
q 
:::.9 
It is straightforward to show that dA/d.@ :for partons is the same 
as that for hadrons (which is true for en2rgy flow in general). Let 
t::.e hadc::-ons a 9 b l:::.ave er:ergy fractions )(H :::::= 2 ?H /Q an:'). similarly 
for partons A9 B. So the energy fraction of had~on E with respect to 
pa:rlon p is ""(\'-\ '::::; x~/xp 0 'rhe cross section for hadron 
production a 9 b is: 
_, o1 a- = I r r o~ '(, J !\, ell){~~ d )(Q -L ~d;,.;;..cs--=;o==~ 
cro dXc.dX!od@ A,<o j j · GO J x~dxso\& 
· D:(t,) D~(tb)S(~-kX"~)$;(x,- lbXs) 
Using ~ (XK-1H X~)~ .l ~() H- XH/t< p) 
Xp 
integrating over the "'(~gives: 
Now the energy weightea acollinearity for hadrons is: 
I f1Jt<Ardxs XAXs l d~ ~.@ r <So d~dxgd& 
and 
which is the energy-energy correllation cross section for partons and 
can be written in the form of eq. (1.26) since 9 
_L d cs- == _l_ d<S"" Cb (Xs- X~/)(A,&)) 
~ d~d~@ <Jo dx~c9 
So one can make a measurement of the energy flow of hadrons and 
ma~e a direct prea~ction by calculatir~ it for partons using 
perturba~ive Q0Do Tne phe~om no~ogical fragmentation functions have 
been removed, and the strong coupling constant o{S. appears as 
normalization, so one should be able to predict both shape and 
normalization of the clistributionso 
One can only expect the o(a.s) calculations to hold good for 
, since single hard gluon bremsstrahlung is 
unlikely to be the dominant effect at small anti large ~ which will be 
discussed in the next chaptero 
Using equations (lo5) ana (lol7) one 
and then using equations (lol7) and (lo26) 
can fi~ _I~ dc-;8 _l &l 
Cf'o Xco. 
one has dA/~ to O(d-s.) o 
The contributions from configurations ( L 8) a , b , c are : 
J~ (LS)a - =: 
dc9 
dA (L8)b,c 
~(9 
\ 
8ot~ 1 ( dx1 '1(,(\- 'IC,)("t<~ + )(~('~'• 1 <9)) 
'3 -n- +OW\<%. ~ 0-----D~a.------
' '8ot~ +c.M~Jr Jxt )(' (~~+('2-x,--x2.('1<,J<9))'1..J 
SiT -----------0~~--------~~--~ 0 
To ~o the above integrals numerically one encounters severe 
problems of precision at small 19 , near )(r::1 (see figo (L9))o If you 
integrate all the way to)(b::1, then\dX'J./d)(. 1 \becomes very large 
Figo (L9) 
xlx2 phase spaceo 
sma:U <9 
large <9 
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towards }~=lo Thus the 1 /c~ factor in the integrand gives a very 
large contribution at X}=lo In order not to have to use an incredible 
~umber of i~~ervals 9 it is much easier to divide the integrations up 
ar...c! integrate from o to the ;point Xfe) 9 whe:re JS_ = x2 9 first in ~ 
ana then in X2 o From equation (lal7) 9 XlG)-::= (t- SiM~ )/cos'-?t o Then 
using JM...:: -20= <1:/l:)~@~ the troublesome half of the integration becomes: 
ol.", D,._ 
0 
J~}('l.. o\""-\ . -..... ch(.,_ 
Y..l(f)) 1.(\-cose) 
The result of such an O/ot$)calculation is shown in fig ( L 10), 
with /t :::-o -S, Q:::s\·66-e\J and d.s(&"-) o (For aata see reL 
[18] )o This shows the simple O{ol.s)result overshoots the ifata 
drasticaHy below{) about 30° o 
The non-perturbative effects 9 (ioeo the intrinsic transverse 
momentum of partons inside a ha(!ron 9 the part on "Fermi motion"), can 
be estimated to fall off as ~ [12] if they are put in phenomenolog-
ically in a simple way by assuming a Gaussian distribution in R~ 
with <. R.\ ') ~ ~'So rt\ev The perturbative contribution only 
falls off as \ /lr\ Q so eventually one might hope to completely 
forget about intrinsic ~ o However 9 at present energies it must be 
included 9 particularly at small angleso In a simple moael 9 where 
non-perturbative effects are put in aaaitively, they are symmetrical 
about 19~ 11 - <9 , whereas the perturbative term in asymmetric 
since for [;)"-' of:) both collinear ano soft gluon emission contribute' 
while at@""!~ only collinear emission contributeso This is shown 
22 
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Figo(lolO)o The energy-energy correllation c2?ss 
section dA/d~to O(o\s) usingo\s(Q ) 9 
Q=3lo6 Gev and/\=Oo5 Gev9 compared 
with PLUTO data from ref [18]o 
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Fig.(l.ll) The asymmetry A(9) in the energy-energy 
correllation cross section to O(ol.s) obtained 
from fig ( L 10) and compared with PLUTO data 
[18] 0 
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in fig (LlO) wn2re di~(d@ is plotte,-l. So assuming that non-
perturbative effects can be p~t in in an additive way 9 one might hope 
that the forward-backward asymmetry 9 
is relatively free from non-perturbative ambiguities. This does in 
fact give quite goo6 agreement with data [18] 9 as shown in fig (1.11) 9 
in the central region 45°.-6- (9 ~ 90°. 
This can be taken as a genuine manifestation of gluon bremsstrah-
lung within the limits imposed by the following corrections [7] : 
(i) detector imperfections 9 e.g. confusion between electrons, 
photons and hadrons in jets 9 escaping neutral particles, or other 
experimental difficulties. 
(ii) radiative corrections. Photon radiation in an initial 
e+e- state causes changes in the cross section and boosts the event 
into a moving frame 9 thereby altering the angular correllations[l6] • 
(iii) ha4ronization effects 9 as discussed briefly above. 
All of the above effects occur together 9 so that they can only 
really be taken into account correctly using Monte Carlo techniques. 
The PLUTO group have ~one this and found ·that A(~) is in fact 
dominated by the perturbative QCD contribution at Q = 30 GeV for 45° 
correct ions being 1'\..--[ 0-2.0fo. So the agreement of 
A($) with data is ind~ed significant. 
One could repeat the above procedure using a model of scalar 
gluons [8 J to find agreement '"Jith data for a strong scalar coupling 
ofrv2.:0 [10 9 15] , which makes no sense perturbatively. 
Having discussed the general approach of this method of 
measuring QCD 9 one must now see what happens at small transverse 
momentum 9 which contains the main body of data and which is a 
25 
particQlarly interesting regime since single g~uon effects can r.o 
longer be expected to domirrateo 
CHJUY:'ER 2 
The Region of S~all Transverse ~~rLentum. 
2.1 Introduction 
Up to this point it has bee~ ass~med that hard parton scatter-
ir.g is the dominant mecl1anis~ 9 wh~ch is a good approximation for 
However9 when ~ ~~ Q2 9 the pertur-
bative expansion breaks dovm due to the emergence of double log-
- j ~ [\A F"'\:L ~~ --, '2. f\ 
arithmic terms of the form ~~ ,,~/~, J which ob-
viously diverge for small ~~ these double leading logarithms ~DLL) 
1 
can be resummed in order to control these soft emissions (as done 
by Block-Nordsiek in QED). This results in a quark form factor. The 
assumption that a quark radiates just a single gluon is unrealistic 
in the regime where and so ·one must 
take into account multiple soft gluon emission9 which means summing 
all orders in~~if possible. This was originally done by DDT[l9] 9 
and has since been the source of much interest [19-27 9 30 9 33 9 34]. 
The problem was originally encountered in order to derive the 
transverse momentum distribution of lepton pairs produced in Drell-
+ -Yan ;the parton diagrams are simply related to those of e e by 
crossing symmetry 9 and the resulting quark from factor is the same in 
both cases. Consider lowest order corrections to Drell-Yan9 as shown 
p 
in fig. (2. 1) 9 where the virtual photon 'l)' recoils against the single 
gluon with transverse momentum QT. Consider just the 2~2 subpro-
cesses (q q~2(~) depicted in. fig (2.1) (b) and let us define the 
.A .I\ A. 1\ 2 A 2 
usual Mande1sbaan vari..ables .S, k.. 1 V\ P where t = (~1 -Q) 9 ~ =(ll\+P2 ) 
etc, and CF = ~3 is the SU{j) Casimir operator. Then the modulus 
c 
squared of the amplitude corresponding to the diagrams in fig.(2.l) 
{b) is proportional to 
( 2.1 ) 
27 
q 
g 
figo {2ol) 
(a) An O~f.) correction 
to Drre:.l-Yan. 
(b) O(ol~) subprocess real 
diagrams for production 
of a virtual photon 
with non zero transverse 
momentum. 
{c) An O(o\.c;,) virtual corr-
ectiono 
[20] 9 which is gauge independento Integrating this quantity over the 
~~~~ gluon phase space now produces logarithms of   , oThese are 
the source of the singularities which spoil lowest-order perturbation 
theory o To see how this happens 9 it proves convenient to make a 
Sudakov decomposition of the gluon mnmentum 9 viz 9 
28 
l:Jbere a:::.d one car:. \vri te 
where we are again considering massless quarks and gluons 9 and the ~ 
function comes from the fact that lst~ =- <9.JA2..P,.<?::!. )=-~JA 'S 
from eq. ( 2. 2). Also 9 forming the 4-vector products~. P 1 , and ~.JP 2 
from eq. (2.2) 9 we find: 
• One can 
therfore write the cross section in the formg 
where <J'Oyis the zeroth order cross section9 <.l0 'lf = 4-""f'f~/9 ~. 
Utilizing the appropriate ~ functions to do the Q2 and c9 
integrations yeildsg 
[ ( \- ~~r) + C\-r\,_l 
r( \- ~Ysr- rl 
(2.6) 
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=~ order to obtain tbe gl~cn cross section9 one car. make the 
approximation to?.;./ S .L.-< \ 9 and so neglect all terms of this 
form in the integrand of eq. {2.6) 9 where the leading logarithmic con-
tribution also comes from the region of small r· Thus one can also neg-
lect terms which depend on powers off· Thus the f dependent part of 
the integrand in eq. (2.6)can be written9 
'L(\-r) + r1.. 
JA(\-r\ 
_"2., 
-~ in leading log. 
fA 
The next step in the soft gluon approximation is to overestimate 
the JA (or&) phase space by setting the upper limit to 1 9 which C01"res-
~ ~~~~ ponds to R,,..:::: 0 • Also from eq. (2./:) JAfJ'Iitl'l "'\... t"'\, ~ so that 
one is left with 
(2.8) 
( 2.9 ) 
To exhibit the double logarithmic character of the above first 
order result (J~ 1 ) 9 consider the integrated quantity 9 
'2.. ~. 
I'(9~s) SJQ;. \ "'-\ des-
o\Q.~ rea.\ )..'2.. dQ-y ( 2. 10) 
where A is again a ficticious gluon mass. This leads to 9 
3C 
Similarly 9 a calculation of the lowest order virtual diagram of Fig. 
(2.7){c) leads to 
' Ic\O;;g)-=-
\J \ .ri"v.~A. \ (2.12) 
And so 9 although the mass divergence cancels between real and virtual 
graphs 9 this is not enough9 and the double logs in eq. (2. 11) emerge 
to spoil the perturbative expansion. Note 9 that in the hard scatter-
'2. A 
ing regime 9 where f?'T "\.... S these double log terms are negligible; 
it is the terms which we have thrown away here which become import-
ant. 
Since the virtual graphs only contribute at ~~9 one can de-
fine a regularized cross section9 order-by-order 9 as 9 
(2.13) 
which will take care of the mass singularities (as shown above to 
@(~.$) and explicitly to O(d~) by Lo and Sullivan [23] working in the 
Feynman gauge). 
The way to proceed is now to calculate second order diagrams and 
so on9 and hope that a way to sum up all soft emissions emerges. Be-
fore doing that 9 it is worthwhile to mention a couple of points which 
have made practical calculations easier9 viz. the choice of gauge 
SEC(2.2) and the factorization of soft emissions sec(2.3)which are bas-
ically the main ingredients used by the original workers in the field 
[19 9 20-25 9 3~]. This will then enable us to understand how the quark 
form factor emerges 9 after v1hich 1!!8 turn to p::.encn:anology at small ~. 
2.2 The Choice Gauge. 
Consider agai~ e+e- ~•nihilation. The cross section for single 
gluon emissio~ in e+e~~~q q g is given by eq. (1.5). 7his includes 
A, "ih 
both ].,eading log contributions (like that of eq (2o9) with S =<S!. ) and 
others 9 and is gauge inde~endento It was obtained [8] by summing the 
amplitudes of fig. (1.2) and taking the square modulus" Diagramatically 
this then gives three separate contributions to the overall cross sec-
'&. 
tion of the form \Ml \ 9 \ M2 \~ and 2M M~ 1 2 ~if M19 and M2 
are the amplitudes of fig. (lo2) 0 These are shown diagramatically in 
Table 1 9 along with the partial cross sections derived from each with 
the various choices of gauge for the gluon propagator (from [2~]). 
The gluon propagator in an axial gauge is given by: 
where the gauge is specified by the vector n 9 such that n,(d0 9 where 
€ is the gluon polarization vector and R the gluon momentumo 
TABLE I: Contributions to the total cross section from ladder and inter-
ference . diagrams 9 in various gaugeso 
Axial ~e Feynman n=q n-P d1agram - 1 
I 2h-Xl) 2(l+X~) 2(1-X1 ) ~ Ml : n~x2}' (l""X1 ) (I-f2 ) (1 ...JC2) 
2.. 
-lt/(l-X1 ):XJ 
I 
M2 : ~ 2( 1-X ) 2 2( l+X~ ) 2(X1+(l-X3) 2 ) 
2. 
(1-X ) 1 (l .... X1 ) (I-X2 ) {1-:ll) ~l...X2) 
-4/( l-'X )X 
2 J 
I 
MlM2 
. ~ 4( 1-XJ) 0 4(1-XJ) 0 ( l-X1 ) (l-X2 ) ( 1-X ) ?.. . 2 
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No-:e that 
so that whe~ the gluon is on-shell it can only be polarized in direc-
tions orthogonal to the plane defined by its momentum R)V' and the 
gauge vector l"p o The third telml in the propagator does not contrib-
ute in leadir.g log3 i:::~ lfact in 11'-0St casesif\f\ is chosen to be a null 
vector 9 and so the term will be neglected. Hi th the gluon only having 
physical degrees of freedom 9 i.e. only transverse polarizations 9 there 
is no need to introduce an unphysical ghost contribution to cancel the 
scalar componento 
Even though the overall cross section is always the same gauge 
independent result 9 the gauge does affect the diagramatic inter-
pretation. For example 9 in an axial~ gauge specified by n = P 19 the 
gluon can be pictured9 in the leading log approximation9 as being 
emitted solely from one of the quarks 9 whereas when n=q9 it may be 
viewed as being emitted with equal probability from either; this 
can be seen in table I where the leading log behaviour comes from the 
regions of phase space where xl9 x2~ maximum. (as shown for example 
in Appendix A9 where physical predictions are made by integrating eq. 
(1.5)). On the other hand in the Feynrnan gauge it is the interference 
diagram which dominates in leading log~ and we cannot determine from 
which quark leg the gluon was emitted. So if one chooses to work in 
an axial gauge 9 then this permits a probabilistic interpretation of the 
process 9 as originally suggested by DDT [19]. 
In performing leading log calculations in an axial gaug~ 9 one 
therefore only need consider ladder diagrams 9 such as that in fig (2.2). 
Fig. (2.2~: Ladder dia-
. + -gram 1n e e 
The G.cmir.ant regior: of p:1ase space is that in vJhich the transverse 
momentum of the gluons is stro~gly ordered i.e. 
(see belol'J sec. {2 .~)) o Thi:s enables an n-rung graph to be wirtten as 
a product of single rur.g diagr~~s 9 so that their sum leads to simple 
exponentiation [19]o 
2.3 Independent Emissions. 
Also in the region of small transverse momentum ~9 the calcula-
tion of ~ultigluon amplitudes is greatly simplified because the emis-
sian of gluons becomes independent" Consider for example just two 
gluon emission as depicted in fig. ( 2.3) 9 (corresponding as drawn to 
an axial gauge n=P1 ). The amplitude is proportional to 9 
(2. 16) 
which for massless quarks ar.d gluo:ns 9 with (Q.\ 1 \Q.l. L< P becomes 9 
on combining terms. 
Fig.(2.J): 2 contributions to the amplitude for 2 gluon emission. 
Emissions from the other quark leg and from both may or 
may not oontribute9 depending,on the gaugeo 
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Th~s9 the emission ~as £~ctorizecl9 ~•d this can easily be seen 
to generalize to an arbitrary n~uber of soft gluonso 
2o~ The Quark Form Factoro 
In terms of t:~e S:!lr5.clmv varizlu:es 9 the above factorization pro-
perty can be seen to come flt'{!)m the Jr"egion of phase space where c9 _j. J /A.A. L..i 1 
and ~A. are s~all 9 along with the constraint that thejAAare or-
if 
l.f one also ignores the constraint of energy conservation9 (which hope-
fully will not be too bad if the gluons are very soft) 9 then the 
integrals for each gluon can be treated independently 9 with an iden-
tical factor coming from each gluono So the extension of the single 
gluon cxoss section eq(2o8) to 2 gluons (or any number for that 
(2ol9) 
for e+ e- annihilation9 where A is again a ficticious gluon mass and 
where~s,is considered fixed for the moment for simplicityo All nee-
essary diagrams have been included in leading log to obtain eqa(2ol9) 9 
and so the gauge dependence 9 (which explicitly occurs in factors~ 
outo Eqo (2o 19) is therefore the leading logarithmic (soft) cross 
section for producing a q q pair in e+e- annihilation with relative 
traLsverse ~Dffient~d Qm 9 d~e to tae emission of 2 indeper.der.t gluonso 
Eqa(2al9) is the startir.g pointv or master xormula 9 from which the 
expressions for the quark fnom factor are deriveda 
T:t.e si.rr.plest c:.pp:roach f::-cm this point is to recogr.i.se that the 
dominant range of integration in eqo(2ol9) comes from the region of 
strong ordering~ 
so that eq(2al9) becomes~ 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
Regularizing the cross section of eqa(2o22) by adding in the 
same order virtual graphs 9 according to the prescription of eqo(2al3) 
removes the term aboveo So that eqo(2.22) can be 
written in terms of the 1 gluon cross section as 9 
where the single gluon cross section in e+e- annihilation is (cofoeq. 
A '1. 
{2o9) with s= Q. in e+ e-) 9 
\ ~Cl I 4-d-..~ \~~~l <ro d~ ~-rr&~ 
(2.24) 
1. 
Notice that the O(etsJ cross section is negative 9 which cancels 
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against that of O(~y. This gives a:n indication t~"lat leading :ogs do 
in fact tend to cance~ against each other in successive orders 9 in the 
regime Q~ .de. Q2 o 
It c~~ be seen that 
of an exponential 9 (with 
eqn~J2.24) 9 (2.23) form the first two terms 
r ' 4 
_L, d,er/d~&~ a corn1r.on factor) o In fact 
<Te 
eqo ( 2 o 19) can be trivially extended to any number of gl uons and the ex-
ponentiation can be seen to occur to all orders 9 with the result that 9 
This has exactly the same form as the form factor derived for QED [23] 9 
and so eq.(2.25) will be called the Sudakov type quark fcrrm factor 
[30-26]. The physical process it describes is outlined in fi9. (2.4) 9 
where e+e- is compared with Drell-Yan. 
Fig.(2.4) The Perturbative 
Quark fo~m factor 
(A) e+e-~q q + ng 
(B) Cpp-y)q q~J}"]:+ng 
(A) 
( Bl 
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In + ~ e e 9 therefore 9 the quar~s recoi~ against many soft gluons 9 and it 
is this which \<le eventually want to measureo 
diets a suppression in the cross section when 
Moreover 9 
2 
Q'T' ~.<. 
.h. 
eqo(2o25) pre-
Q2 
9 and 
this poin~ has been the source of so~e i~vestigation [22 9 24 9 25]0 The 
case of a running coupling constant is discussed in Appendix B9 where 
it is shown that loQ logs appear which soften the suppressiono If 
this were a correct prediction9 then one might hope to look for it 
eXperimentally to support the approximations used 9 (ie. those of mul-
tiple 9 soft independent emissions} 9 and the theoryo However 9 in the 
next section this will be seen to be in some doubt 9 when momentum 
conservation in eqo (2.19) is considered accuratelyo 
2o5 Relaxing The Approximation of Strong Orderingo 
The approximation of strong ordering (eqn .(2.15) 9 (2o20)) is 
obviously a doubtful one 9 particularly when ~ ~ 0 9 where it 
is clearly incorrect. Strong ordering envisages the situation where 
effectively a single gluon balances the transverse momentum of the 
quarks 9 and it picks out purely leading log behaviour from eq.(2ol9)o 
This very limited physical regime can be improved upon by taking into 
account transverse momentum conservation more accurately 9 and this 
will shortly be seen to have significant consequences [24]. This can 
be done by writing the ~ function of eq. (2.19) as an integral in a 
--:==? 
two dimensional (impact parameter) space \; ; i.eo generalizing to n 
and substituting this result into the 
-1V 
and changing the order of the b and 
( 2. 26) 
n-gluon equivalent of eqo(2.19) 9 
~ ~~ integrations results in 
~ 
the ~T~ integrals factorizing 9 so that one obtains a product of the 
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b-space ~rans~orms of the pr~bab~lity of e~itti~g a sir.g:e independent 
gluon. This then simply gives exponentiation in b-space of the 1 gluon 
cross section9 as shown by Parisi and Petrnnzio [2~] (see also [3~]). 
So defining the b space transform as 9 
)'a. "~jm~"' 
~(\o} = r d~ i ~ \~o ( bRT) jc O'o d'R ... 
f'€9 
where •\reg' is defined in eqo(2ol3). 
~Where the angular integration has been performed using 9 
---?7? ~ . SJ~ j_ dcr- \ l ;~. b == r d\etT J.. do-~ I 3o (\.a.Tb) 
\1' C)'o dR~ j' () 0 dJI).T 
~~ -ra.9 
And using eq.(2.13) 9 this becomes 
l ~T~,.. 
L){b) ~ f±_ r dR~ o\~/lstt) \"'\~] \)0(~Tb)- \l 
31T J-~~ LQ' L I J 
M~ 
and one can then ~ite the cross section for multigluon emission as 9 
and so we have another expression for the quark from factor. Eq.(2.13) 
has provided a neat way to take care of the virtual graphs order-by-
order. 
h~ The strong coupling constant o{s,is now allowed to run with ~, 
and so is taken under the integral in eq. (2.28). (For a more de-
tailed discussion of the argument of the running coupling see chapter 
J) o 'lrhis then introduces the problem that~ R.i) diverges when R~=)\~ 9 
and so a regulator M2 is used on the bottom limit. The regulator M2 
is 9 however 9 not needed if an appropriate form for o{5( R~) is used. 
Since this is the first time a running coupling is introduced9 it is 
worthwhile at this point to discuss its form 9 before exami~ing eqs. 
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e+e- annihilation or Drell-Yan is a timelike process 9 so when 
using a running cou~ling 9 the coupling constant has to be analytically 
cor..tir..ued f:um that used in leptop1-uduction Leo the ~'!'\ r~~/1\.l.) in 
leptoproduction goes to \,!"\ ( ~ &% '2.) i:n e+ e- all1T.ihilatior.. 9 so tha.t 
o!s(Q«-') r'V \/ (\'A Q~iA 1. ~ ).... 11 ) For processes 
(such as the one under co~sideration} involving small transverse momen~ 
tum ~1 9 then the leading logarithmic contribution to the running coup-
ling comes from the R1 dependence 9 so o\s is chosen to run with RTo 
One is now left with a choice of the best expansion parameter o{~ to 
use [28] 9 L e. for instance o(s, ( \ ~~ \ J or 
Because of then's which occur in the spacelike to timelike cont-
inuation of the \I{\ R "l 9 there are large higher order corrections 
if one chooses to expand in ~S ( \ R l. \) [28]. These terms are of 
with respect to leading QCD corrections and will not be 
small until \~(\~1.\//\ 1 ) :;f s-n-2-. i.e. 'A'(/\7.. 
So o<s,( I R'tl) is not a good expansion parameter 
for present purposes. The so called "frozen coupling" \ o\s, (~C.) \ 
is a better choice 9 and has been shown to be so explicitly 9 by cal-
culating the ratio R in e+e- [28]. This choice has not got the rap-
idly varying fo:nn of O(._s( \ tc(1.. \) 9 and is a more natural parameter 
which can be used in both space-like and time-like regions. It can 
then be written as 9 
\o{s( Ri) \ = ' 2 11 := \ '2 Tr 
(33-:lnf) \~(11.~;A~) (3~-21'\f)[~(~ J+ -n:?] Y'l.. 
(2.30) 
which "freezes" out to a. fixed value as ~~ ~ 0 This therefore 
automatically takes care of the singularity arising from the lower 
2 limit of integration in eq.(2.28) 9 and so makes the regulator M re-
dundant. Having taken care of this point 9 we can now mention some 
·001 -~---4--~--~--~----~-----'--'----
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Fig.(2.5) 
Q~gev) 
j_., J_ G" / I a, 
The quark form factor <So / cA G, 
using a running coupling<:)!..s( ~.;- ) and/\,,o5 1 
Q=31o6 Gev. Curvelis the Sudakov type form 
factor and curves 2 and 3 are the Parisi=Petronzio 
prescription9 eqs.(2.28) 9 (2.29)o Curve 3 con-
tains the smearing function~{b) of eqs,(2.~5) 9 
(2o~) 9 with..(!:<.,) =4.00 Mevo We use four 
flavours of quarks. 
9 
points connected 1vith eqs. (2.28} 9 (2.29). 
Eqns. (2.28) 9 (2.29) give extra tenns 9 order-by-order 9 which are 
. 'Q2 IQ~) powers of logar1thw.s of \ 1 ~ do~cm from the leading term. For ex-
ailiple 9 in the t•NO gl~on case 9 the cross section is modified by a pos-
itive constant 9 compared "ri th a leading \ ~ (G:::>}'Q~} (see [25] for 
instance). These non-~eading terms ~~wever 9 turn out to be very imp-
ortant since they fill in the dip as QT -? 0 when summed to all 
orders 9 with the leading log terms cancelling against each other ( as 
was seen to second order in eqs. (2.23) 9 (2.2~)). This can be seen in 
Fig. (2.5) 9 where both the Sudakov-t~pe form factor of eq. (2.25) and 
the Parisi-Petronzio form factor of eq. (2.29) are plotted for Q=JO Gev 
and/\ =0.5 Gevo Since the very small transverse momentum contribution 
in the multigluon su:n of eqs. (2.28)
9 
(2.29) has completely cancelled 
out 9 then very small ~ can only be obtained by the cancellation of two 
or more much harder gluons 9 and so perturbative QCD can be applied 
there. Therefore 9 as suggested by Parisi and Petronzio [2~] 9 the 
effects of intrinsic transverse momentum (in Drell-Yan anyway) might 
be expected to be l-:rashed out against those of the much harder gluons. 
Whilst on the point of non-perturbative effects and so called 
flintrinsic 11 transverse momentum 9 it must be noted. that Drell-Yan and 
e+e- cannot be looked upon in the same way in this respect. The intrin-
sic transverse momentum ~T~~ in Drell-Yan is intrinsic in the cor-
rect sense of the word9 in that it originates from·the hadronic struc-
ture9 whereas that RTltfl.~ in e +e- results from fragmentation which is 
entirely a different process 9 although both are non-perturbative. A 
parametrization of the Rr~ distribution to represent "hadronic 
wobble" must therefore be put in at the start of any calculation of an 
+ -observable quantity in Drell-Yan9 but in e e this only comes at the 
end when the quarks fragment 9 up to which point the form factor might 
be expected to give an adequate description. This point will be 
conside~ed in more detail in chapter 3~ w.~ere this distinction is more 
correctly considered. 
To swm~arize this section9 there can be considered three distinct 
physical regions in D~ 0 .L.. b b \10, where lowest order per-
turbation theory !!!ay Toe expected to dominate; \1 Q -;:S b ~ \; /\ 
where ~esun::ned perturbation theory can lbe used; and b ~ ~ which is 
sensitive to hadronic size and therefore the non-perturbative regime. 
However 9 in view of the above discussion 9 one can now hope to do fea-
sible perturbative calculations in the latter regime 9 where the major 
contribution comes from two or more hard gluons cancelling vectmri-
ally against each other. 
So even though large b is the dominant region9 order-by-order 9 
the massive cancellations which occur ensure that small b is the rele-
vant and dominant region of integration in eq. (2.29) (i.e. b.;:;: \;.1\ ) . 
We now have all the ingredients necessary to do phenomenology. 
However9 it might be worthwhile taking a digression for a moment to 
look at large b behaviour and asymp~tic results using eqs. (2.28) 
(2.29) 9 since much interest has been focused on them in the liter-
ature [22 9 25 9 26], and it is necessary to try and estimate their imp-
ortance to phenomenological questions. 
2.6 Large b and Asympt0 tic Results. 
Eqms. (2.28) 9 (2.29) (which will be referred to as the Parisi-
Petronzio prescription (PPP)) cannot be precisely evaluated analyti-
t. 
cally9 especially since R.'yMo,."t! is proportional to Q2 • However 9 
analytic approximations can be useful in order to see how the cross 
section behaves as Q~ 0:0 or f~r large b. For instance 9 it is use-
ful to rewrite eqn. (2.28) in terms of the variables Z=b2Q2 9 X=~~~~~ 
and A = otsC~/n as aibne by S.Ellis et al [22] to give 9 
' L:>(lo)--'96(~)= >-f~ \~t(-so(Sx~J- \] 
0 
'Where for simplicityo\~is asswned fixecL Then 1<Jriting)t:::.~):(?l::\o~Tone 
o\otains 9 ~ 
b(~~ = _ )._}. so\'1 J, ('y l ,~ ( ~~ 
(2.31) 
after performing integration by parts. 6. Ct) is now ill1. a form convell1.-
ient for investigating its asymptotic behaviour and can be written9 
b(-?:-) =. 
- ~ qo (~ J \~ ~ 4- 2 AC\l~)\'f'":?:- '2. A 0\l.. ( ~) 
2 (2.32) 
where the coefficients Or(~) are given by : 
~ 
a..(~)= SJ'I--:r.c'f)\:('t') 
(2.33) 
In particu].ar9 the asymptotic limits Or0o) are given by 9 
CfO r d't -:>, (y 1 ,; c ,/) 
0 
( 2. 34) 
so one can write the contribution to the integrals from the phase 
space between ~ and oO as 9 
oO 
2)q,..:::: a.dao)- 01..-(S"i') = s dy "YJy) \;;-;('I) 
q 
~ 
\~ (~)""S",(Si \ + r~ "Ye.C'Y) ~~-'{r) d't 
~ 't (2.35) 
after integration by pa~tso 
gible contribution and the 
pected9 and can be written 
For ~a~ge Z the seco~d term gives a negli-
first te:nn goes to zero as -i! ~0:0 9 as ex-
y'I..!G" 
as .!h~~ ~ ~if\~ Cos(~~""% ) . Using 
just the first term of eqo (2o35) 9 the re:_!_a.i:ive co:c1tr:j.b:Jt:'..o~ of ~Qf'" 
to 6(Z) in eqo (2o32) can be esti~atedo The large b result is ob-
viously less affected by overestimating the range of integrationo 
However9 as discussed earlier9 it is small b which is the dominant 
region in eqo(2o29) and so it's crucial to get this correct in 6(b)o 
Returning to the asy~ptotic form for 6{Z),all one needs in eqo 
(2o32) are the coefficients~r(CO)o These have a generating function 
given by [22 9 29] 9 oO ~ . 00 I ~,-lartool = Jo!y 3,('1)1 ~' \~('yt) = Idy J.(y) 'it 
('.:::.'0 . 0 "~ 0 
= 2t t1(\-t~)/ r(\--t;2,) 
which after combining terms becomes 9 
(2oJ6) 
The second term above does not contribute until t 3 9 so the 
first three coefficients are easily obtained to be 9 
where 0 is Euler's constanto So one can now wri te 9 
4:5 
b(~) l /L ~ ~ f\~ =1: ~ Lt=(\r12-- er) \\f)~ -t- 4-(\V)2- tr)h. J 
~c-;0 L 
or trrriting 
1,mich is • 
If one now substitutes eq(2.37) into eq.(2.19) using eq. (2.26) 9 
which is the asymptotic result for two gluon emission9 and one can see 
explicitly the correction term picked up by exact use of transverse 
momentum conservation,. -which is three powers of logarithms down from 
the leading term [22 9 25]. 
Summing soft gluons 9 in b space merely results in 
exponentiating eq. (2.37) 9 or in general eq.(2.)2). From the form of 
the latter9 one can easily see that ex~ (~(b)) decreases to zero faster 
than any inverse powers of Q as Q~OO 9 and since the b integral in 
eq. (2.29) will be depressed by this factor 9 then the probability of 
no emission of gluons with transverse momentum less than a fixed value 
decreases in the same way 9 and so events at Q,_ /L 0 can only be 
obtained asymptotically by the emission of two or more much harder gluons.· 
For 1arge b 9 ~(b) can be easily found by approximatingC:Sd(RT'd»- \l 
in eq. (2. 28) by -<9(b.Tb-l) 9 resulting in9 
or 
.db)\ /l - 2o1-s \~(~G2~) 
u b---> (A) '517 
When ~S nnns wi tln ~-i 
Q'?.. 
Li.b) -- ~ rJlQ~ 3~ J-\Qi-
one has to evaluate 0 
Using the same heuristic ~ function approximation as above and inte-
grating by parts yields 9 
{2o)9} 
Equations (2o38} 9 (2o39) are the leading forms of the single gluon 
b space transform [2~9 26 9 30] 9 which demonstrate that large b might be 
dominant order-by-order9 but exponentiation in b space then forces can-
cellations 9 resulting in small b dominating the multigluon cross sec-
tiono 
One can utilize b space to discuss the various levels of approx-
imation if desiredo [ This is in analogy with discussing the double 
leading log approximation as terms like [ c!.s. \~ ~/~~ ] V'\ and next to 
'!\ 
leading as [ol..-s,\1/\CS\Y®~] etCooo iniRTspace]o With this in mind9 
one can write eqo (2o28) as 9 
M ( \~ ~Q2) 
( \ V\ Gl7//\ ,_ y-J 
(see for example [JOJ) where the leading terms in b space arise for 
M = N+l 9 and nroct to leading forM= N etc ••. One can rew~ite eq. 
(2.4.0) to 
~ere ~ 1 (b) correspondes to the leading result written down in eq. 
(2.39). One can then speculate whether all possible cont~ibutions 
to a given level of approximation have been included9 (more of which 
in chapter 3). 
However 9 discussing leading or non-leading terms 9 order-by-order9 
in b space can be misleading since the dominant contribution to the 
cross section comes from small b. So in order to confront the cross 
section with experiment at finite values of Q29 it will be necessary 
to integrate eqns. (2.28){2.29) nurnerically 9 and this then forms the 
basis of the subsequent phenomenology. 
2.7. A First Attempt at Phenomenology 
The quark cross section of eqns.(2.28) 9 (2.29) is not directly 
confrontable with data 9 since the partons fragment into hadrons be-
fore they are observed. One must first turn it into a trfu~sverse 
momentum distribution of secondary hadrons or find their energy weigh-
ted acollinearity distribution. These results will be the main ones 
of this chapter and hopefully help to point the way to a better phy-
sical description. 
This is an appropriate place at which to rne~tion how the effects 
of intrinsic transverse momentum were put in. As was mentioned in 
Chapter 19 one could hope to parametrize the distribution of intrinsic 
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hadronic wobn:e as a Gaussia~ [24]v 
0 
( 2o 4J) 
{2o44) 
So 9 to correspond to a measured LWl\) ~ 4.00 MeV 9 A=2o5o Then 
this distribution can be incorporated into the calculation by smear-
ing eqo(2o29) with it in b spaceo So one needs the b space transform 9 
oO 2. 
:=:: 2Ajo\R-r 1:1., e. A~..--:Jo(~Th) = 
0 (2o45) 
(using eqolL4o29 of refo( 29)) 
And then this simply modifies eqo(2o29) to 9 
(2o46) 
The effect of this factor can be seen in figo (2o5) 9 where it 
w.erely ca~ses the cr.oss sec~ion to i~crease slightly for~~ I 
Gevo This procedure is essentially borrowed from Drell-Yan [24] 9 
where it was used to incorporate the effects from hadronic structure 9 
and so it m~st not be taken too seriously ~men discussing fragmenta-
tiono It is merely a first atte~pt to incorporate the latter9 in order 
to test the parton distribution with experimento 
Bearing in mind the rather naive approach of using the smearing 
function r(b) 9 at least? so far? it sets up the calculation to give both 
the shape and normalization of the observed cross section. This seems 
a better approach than another prescription which was proposed by 
Altarelli 9 Parisi and Petronzio [32] 9 again to account for trans-
verse momentum distributions of high mass lepton pairs in Drell-Yan. 
Using this method [10 9 11] the PT distribution of hadrons in the PT~O 
region is given by 9 
where-t(PT) describes the intrinsic transverse momentum distribution 
of quark fragmentation into hadrons and is identical to the one used 
above (eqo (2.42)) 9 and L.n') is the average mul tiplici tyo The above 
equation is used to describe two jet,events9 and so~(PT) can be fitted 
to datao ';{:his is then added to the O(ol.s,) result by 9 
where d <S 1 is the 0 Cots) hadroni c result derived from eq o ( 1. 19) o 
'l'he above prescription is finite at PT~ 0 and it also posseses 
the following desirable properties 9 
{ i) 
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Ho\veve:r 9 the prescription appears someWJ.'1at artificial. For in-
stance 9 at small PT the first term dominateo a~d by virtue of its 
parametrization the cross section acquires the correct normalization9 
since L..'l'l'> is taken from expe:rdment 9 where it is observed to have a 
\1'\Q.,_ rise (which means the fragmentation functions D(~ must be"""' l;~ 
for small~). So there is no dependence on any underlying dynamics 
when PT"'-0 9 and over the remaining range in 1PT 9 the prescription is 
difficult to understand physically. The PPP using eq.(2.46) at least 
merits a clear physical picture and provides a simple procedure to 
incorporate non-perturbative effects 9 which can also be applied 
simply in energy-energy correllations. 
2.7.1. Transverse Momentum Distribution of Hadrons. 
In this section9 what we try to do is improve upon the first 
order result [10 9 11] used in eq. (1.19). From the form of eq.(l.l9) 9 
it is clear that for small hadron transverse w~mentum PT 9 the hadron 
distribution will have a large contribution from the parton cross sec-
tion at small~· This is just the region where the 0~~) result div-
erges 9 and so in order to achieve a meaningful comparison with data 9 
the cross section from multigluon emission must be used. However 9 
eq.(l.l9) must still be integrated to the edge of phase space 9 i.e. 9 
'L 
G>/12 since we must invoke the use of a thrust axis in this section (see 
Appendix A). And towards the edge of phase space the 0(~~) cross sec-
tion can be expected to dominate 9 so it would be nice if one could in-
corporate multigluon emission at small ~9 and single hard gluon em-
ission at large ~9 with a smooth transition between the two 9 at least 
phenomenologically. This forms the subject of the next subsection. 
10·0 
1·0 
·1 
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·001 
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Q,-(gev) 
Comparison of different forms of ~ c.\s/dQ~ to O~s) using a 
running couplingo{s(~) andli :::;().5 Gev9 Q==JL6 Gevo Curve 1 (Solid 
line) is the LLA usin~ ln ( \ lx.f" ) and curve 2 is the LLA using ln 
( Q't./Q:;: ) o Curve 1 {dotted line) is the full O~s) result· correctly 
integrated for the case of no preferential thrust direction. Curve 
3 is the full O~s) result obtained when using a thrust axis (c.fo 
eqn(A2)). 
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2.7.1{a) :lescribing The 'l;Jno:e Range In Q'R 
in eq. (2.28) 9 does ~~t vanish at the edge of phase space {which is 
clearly defined in this case when a thrust axis is used)~ this it 
sbnuld do to give a meaningful physical cross section. The full 
0~~) result (obtair.ed from eq. (1.5) in Appendix A) will have this 
property 9 and will automatically merge into the LLA for small ~· 
The whole region of phase space is integrated over to obtain 6(b) 9 
and especially since the very small QT region is physically obtained 
by the vectorial addit.ion of two or more large !Q.,. gluons (in the PPP) 9 
then it would be sensible to get this region correct. A form of the 
LLA frequently seen in the literature is C 1=" c1. ~ \ V'\ \l j.,,:z .. \ ~r~ l' "T j 
where X = ~.I. T Q. The extra factor of ~ in the argument of the 
logarithm does in fact cause this form of the LLA (solid curve 1 in 
fig. (2.6)) to resemble the correctly integrated O(~s) result (curve 
3 of fig(2.6)) wnre closely than eq.(2.2~) (curve 2). Fig.(2.6) also 
shows that this form of the LLA mimics almost exactly the integrated 
0(~~ result ~mere no thrust axis is defined (dotted curve 1). The 
factor of ~ has almost the same effect as adding in the non-leading 9 
non-logarithmic pieces to obtain the full O~s) resul t 9 and so pro-
vides a convenient parametrization. 
With the above point in mind 9 one can then 1.rrite eq.(2.28) 
'a. ~TI"'VA~ 
.6(b) -:=: rdR~ j_ dur~ \Je(~Tb)- \] j'" esc d 'RT 
as 9 
' d.cr' where~ 
cro d tQ..j: represents the full O~s) result 9 curve 3 in fiQ. 
(2.6) in this case. 
As mentioned already 9 in order to use eq. (2.~7) 9 it is nee-
essary to integrate eq ( 1.5) 9 and to use eq. (1.19) this must be 
done with each parton in turn as thrust axis. This is carried out in 
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QT(Gcv) 
Fig. (2.7) The full O(~s) input (~=0.5 Gev9 Q=Jl.6 Gev 9 with a running 
coupling of ol..s( \Q.2y ) ) to the Parisi-Petronzio prescription (PPP) 
of eqs. (2.~7) 9 (2.46)(Curve 1) and the resulting multigluon 
cross section (curve 2). 
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Appendix A whe~e the kinematics are discussed in a little more detail. 
Having done this 9 the O{o{.,Y configurationsv where the q and q define 
the thrust axis~ can be added together. One can then use eq~s. (2.~)~ 
(2.47) to obtain the parton cross section _L d%_~ for multi-
6"'<:> ~~ 
gl unn emission. 1'ihe te:::~r. vJi th tb.e glu.on defining the thrust axis can-
not be treated in this way 9 since for the gluon to define the thrust 
axis 9 it must be hard ( Q~ <"'\/ Q2 and the PPP only applies to in-
dependent emissions. One can use the Sudakov-type form factor on this 
term 9 butasamwnin fig. (A3) 9 this term is much smaller than the other 
one over most of the range in ~9 and so will have little bearing on 
the final result. This merely reflects the fact 9 pointed out by 
Floratos et al [37] 9 that the probability for a quark or antiquark to 
carry the thrust 9 for large thrust 9 tends to unity. 
Eqns. (2.46) 9 (2.47) can now be used to obtain the multigluon 
cross section9 with in this case ~;.i'Vl~ = G;a../1 '2.. in accord 
with the use of a thrust axis9 the result is shown in fig.(2.7) along 
with the 06I..s) cross section from which it was calculated. It is this 
multigluon cross section which we now discuss. 
What we have attempted to do is simply extrapolate the quark form 
factor of eq~. (2.281(2.29) to include the whole region of QT 9 by 
inserting the full 0(~~) result into it. One might hope that the non 
logarithmic terms in .J_ dcr' /d.'R; would be enough to make the PPP 
<Jo 
mimic single hard gluon behaviour at larger ~9 and then in that case 
smoothly merge the two regimes together. 
That this is actually the case seems unlikely when comparing the 
integrands (i.e. the integral transforms) in eq.(2.29) for the two 
cases~ i.e. multigluon where the integrand is effectivelyb~C~(b)J 
'3'o( bQy\ 9 and non plus one 9\ uon where the integrand is b(l+li.{b)) 
~0(~~) 9 where in both cases li,(b) is given by eq. (2.47). An ex-
ample is shown in fig. ~2.8) 9 where it can be seen that the curve 
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corresponding to the gluon sum dies away as b increases? whereas that 
for (0+1) gluons develops massive oscillations. Notice that the case of 
a running coupling damps out the multigluon sum much faster than in 
the fixed coupling case 9 ~•ich makes it easier to handle numerica:ly. 
One might expect the integration of the two functions to give some-
thing quite different at large ~9 which is not what is required. 
However 9 because of the property of the Bessel function that the 
oscillations cancel upon integration beyond an argument of about 2.0 9 
it is only the region which gives a significant con-
tribution to the transform; and as shown in fig(2.8) the two integrands 
are very similar in that region9 even for modest ~· Clearly for 
larger~ the situation gets better. This forces the multigluon cross 
section to merge with that for a single gluon at large values of ~· 
The multigluon cross section is smaller for a large part of the all-
owed region in ~9 as eKpected from cancellations between neighbouring 
orders of perturbation theory. 
The resulting cross sections in fig.(2.7) show that the two 
curves are reasonably close together over a reasonable range in ~9 
which indicates that the 0(~~ cross section dominates even at mod-
erate ~· This situation gets better asymptotically 9 as shown by M.R. 
Pennington [27] for Q=lOO GeV where the single and approximate multi-
gluon cross sections are equal to within 25% for 12 L QT .f: 32 Gevo 
So this suggests that the quark from factor does in fact provide a 
simple phenomenological interpolation formula from the small to large 
QT regimes. 
Moreover 9 taking the inverse Fou~ie~ transform of eqn.(2.29) one 
obtains 9 
(2.48) 
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and si~ce Ji is a two dimensional vector 9 
is the average rnultigluon transverse momentum. So 
and using the fact that 9 
from eq.(2.28) 9 one finds 9 substituting in eq. (2.~9) that 9 
~ 
So the G)T moments of the input and output distributions in the 
PPP must be the same i.e. O~s) and multi§luon. This forces the two 
curves to cross at some point 9 as sb~wn in fig.(2.7) 9 with the cross 
section from the multigluon sum being the larger at large ~· In the 
light of recent exact 0~~) calculations of energy-energy corrella-
tions [37 9 38] 9 one might look upon this as rather fortunate phenom-
enologically9 since the O(o\~ ) calculations predict about a 35% in-
crease over a wide range of angles. 
One can now put the extrapolated form factor of figure (2.() 
and eqn3, (2.~) 9 (2.~7)into eqn.(l.19) to obtain the hadron distribution. 
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Fig. (2.9) The transverse momentum distribution of hadn:ms~Jcr>d,~.._ 
eq(1.19) to O(~s) {curve 1) and with mu1tig1uon emission 
(curve2) using the PPP of eqs (2.46) 9 (2.47). Both curves 
are for Q::::Jlo6 Gev 9 /\ =0.5 and a running coup1ingo( s 9 and are 
derived from those of Fig. (2.7) using eq (1.19) and the 
fragmentation functions of eq (2o51) Data~(b1ack dots) are 
from r~ference [17]. 
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The transverse momentum distribution of charged hadrons 
derived from multig1uon emission (as in fig.(2.9)) with 
fragmentation functions of the fonn 0(~) --v .z:ol.(\.- 2:'\@ 
witho\.=1.1 9 ~=4.0. Data are from ref [17]. 
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9 
A simple form was chosen for the fragmentation functions 9 as in 
chapter 1 9 allowing no distinction for fragmentation from gluons 9 
times 4/3 for charged hadmons. The transverse momentum distributions 
of secondary hadrons is not particularly sensitive to the details of 
the fragmentation functions (see for example [11]) 9 and changing the 
above parametrization for the gluon fragmentation functions does not 
significantly affect results. 
The resulting hadron transverse momentum distribution is shown in 
fig.(2.9) for Q=JL6 GeV 9 /\ =0.5 9 along with the O(ol.s,) result obtained 
using the integrated parton cross sections of Appendix A. Clearly the 
O~s) result has the singularity at small PT 9 arising from that of the 
parton cross section. The hadron cross section obtained from multi-
gluon emission is noticeably smaller than that using the O(~s) result, 
due to the finite mul tigluon cross section as Q,- --7 0 The ex-
perimental hadronic cross section is finite at P,7.. ::::. 0 ( as can be 
seen from the data of ref [17] in fig. (2.9)) 9 so using a finite parton 
cross section one might at first sight expect to produce a finite had-
ronic one. However 9 ~s can be seen from eq.(l.l9) ( and approximating 
J_ dc::r/d~"L by a constant for simplicity) 9 if D(~) ~ './e., at c:ro ~ 
small ~(as in the forms used above) 9 then one obtains a factor¥;- irr-
espective of whether the parton cross section is finite or not· 9 and 
so the hadronic cross section will always diverge at 
This is rather annoying 9 since one expects for small 
~ to give the logarithmic rise in multiplicity with Q2 • The shape of 
the curves at least does appear to be correct over most of the range 
in PT 9 but although the moments of PT are finite [11] 9 it is impossible 
6:!. 
to check the multiplicity of due to the singularity 9 
which is not present in the data. 
To remove this singularity9 one could try various other forms of 
fragmentation fur-ction 9 especially since the form for soft fragmen-
tation is not known and this might have a significant affect on the 
resulto For instance one could try 9 
appropriately normalized in accord with momentum conservation 
\ 
r~~b{~):::.l o Inserting this form into eqo (Ll9) and again assuming a 
0 
constant parton cross section for simplicity 9 results in a hadronic 
cross section9 
So if we choose o!.)l. this will remove the spurious singularity. The 
result of using this form is shown in figo (2ol0) with~ =1 · l~~=~o0 9 
and normalization ~\·1(1-~llJr·O From this it 
r (5-I) r( ~.,) 
can be seen that although the overall normalization is approximately 
correct 9 the shape is noto 
That the results in figso (2o9) 9 (2.10) are reasonably close to 
the data may be viewed as encouraging 9 however 9 it is clear that 
fragmentation must be included in a better way (see chapter J)o It 
is partly for this reason that energy-energy correllations will from 
now on be considered. This will only partly overcome the problem 9 since 
the Tale of fragmentation is only naively included in the function f(b)o 
However 9 this will hopefully be improved upon in chapter 3o Before 
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proceedingp it is worthW.~i~e me~tioning a few limitations of the PPP 
which have been pointed out by Pennington [27]. 
2.7.2 Limitations of the PPP. 
More careful analysis of the PPP 9 using eqs. (2.28) 9 (2.29) for 
instance 9 does indicate scme shortcomings of the scheme [27]. These 
~ ~ 
equations were obtained by interchanging the order of the b and ~lrA 
integrations. If the integrations were done in the order in which 
they appear 9 then for n ~ 3 independent gluons other singularities 
appear. Using the PPP 9 the integrals are regularized by the addition 
of the appropriate soft virtual graphs; this removes the soft sing-
ularities 9 but a more detailed study of momentum conservation reveals 
that the cross section is singular due to the incorrect treatment of 
collinear configurations which occur when no momenta are soft. The 
--"';> ~ 
correct result is only obtained if the interchange of the b and ~~.A.... 
integrations is valid (as it is in the double leading log approx-
imation (DLLA) where these extra collinear singularities db not occur). 
The result of this is that when trying to extend the quark from factor 
beyond the DLLA 9 considering independent emissions and exact momentum 
conservation does not provide the whole result. Physically this means 
that one only considers graphs of the type in fig. (2.lla) 9 ignoring 
those of fig. (2.llb). 
Fig. (2.11) 
a) Independent and 
b) dependent gluon emission. 
-9r 
{a) ( b ) 
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Also it is important to remember t~at at small ~9 the leading log~ 
arithm terms cancel 9 leaving the non leading terms three powers of log-
arithms down from those to fill in the dip as ~~ 0. It would also 
therefore be useful to see the effect of adding in the interference 
terms (in an axial gauge) and triple gluon interactions 9 which order-by-
order are themselves only down by two powers of logarithms from the 
leading logs. These non leading terms however 9 arc also not gauge in-
variant which in principle suggests the need for an exact all orders 
calculation~ 
So an accurate calculation of the small ~ cross section and an 
extrapolation to high ~ will have to await an exact calculation9 
outlined by Collins and Soper [39] 9 which will unfortunately have to 
be performed in order to make detailed9 unambiguous predictions in 
the small QT regime 9 and to gain an understanding of how a large 
number of soft gluons became one or two hard ones at large QT. The 
PPP does however 9 indicate the importance of non-leading terms in 
summing the perturbation expansion9 and must be regarded as a step in 
the right direction 9 but in looking at phenomennlogical consequences 
it is necessary to bear in mind its limitations as mentioned above. 
2.7.3 Energy-Energy Correllations. 
In order to bypass the problems encountered using fragmentation 
functions in transverse momentum distributions 9 it is simple to test 
the predictions of the quark form factor by looking at energy-energy 
correllations in the small angle regime 9 where one can make the app-
roximation9 9 where if rx is the angle between 
two emergent jets? e::::v-?(. So (9 measures the angle by which the 
jets are away from the back-to-hack orientation. And 9 as mentioned 
earlier9 the complications due to the use of a thrust axis are no 
longer there 9 and experimentally it is a comparatively simple quantity 
dA 
d8 
5·0 ,---------------
1·0 
·1 
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I 
I 
10 20 30 
Fig. (2.12) Energy-energy corre11ations obtained from mu1tig1uon emission 
using the PPP (eqs(2.4:6) 9 (2.47)) with full OIP(s) input (curve 1) 
and LLA input of eq.(2.2l~) (curve 2). Q=JO Gev 9 /\ =0.5 Gev and 
o(s( R~ ) • Data are from reference [18]. 
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10 0 ·0 ,.------------ ---------------, 
dA 
dCOS8 
10·0 
1-0· 
1-0 
l 
- ·95 ·9 ·85 
case 
Energy-energy correllations as a function of Cos 9 for Q=JO Gev 9 
1\ =0.5 Gev 9 d..s( R~). Curves l and 2 correspond to those of 
fig ( 2.12) 9 and· curve J uses the PPP with R~ max = Q2 and 
LLA input (eq (2.28) 9 (2.29)). Data are from [18]. 
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~ 
to measure. Also in using eq_. ( L 26) to evaluate aA/d c9 in the 
small angle regime or..e might l:ope to be able to 1.·aii te 'X./~ /L )(. j /\-. 
(which may be a rather harsh approximation in the light of sub-
seq~ent discussion i:a. chapter J) 9 so ~c:'llat the energy weighted acoll-
inearity distribution can simply be written as 9 
o\A 
-o\.@ 
( 2. 5lt) 
in terms of the multigluon cross section. Eqn$. (2.4,6) 9 (2.4,7) were 
again used 9 but in this case 9 since a thrust axis is not used 9 
And eq.(2.28) was used to compare with a purely 
leading log result. 
The results are shown in fig. (2.12) with Q=JO GeV 9 A ~.5 and 
PLUTO data from ref.[l8] (c.f.[35] 9 [36]). Since the correllations as 
a function of angle contain the trivial kinematic zero at f9 = 0 9 when 
discussing small angle results in detail it is more sensible to use 
the distribution dA / dC..OS@ 9 which is finite at&=O. Also the 
experiment was performed in finer bins to obtain the latter9 giv-
ing more data at small angles. These results are shown in fig.(2.13). 
Both figures show reasonable agreement with data. 
The main difference between using the full O~s) result or the 
LLA in the PPP seems to be that the LLA gives a smaller cross section 
( in6)) at small angles (or 'tp) than does the full O(o(s.) and vice-versa 
at large@. A representative sample of PLUTO data [18] is shown in 
fig.(2.13) 9 from which it can be seen that it is not possible to say 
which curve fits the data best 9 although the overall agreement is en-
couraging. Curve 1 does peak very sharply as@---);:> 0 9 which is because 
it has the smallest value of \.6(b)~.. Curve 3 corresponds to taking 
(c.f.[25]) which at moderate Q2 is clearly an over-
estimate of available phase space, and provides a less peaked cross 
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Due to tr.e necessity of having to change variables from ~ to (9 
(or CoS&) 9 it is not possible to use a simple extrapolation of the 
quark from factor to dBscribe the whole range in <9 9 since ~ is in 
general a double valued fLiCtion of X. and~ ~~d so it's not possible 
1 
to use eqrno(l. 26) to evaluate the carrel lations. However 9 Collins and 
Soper have provided a neat way to do this by separating out the lead-
ing behaviour of the exact 0(?\..s) resu]. t from the other terms 9 which a~-e 
left as they are 9 with the leading part providing the multigluon sum 
[39] (see Chapter J). The correllations from the two parts are then 
added together9 with each part dominating in its own angular regime 9 
and the two merging smoothly in the middle. 
So far the effects of intrinsic transverse momentum originating 
in fragmentation have been included in a rather ad-hoc manner 9 blindly 
bringing over the smearing function~(b) from Drell-Yan, Where it 
parametrizes the effects of hadron structure. It is now hoped in 
chapter three to address this problem more correctly and to include 
soft fragmentation which was overlooked in this section9 particularly 
when discussing the hadron transverse momentum distritut.ions 9 which 
was not adequately described in the small P T region 9 ~ /L- 0 
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SDft Gl~on Emissio~ Basea on the ~volution Equations for the 
Fragmentation Functions 
It is the purpose of this chapter to evaluate a cross sect ion 
for the acollinearity nistribution of haorons in e+e- annihilation 
using the evolution eqnat ions of Basset to et al. [ 40] for the fragment-
ation functions ~(x,~/j) of a quark q into a haoron h (with energy 
~ 
fraction x, mull t:;.·ansverse momentum (c(T). Solving these equations 
provides one 1vith the RToepen~ence in the soft limit, by summing the 
emission of gluons to all orders in p~rturbation theory. 
'2.. 
Consirler first just the Q evolution of the fragmentation 
functions, which is given by the stannarc Altarelli-Parisi equations 
[41] and can be simply written for the non-singlet partas, 
\ 
~~(x,Q2) ~ o(s((l·)lo\~ ~(-~,Q'2..)\Pao_(~~ (3.1) 
a\11Q'l.. 2 "1:) j ~ ~ lr L nr 'J + )( 
where ~9r(.~) is the appropriate Altarelli-Parisi splitting function, 
which gives the probability that a quark with momentum fraction x necays 
into a quark with momentum fraction y by the emission of a gluon, as 
shown in fig (3.1), ana is given by, 
Altarelli-Parisi 
Splitting function 
~ic~) 
All momentum fractions y must be integrated over for a given x, to 
'2.. 
give the Q oepenilence of the fragmentation functions arising from 
multiple single gluon emission. 
There is clearly an infra red singularity in eq (3.2) as =:t_~ \ 
which must be taken care of by the aodition of the appropriate virtual 
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graphs, as in chapter 2. Tnis is the origin of the '+' prescription 
used in eq (3.1), which is 
I 
fo~~ fr~l[hc'lo-D+= 
aefinea by 
\ 
fd'2o- \A.{~ I l-f(.;; l- { c I)] 
0 0 
where f(-?:-) ar...a 'h(~) are any test functions. This re~~larizes the 
behaviour at the upper limit by aaaing in the virtual graphs as in 
eq (2.13), and renders the integral finite. This simple method of 
regularizing is clearly very useful when (liscu.ssing the evolution 
equations, ana one can equivalently write Pqq(~) in the form, 
(3o4) 
which explicitly shows the ~(~-1) which is that part corresponqing 
to no emission of gluons. 
However, when considering the emission of many soft gluons 
eq (3.1) is not enough, since one also needs information about the 
other mass scale in the system, i.e. the transverse momentum carrierl 
away by the gluons. Using the appropriate evolution equations [40], 
one can include the cetails of the transverse momentum dependence into 
the "'( ~ \ fragmentation functions ~ 'J< 1 ~r,Q'-). This approach c]oes pl<1ce 
more emphasis on how the soft gluons fragment into hadrons. The 
evolution equations as derive~ in ref [40] in the LLA by summing 
dressed ladder diagrams [19] using the Bethe-Salpeter equation and are 
written (8gain in the non-singlet sector for the moment), 
d ~(Q~ ~1 x) 
d\nQ-a.. 
1vl:ere tl::.e transverse mm:::tentu:n depe:taance has been explicitly folded 
ino (Kore attention will be paiCJ to the arg-..L!IIen"!; of tbe s-trong 
couplir.g constanto\s,later) o The ~ function indicates the ~ , Q2 ) 
~ig (3o2) Sch2matic 
Pl:ysical Picture 
( s}:,owing j~st a 
si:1gle q for 
simplicity) 
, 
/' 
( 
' 
' -----
haaronizat ion 
·i'llepenfience of the transverse momentum (coLeq(Ll6)), whose 
maximum value is clearly given by the virtualness of the internal 
quark line ($ 1 in eq(L3) ), Leo Q~(l- =r) o 2. In general RT will be a 
fraction,~ of thiso 
The physical picture is arawn schematically in fig (3o2), which 
shows the two contributions to the transverse momentum of the quarks 
( \ ) ( \\ ) arising from multigluon emission P,. anr~ hadronization flr o The 
9 Q~ with zero transverse q q pair are created at a momentum scale 
momentum; the subsequent evolution in Q2 
---?:> anr~ ~~is given by eq (3.5), 
after which the quark fragments in a known way, (i.e. the experimen-
2 
tally well defined two jet region) at momentum scale Qo o 
Since the (infra red safe) energy weighted acoll inearity 
distribution is relatively easy to measure (with good data from PLillO 
[18] ana CELLO [36]), this is the quantity which will be 0 iscusse0 , 
T: .. 
especially since it ler..{js itself particularly easily to the use of the 
evolution equationso 
~L2 The Energy Ueigl;:~ea Acollinearity Distribution 
Consider the cross section for ~aaron proauction agai~; it can 
ln.( ..,....,.,. 2.\ 
be written in terms of the fragmentation functions ~ x,R~,~ J 
as [42], 
where the sums over the quark charges give the appropriate weightings 
to the cross section for electromagnetically creating a q q pair 
with charges ± eqo Pr is the scaled relative transverse momentum of 
hadrons a ann b, which are created with energy fractions xa ann Xb, 
"F.(' ~ 
ana so originate from quarks with transverse momenta To.j'Xa ana R-rbj')(b 
respectivelyo Hence the particular form of the <2) function in eq (3o6)o 
Eq (3a6) must now be converted into the acollinearity 
distribution aefinea by, 
\ -iII~>«> ch;, 
ha. \l)b 0 
where the factor of -~ originates in oraer to avoid aouble counting in 
going from PT to f9 , since PT is a aouble valued function of 6'J , the 
acollinearity angleo In the small angle limit the relation is simply 
~~-= Q1.6l~ 
4 
It is convenient, in oraer to use eq(3o7), to take moments of the 
functions c\_("X~1 Q'2.) (to obtain the energy weightings), ana to go 
into impact parameter space (which will pick up the next to 0ouble 
leading logarithmcorrections, as discussed in chapter 2)o This is 
?2 
one by ta~ir..g the JF'ourie:::'-lv.lellin trar..sfonn, (which also facilitates 
a straightforward approximate solution to the evolution equations); 
so or..e can cefir.e, 
(3.8) 
where the Yx in the exponential can be traced back to the kinematics 
described by the~ function in eq (3.6). One can now write the 
acollinearity distribution as, 
parameter space, a~ so using the Fourier transform, 
(where subscript anil superscripts have now been d'roppeil for 
convenience), equation (3o5) becomes, 
\ 
d cic~,o,Q2.) == sd~ \ ots(&'a.) ~9,Cf,(~ )l_\ \dt9 \d'J.~ 
d\AQ'4 ~ [2.11 ov 1J_;1TJ j'" 
'n 
(3.10) 
(3oll) 
< ~T where the ofunction in eq (3o5) was used to ao the K integration, 
leaving the angular integration t9 • The r.hos. of eq (3.11) is now 
written, 
7J 
where 
a:-...rl p2rformir:g the <mgr..1lar i:rtegraticn yielt'!s, 
One now just nee 0s to cast eq (3ol2) into an energy weighted 
form, using the Me llin transform, 
\ 
d ( b,o"-) == Sdx ~ d(Q~ b, x) 
0 
where all moments from now on will be for (\::2, (so this argument will 
be droppea)o Eq (3ol2) therefore becomes, 
\ 
dd"'s(biQ?..)-== ld7e :e\ol..s(G.2..)D of?:)1jo\Qt>j8-]dNc;(Q~ 0/e J d\nQ~ J~; t21T '<} V J 't ~ 
0 + 
(3ol4) 
for the non-singlet momento 
Eq (3ol4) must now be solve~ in ort'ler to use eq (3o9) to finrl 
the acollinearity distributiono The approximate solution proposed 
by Bassetto et al [40], ana usea by Baier and Fey [42] and Cleymans 
and Kuroaa [43], consists of splitting up the rohos of eq (3ol4) into 
two parts as follows, 
I 
sd~ ~ ~1(~ )dN::/b,Q:t) 
0 
ana then the leading log approximation is hopefully picked up by 
letting f.=l in all slowly varying functions of ~ in the secona term 
above, to give, 
~ do;~~(b;C;)il.) ~ o\c;,(Qa)JNs(b/Q?.) ~:\ rd~ 2C? ~~(G.'c'S\-~ )~ ul d\~Q 2\1 L ..J \~1 l J 0 (3.15) 
N'S 
where A,.. is the zeroth o:raer n~2 anomalous nimension, 
\ 
p;:s ==: sd~ ~ p~~~) ~ - ~ (\= 
0 
The solution to eq (3ol5) can therefore now be written, 
G.:J., 
o\ ( \ crdR1 Oi) NS J NS b,Q2.) == dN~(b/Q~) ~X? ~ o\c;, A2 ° 
tQ. 2.\T 
~ 
d; \ 
. Expf s~ ots(Rt)j~:e 2.C!" f-So(<Y'oSH!.')-\}1 L ~ tq_"t. 2. Ti c \-~ 1 L::: -lJ ~0 0 
which gives the solution [40], 
(3ol6) 
where the non-singlet form factor FNs is given by, 
Swapping the order of the integration round in eq (3.17) ana 
doing the k "1. integration yielos, 
bQ 
f;.~(Q~o, b)-:::: Ex?~~ol<;,J J':1'j \fl(.~bJ (Jo(':l)- l)l 
0 
(3.18) 
if Q0 =0 and ol..s is assumed fixecJ for simplicity. And writing eq(3.18) 
in terms of transverse phase space gives, 
Q'-
F;jQ:o,b) = Ex\' L_~ s~:=. ot~ \n~~ )l?-o(b\<1;)-l_lj 
0 (3.19) 
'lt::. 
·-' 
whicn is the form factor of Parisi ar.d Petronzio [2~], eq (2o28)o 
So tbe .:;t ~ l approximation yieLi)s the leac:ling double log result 
discussed in chapter 2o 
Cr..ly o::::ce thir...g r2mai:rrs befo::'e the acolli!learity can ~e calcul-
a-tea; a form for cllN 5(b,~~) m~st be obtair.edo The discussion can be 
simplified by assumir.g the input functions are independent of the 
type of constituents, Leo 
Taking Qo=9oGGev (as in ref [42]), one can use the convenient 
parametrization for the fragmentation functions, 
2: t\(x,RT) 1. 2. Ett ~ (-2. 'R'fL lQy') \ ~(\-X\ 
V\ 
)( \\ ~ RT'>'l. 
(3o2l) 
where .(~i") is the average intrinsic transverse momentum of the partnns, 
since at Q=9o0Gev the 0ominant contribution to the haaron spectra 
comes from sharp two jet events, which the above parametrization 
describes well with<~,')~ Oo 5Gev q The form user! in eq ( 3o 21) must 
satisfy energy-momentum conservation, 
\ 
~ Sc\xSJ~ x dt(x,~) \ 
\A O all~ 
which it obviously aoeso [Little difference is maae to the results 
by using a Gaussian form in eq (3o21) instead of an exponential]o 
dN'/b,Q~) can now be obtained by performing the Fourier-Mellin 
transform of eq (3o8) to give, 
'7$ 
ana using the fact that [29], 
S (S'>o) 
( c;, l -l- s?··) s;1, 
91, 2.1"~"" s~ .... \;" ~- 61, _,_ g\,., 
+ ( \= g ~ 4) s \ -\- 'o 2. 
(3o23) 
where 1;,:::: b-<~7',>0 Eq (3o23) gives dNs,(01Q~ J =l, ana for large b, 
n )':L \j ?> OlN$"(b,Q~ ..,_.. 0 . 
All the ingredients are now available to enable the acollinearity 
to be evaluated and compared with the aatao However, before proceeding 
it will be worthwhile examining the approximations usea above in more 
detaiL 
3o3 Erroneous Leaaing Logarithms 
From the limits on the integration in eq (3o8), it can be seen 
thato:fb,.~ao, which is clearly incorrect at finite Q, particularly 
Q=Qoo Eq (3o8) leaas to a very sharp form for JN~(b,Q~ ) , arising 
from the.X"VOregion of the aouble integration, ana this can be seen in 
fig (3o3); this then gives a very appreciable effect on the cross 
sectiond1A/c!t9 as shown in reference [42], over a noticeable range in 
angle Ol~<9~2.<f', leading to an oraer of magnitude effect at$~ Oa o The 
correct range of phase space should be 0~ R.,.~~Qo , which also now 
'2.. 
makes the~ function in eq (3o6) make senseo So the upper limit :m 
eq (3o8) must be changed, ana this mooifies eq (3o22) to read, 
(7 
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Fig.(J.J) The starting function dNs(b,Q~) for Q
0
=9.0 Gev. Curve 1 is 
that of eq(J.2~) and curve 2 is that of eq(J.22). 
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Fig(Jol±) 0 Integrands in eq(J.14J for Q= Glo = 9.0 Gev. The solid curve is the exact 
resul t 9 w".nereas the dotted curve is the approximate form of eq {3. 15) 
Both curves use dNsCb,Q;) from eq(J.24). 
'/9 
Eq (3o24) can be integrated n~erically quite simply ana the result 
for<'!q.).:::0·1'is shown in fig (3o3), <vhere the normalization is fixe(J 
bycUo,Gt)~ L Again it is the region of small b which dominates the 
NS 
cross section, ana this is particularly where the curves in fig (3o3) 
are more largely 0ifferent. (Also recall that these functions occur 
squared in the cross section)o 
Furthermore, the~-t> \ approximation usea to solve the evolution 
equation (3.14) analytically is too harsh at finite values of Q2 ; 
it aoes correctly pro0uce the lea0ing double log result which is a 
goo0 approximation asymptotically. As alreaay pointed out, it is the 
region of small b 'vhich is important in inverting the Fourier-Bessel 
transform (eqs (2o29), (3o9)) to obtain the cross section, an(J it is 
in this region of finite Qb where the leading aouble log approximation, 
(generated by the approximation of Bassetto et al. [40] ana used by 
Baier and Fey [42] ana Cleymans ano KMro~a [43])~aoes not dominate allil 
can therefore lead to erroneous results. This is exemplifie~ in fig 
(3o4) where the exact integrana in eq (3.14) is plotted out for two 
values of b , along with the approximate form eq (3.15); both curves 
used the function d(b,Q~) evaluated using eq (3.24). This again 
shows an appreciable difference between the two curves at small b , 
the crucial region, ana shows that the approximate integrand is not as 
peaked at 2!.:::: l 
Moreover, putting b=O in the exact evolution equation (3.14) 
yields, 
Q'l..d~Ns(Q~o) ==. - ~ Ct:olsCGa) dN~(Q~ o) 
dG.'l.. ..:> \\ 
N~ 
where 02. -=::-2A'J.j~. Eq (3.25) is also simply obtained for the 
approximate result of eqns (3.16), (3.17). However, the approximate 
since 
whereas the exact result of eq (3.14) yields, 
0 
so that, 
which shows that the approximation of Bassetto et al aoes not pre~ict 
the correct behaviour for the 0erivative at small b , which means it 
is not going to evolve correctly unless 'dJ.w,s.(Q'Q/))/;)'\o:::: 0 
Of course if Qb is large enough then the approximation becomes a 
reasonable one. However, this is not the case, since it is necessary 
to evolve the fragmentation function from some relatively low value 
of Q~Qo 9.0Gev or less, where two jet events dominate; if Q0 is too 
large all the QCD evolution will be put into the starting function 
d (Q~1 'o) , and so that woulil not say anything about QCD behaviour. N'5. 
So a way to proceea is ~ow to evolve eq (3.14) numerically using 
the correctly ir.~egrated input function of eq (3.24) and fig (3.4). 
3.4 The Acollinearity Distribution (Continueal 
S::he r.ume:rica:;. evoJ:;jj_tion of eq (3.14) is fairly straightfc:nvari) 9 
starting from a value Q =9.0 Gev 
0 
, at which the input function 
o\NS. ( b, ~~ ) from eq ( 3. 24) was use a with values at the arguments 
(b/~) iderpolate0 at each stage in the evolution for each 7!- • The 
R L -1 input functiona"' (b1 Q't0 ) was calculated exactly for 0~ b_ 4.0 Gev, •\IS 
after which a simple form was used out to infinity; the region b > 
-1 
4.0 Gev has a negligible effect on the final result, ana it was 
-~ 
irrelevant whether the parametrization was AJ b , an exponent i a 1 .AJ 
-c:~ 
e. or a straight line. 
Thus the acollinearity can be written (from eq (3.9) in the 
(3.28) 
in which the configurations where the particular hadron comes from a 
quark ana an anti-quark have been summen over (i.e. a factor of 2). 
If again one assumes that the quark ana antiquark fragment in the 
same way, this lea0 s to an acollinearity, 
(3.29) 
which is to be compared with aata for CoS($) ~ 0 · 9/. 
The larger q2 , the more independent J/\!5 (b, Q2 ) becomes on the 
input aistribut ion. For instance, a good approximation of dNs(b, Ci~) 
-b/1. 5 -1 . is e. for 0 .:!:- b~ 2Gev , but, for b > 2 it f<:dls off much faster 
than the exact value, so was not used in practice. Yet the resulting 
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Fig. ( 3. 5) (a) The b-space fragmentation functions in the non-singlet sector 
for Qo = 9.0 Gev 9 Q=30 Gev 9 A = 0.2 Gev. Curve 1 is the 
starting function dN.s(b,Gi;) of eq. (3.24). Curves 2-5 
are the dNs (b1 Cll"l..) obtained .by numerically evolving 
eq.(3.14) from Qo to Q. Curve 2 uses«s(Q2). Curve 3 uses 
o\s(Q2(1-Z)). Curve 4 uses ds(Q2 (1-Z)) and the two loop 
Altarelli-Parisi densities from refl4L.~:] withlll'lls=0.2 Gev. {.I) 
Curve 5 is as curve 4 with Pqq(z) of ref[45] and 
1\ ms=O. 2. 
(b) The resulting energy weighted aco.llinearity obtained from the 
~Ns(b 9 Q2 ) functions of (a). 
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d'1 (b Q"!..) evo::;_vea fu.r.c-t io::s i::n the two cases were closer together NS "/ 
than t1leir respective ir:p-;2t f:l:r:ctionso So even at moaest Q /L 3DGev 
this effect can be observeao 
T~e res~lti::ng fr~~er.ta~ion fu::ctio::n ana acollinearity can be 
ever be improved upon, as we 111ill now aemonstrateo 
Consi0er the seco::no oraer Altarelli-Parisi splitting function 
in the non-singlet sectoro This can be written, 
where Fq~ is the first or0er result of eq (3o2) (previously simply 
referrea to as Pqq (l))o The first term in eq (3o30) is the leading 
term ana gauge inaepenaent with C= -J.l~ + 2. ~ TR=--~J3o, (see for example 
b ~ 2. 
the results of the calculations performea in references [44], [45], 
() ~) [46])o AnQ the term Pqq(-=e) contains no terms like Pqq(.:e)\'1'"\(\-~) 
(3o3l) 
o(s, was shown to run with Q2[2] using the renormalization group 
equation; but an explicit evaluation of the graphs which proauce this 
running can be done in an axial gauge in leaaing logarithms, which 
shows that the argument ofo{~is the maximum value of Pf which is 
Q2(\-z) [49]o One can then write, 
4-n /~o \<\~~~~ ~)1 
~ - ~::-~) ~o\<l( \-~)- .. ·] oL.c;JQ:?-) 
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asymptotically. So clearly using this oefinition of~~sums the term 
( ~) (o) 
in Pqq (~)of the form -~~Pqq(~ )\n(\-~), which is the leacJing 
(1) 
term of next to lowest orQJer Pqq (%: ). Furthermore, .Amati et alo 
shovJe(J that t:O.is argt:mer::t o:Z ~will correct. ly sum all tt.e lea~i:rrg 
0ouble log terms of Pqq (-?:) to all or(iers 9 into the first term too 
[47] • So that eq (3.31) can now be written. 
\ 'l_-
0dN~(Qa.,b):::: ~d~ ~'o{~JQ~~-~lJ ~Ot.:e) +{ol.~(Q~\-~l)) e(l\(.:e.) 
d\'I'"\G.'2.. j\ l 2-rr ;rt,; \ 2iT ~'ir 
0 
-(~'\"\) 
where all terms Pqq 0o not contain the leaaing double logarithm parts, 
which are themselves a gauge invariant subset of the whole result. 
So using just the lowest or0er result in eq (3.32) will include the 
gauge inaepenaent lea0ing terms to all oraers. This was the form 
used, where again \ots,(Ql{l-~)) \ was taken (see chapter 2), 
(3.33) 
where the parameter C was use0 to regularize~asl~ij C:;:::l.O Gev [48]. 
Four flavours of quarks were usea. 
The te:rms of a less leading form in ln(\-""2;.), at each oraer, 
Pq(Oq)( ~ ) • are gauge aepenaent ana cannot be summed into ~ Ana it must 
be remembere0 that large logarithms are still present, even though 
the perturbative expansion using o{c;(Q'2.[1-~)) is an improver! one. 
The results of the evolution usingo<.s(Q'a.[l-1:)\are again c;Jisplayert 
in fig (3.5), where it can be seen that modifying the argument of the 
strong coupling constant aoes have an appreciable affect, particularly 
at small angles where the acollinearity is quite larger when using ~s(Qa.). 
In vie\v of recent r2s-.:::.lts [50] a:r..Q discussirm ([30], [51]), it 
is a worthwhile exercise to go cr:.e stage further :in the evaluation 
of the acollir.earity, viz. to examir:.~ the effect of adding in the 
term P~d(~) in its leading form. 
3.5 Ir:.cl~clir.g Two-Loop Alta:relli-Par;s; Probabilities Ana Gauge 
Depenflence 
Kodaira ana Trenta~~ [50] have attempted to go beyon~ the 
leading results disc~lssed above, (Le. soft Altarelli-Parisi (AP) 
splittir~ function at lowest non-trivial oraer and summation of leading 
higher order terms), by inclUding the 0~~) AP aensity and also some 
terms beyona the leading log result, which to 0( o!..s,) is given by 
eq(2.24). The motivation for the 0(~~) part can be seen from looking 
at eq (2.4l), where the next to leaaing terms are given in 4,_( b) . 
However, contributions of this type can also originate in ~s. 6,( b) 
ana this is therefore inclmoe~ by using the AP probability to next 
order, shown in eq (3.32). The analytic results of reference [50] again 
rely heavily on the harsh~~\ approximation of Bassetto et aL 
After performing the above calculation, Koaaira ana Trentadue 
concluae that there is no agreement with experiment [50]. This 
erroneous conclusion comes mainly from the form they use to generalize 
eq. (2.24) to include the aominarrt non-logarithmic pieces; so for the 
moment consiaer just the 0(~~) input. (This is equivalent to the 
discussion in chapter 2, concerning the form of the cross section to 
put in eq (2.47)). The form they use is, 
(3.34) 
ana this is hoped to be a goo0 approximation to the full O(c(s,) result, 
(i.e. that obtainea by integrating eq (1.5)). This is then trans-
formed into impact parameter space ana the evolution equations then 
provide the form factor which is analogous to that of Baier and Fey 
(eq (3ol7)) with the logarithm moaifiea by the constar.t term -3/2o 
One might therefore expect the form factor to look something like 
'2, 
[ dN-s(b,Ql)J of fig ( 3o5) 9 1'Jhicl:: is mor:otomi.cal:!.y decreasing in bo 
However 9 the form factor of Koaaira ar~ Trenta0ue has a hump at small 
b before decreasing away, ana it is this which gives their conclusion 
that the theory is not consistent with the aatao 
The reason for this enhancement [51] comes from their approx-
imation of the full O(~s) result by just including the single term 
I-~ I The full distribution to O(d.~) is positive definite ana so 2 
the log of the b space form factor ( ..6.(b) of eq (2o 47 )) or the argument 
of the exponential in eq (3ol7)) will be negative definite since ""'S'clx) 
~ \ for all real )<.. >,:,\.To get a hump in the b space form factor (Leo 
exp [lib\}'>\) woul0 require db) to be positive over that particular 
3 
range in b, ana thiS iS what happenS if Only the term 1 -- I iS aaaea 
2 
ino It is the behaviour of the 0(~~) cross section at large RT 
which aetermines that of the b- space transform at small b (finite Q), 
ap~ it is precisely this region which Ko 0aira an0 Trentaaue have not 
incorporatea correctlyo The full o(cts) result (integral of eq (lo5)) 
can be written analytically as [27,51], 
~ ~"~"" 2"'-s~ rf\- ~ + x~l\Y\\i,..Si-.,.:pl_ l. 'SI-><f(?,- X~)( 
0 d\ x, lr }< T (L 4 '*" J l: X I - J 4 ) J 
(3o35) 
( ) '2.. ·2~1 3 on integrating eq A2 from 0 to \-)(,. ? where x,== Q 0 I -2 I 
,....?. '2.. is the next term in the expansion of eq ( 3o 35) for 1"14< Q but the 
terms which are small for small kT make sure the cross section 
remains positive at large ~T and it is these next terms which Ko~aira 
ana Trentaaue leave out 9 ana so their O(o\s) result of eq (3o34) is 
not positive aefiniteo Hence their results cannot be expected to be 
accurateo The simplest way to ensure that the 0(~~) cross section 
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remains ;?Csitive aefinite is to use the full 0( ot~J result as in 
chapter 2 9 or using eq (3.35). 
There are other problems in extending t~e lowest or0er results 
of eq (3.32) ano section (3.4) to incorporate higce~ craer AP 
probabilities. The 0ouble leaaing log terms are summed to all oroers 
using o<s,(QYl-~)\ as c}escribe{)l above, which is fine since they are 
gauge ir...Qependent. One can then think about putting in the next to 
lea0 ing0(o{~) parts (as oone in ref [50]), Le. those like"""-
p~ (~ )-v (I-\>~?..)/( \-~L but these are now gauge 0epenaent ana also 
renormalization scheme aepenaent. For instance consiaer the calcul-
(,1 
ations of refs [44], [45], [46], which calculate Pqq( ~) in various 
gauges. The leaaing term is 
in all three calculations, as expecterl. The next to leading term 
aerive0 by Kalinowski et al. [44] is, 
where the authors usea a light - like axial gauge ana the MS 
renormalization scheme. Whereas for comparison, Floratos et al [45] 
find this term to be, 
for four flavours of quarks, and where they use the FeynmAn gauge 
ano the MS renormalization scheme. (Curci et al.[46] fine a next to 
leading tel'm iuent ical with that of KalinowAki et al, using u light -
like axial gauge ana the Y~ scheme, so care must be taken to redefine 
87 
J\ in each sche~e)a So as can be seen from the two examples quoted 
above 9 they are quite different ana so this means it's difficult to 
get an unambiguous 0 (~~) next to leading result to compare with 
expe:rime·nt a 
It is straightforwara to incoporate these extra higher order 
terms into the evolution equations, simply by writing eq (3al4) as 9 
(3o39) 
where K is given by either of the expressions (3o37) or (3o38) 
divided by CF 9 (aepenaing upon which gauge one uses)o 
Ana so using eq (3o39) 9 an estimate of the effect of gauge ana 
scheme dependence can be made 9 to this level of approximation. Eq(3.39) 
makes the assumption that the rescalei! coupling oZs(Q~l-:t:\) is the 
correct choice also at second order, which has not yet been proveno 
Fig (3o5) also shows the results of acing the above calculation in the 
two different gauges ana schemesj ana shows a sizeable effect between 
the twoo It is interesting to note that for A~O·l, when using the 
"l. 0( ol.s ) result of ref [ 44], a negligible change occurs from the o(o{.s.) 
result witho(s(Gt(l-~)), as shown in fig (3a5)o In this gauge the 
parameter ~~lo6, ana the effect of this together with that of taking 
~~to 2 loops almost exactly cancel onto A more sizeable (though 
not large) difference between the two occurs for /\=O·S'a 
As mentioned above, the coupling constant must be put in at the 
t~o loop level also, and as a function of Q2 this can be written, 
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one obtains 1 
I oZs(Q.~-~) )~ ~ 4- IJ L 
_..., 
\6or ~· ~~\Ljln( Q"CL<.,\+L) \l'lr + ~ ~·,;'~ J 
'Po t~ . ) '(" (3.40) 
where, 
ana 
\.02- 39 <lf 
3 
\ ~ ( Q2.( \-A~) -r<-) + \\ 'L 
Furthermore 1 since /l- :/\ = 2o 66: l [2] 1 the calculation was 
V"l.S If!/)~ 
repeated using the results of [45] with/lt'ltlS- Oo2 and those of [44] 
with.!\_:. Oo5 (Leo2t:l), in order to try to equalize the effect of 
M.S 
the scheme aepenaenceo This leads to an even greater difference 
between the two results, as shown in fig (3o6)o So to attach any 
significance to the comparison of a two loop calculation, as performed 
above or in ref [50], with experiment would seem very optimistic in 
view of the theoretical ambiguitieso 
H must not be forgotten that only the next to leading o{ot~) 
parts were aaded inj which makes the extension from using lowest order 
particularly simple. The rest of the many terms present at O(o!..~) 
might also be expected to play a part, even though these will be down 
from the next to leaaing ones by powers of logarithms. In principle 
it might be thought possible to just "gauge" or "scheme" these higher 
non-leading terms away, just leaving the gauge independent leading 
term, which was summed to all orders using o<s.(Q1(t-:e)) all{l lowest 
oraero Similarly, no significance can'be attached to the possibly 
' -a. 
large effect this sort of 0(~5 ) modification has (see fig (3o5)) on 
the lowest order result, since for the reasons discussed above the 
O(ot.k) modification has not been reliably incorporatedo Only an 
exact O(o!.~) calculation is reliably gauge in.Qepen.Qent ana this is 
obviously far more difficult to include in the calculations. It is 
for these reasons that t\10-loop calculations will no longer be 
coilsiaerea 9 ar~ only one-loop gauge incepenaent calculations wil: be 
compared wit~ data. 
To compare with aata 9 one must also consider the sicglet sector 9 
and so extena the ev~lution equations to incorporate it. This will 
also check whether the non-singlet aoes provide the dominant contri-
bution or not [42] 9 [50]. 
3.6 The Singlet Sector 
~ 
To fina the fragmentation functions ~(b,G.?') for a quark or a 
gluon ~(\~1Q-a.) one must solve the follm~ing coupled evolution 
equations 9 
"' ~~(\c,Ql.) ~ 
2>\ v'\ Q "l. 
~~ ~~'lr(~~(f-,Q~) +~,P~)~(~,Ql~Jo(Git,Y~-e ') 
o c (3.4la) 
"' a~(\o,Qz)-:= 
o\V1Q't. 
}I~~ ~~%-:f'<) 2<1f~(t,o') + ~':IR)ak(t,Q'D}o(Q'o~t,; ') (a.m) 
0 
where the extra splitting functions nee~e~ are: 
~{ \-\- ~-'1=)).1 
i [~'Z._ ~ ( \-T=)'l 
where '{_ = (..!.L-D.:f \ o These describe the probabilities for the 
1'1. IS J 
splittir~s shown in fig (3o7) to occur in addition to that of fig 
Decay processes nescribeo 
by the AP proba'bil~·ties ';?, ~ 
in Eql!:S (3o4l)o 
\-~ 
~/~) 
Ar~ so now we allow a quark to aecay to a gluon (and vise versa) before 
haaronizat iono 
The regularization usea in eq (3ol4) is implicit in eqs (3o4l)o 
Using the above form for Pgg(~) the rohoso of eq (3o4lb) can 
be written, 
where Pgg( ~) 0oes not contain the term involving the .S functiono For 
simplicity the argument of d.s remains unspecified for the moment o 
Eqns (3o41) can be solvea numerically in a coupled way, in a 
simila·r fashion to eq (3ol4)o The same starting function at Q=Qo= 
9. 0 Gev was chosen for both ~(b,&'") an(J ~(b,& 't) , vizo that of eq 
(3o24)o It is again interesting to look at the b=O resultso 
Setting b=D in eqns (3o4l) gives, with Q=Qo, 
~ d91(o,Q~) = 
c::A'i\Q'l.. 
\ 
~~ Jt 'er~~)'\(o,<ll'o l + ~~ld3 ( c,Glb ll (3A:2a) 
0 
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where the arg-.:meut of o!.s is asswnea to 1be ~ i!1depenaerrt o Now the 
starling fur..ctions~(b,Q~) ar.{j o\s(b10~) are both i(Jent ical anij so 
call tlhem J(b;<~~~), so eqns (3.42) can simply be written, 
where the anomalous Qimensions An{Aj),.A1j.:;9, 1 ~ are aefine 0 
of the moments of (i).A..jC~) , 
\ 
At\L'.j) = SJ.:e =2-()-\ e.j C-t) 
c 
It is easy to see that momentum conservation, 
\ 
sd'C-t l~~("') -\"" ?s4/ '<: ~ = 0 
0 
I 
fc~-t :e ~ nr ~<Jc~) + ?'3'3(-?:i l =a 
0 
gives, 
A·J4'1}) + A1.. (Cj4r) ::=. o 
'2V1tAlot;~)-+ A2.(~tj) =a 
so that eqns (3.43) give, 
~ d\ (0 1Q.5) == o 
o\"'Q1. 
(3o43a) 
in terms 
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Q. d.c::Jo,Q6) ==. c 
d\11\Q 1. 
This means that the value of the fragmentation functions 
remaics uncnangea throughc~t the evolution at b=O, ana so re~ains 
fixed at laO for botho This can be compared with the result for the 
~on-singlet sector eq (3o25), which can be viewed as a measure of 
momentum non-conservation by excluding gluonic aecays, (ana which 
provides a decrease of about l5%)o The non-singlet sector only allows 
an evolution such as that of fig (3o8a), whereas the singlet sector 
also allows the quark line to decay along the way into a gluon as 
for instance in fig (3a8b)o AnQ so the non-singlet evolution 0oes 
not account for momentum lost to gluonso 
Q 
(a) ( b) 
Fig (3o8): Examples of evolution (a) in non-singlet (b) 1n 
singlet caseo 
However, if o<s is chosen to have a ~ t)epenaent argument, as 
in o\s(QYl-~\) , then clearly the simple result obtained above ( eqs 
(3o44)) will not obtain an0 momentum conservation will be violated to 
some aegreeo This is borne out in fig (3a9a) where the evolved 
functions c\(b,Q"t) and o\5 Cb,Qt) are plotted; an(J which shows ~(01Qt) 
= la25 for an~s(G"l(l-~)) ; whereas for an d-S'(Ql.) the correct 
behaviour dq,fo,CJ.t.)-:::::.~(O,(S)'l .. ) =: loO is obtained o The resulting 
acollinearity is shown in fig (3o9b) using, 
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Fig. ( ).9.) (a) ~he b space fragmentati~n functions in the singlet sector 
d(b
9
Q"') for Qo==9.0 Gev 9 Q==JO.O Gev anc.A == 0.2 Gev. Curve 1 is 
the starting function d(b 9 Q~) ~f eq.(J.24). Curves 2-5 are 
obtained by numerical evaluation of eqs.(J.41). Curves 2 and 
3 usects(Q2) and are dq(b 9 Q2) and dg(b 9 Q2) respectively. ~ 
Curves 4 and 5 useot.. s(Q2(1-Z)) and are dq(b 9 Q:?') and dg(b 9 Q"') 
respectively. (b) The energy~weighted ac~llinearity Jbtained 
usin~:J the appropriate dq( b 9 Q""') of (a). 
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fer small ar~les. 
The reason for the unsatisfactory behaviour ·when using ~s(GYI-~~\ 
can be trace0 back to the higher oraers summation. This argument sums 
the leading In (1- ~) terms in. the non-singlet sector to all orders. 
However, in the singlet sector the aiagonal splitting functions Pgq(~) 
an(l Pqg(~) 0o not contain these \VI(\- t:) terms (as can be seen for 
example to O(ot-~ ) in refs [ 44,45]), and so o<s (Q't. ( \~ ~)) is summing 
terms which are not tl~re, hence lea(ling to momentum non-conservation. 
Pgg( ~) 0oes contain the\n (\-~) terms at higher oraers, but it must 
also obviously be symmetric in~ ana ( l-~), which it is not if o<~ 
with Q2(1-l:). runs 
9 
A reasonable assumption is to use ~s,(Q-(\-~)) in the Pqq(=e) term 
of eq (3.4la), ana d.s(~Q-) in the Pgq( e) term (in line with momentum 
conservation), with~.s,(Q2 ) in eq (3.4lc). This proauces a~ (b,Q2 ) 
almost iaentical with that when using d.s(Q2 ) throughout, but in this 
case now bothd\.'t-(o,Q2 ) ana d.9 (o,Q2 ) remain at LO. So the resulting 
acollinearity is i 0entical with that obtained using oi...J Q2). This 
suggests the coupling in eqns (3.41) is only weak as far as ~(b,Q2 ) 
is concerned. 
The results obtained with non-singlet afld singlet fragmentation 
anoo(S(Q2 ) are compared in. fig (3.10), withl\=0.5, Q=30 GeV. This 
suggests that the non-singlet aoes inaeea provide the dominant 
contribution to the cross section, so that soft gluon emission from 
quarks dominates dA/c:kos<9 at these moaest values of Q. However, when 
the non-singlet is used with o{S ( Q2 (\- ~)), the difference between 
the two is more appreciable, which can be seen from fig (3.11), where 
97 
at very small angles the noE-singlet is approximately 67% of the 
singlet cross sect ion. 
3. 7 Comparison with Data 
Before beginning this section it is worthwhile to point out 
that changing the regularizing parameter C of eq (3.33) from 1.0 to 
2.0 increases d'A/Jcos(S) by about ~fo for)\ =0. 2, ana clearly less for 
/\ =0.5; so the results obtained may be regarded as accurate to with-
in this figure. 
Fig (3.11) also compares singlet (~s(Q2 )) ana non-singlet 
(~s. (Q2 (\-~ ))) with PLUTO aata ford'A/dcc~ at Q=30.0 GeV. The 
(Jata as a function of Cos@ are actually for a centre of mass energy 
Q=27 .6-31.6 GeV, all(]l as a function of (9 for Q=30.0 - 3L6 GeV. It is 
the normalization of this particular set of aata which corresponos 
most closely to that of the predictions, which are normalize~ to unity 
over just half of the angular range (c6<9~¥_) in e , the aata being 
normalizec} to 2.0 for O~@~tr • Agreement with aata is satisfactory 
in both cases with 1\ =0.2. However, as COS!9"""'9 LO the singlet cross 
section can be seen to rise more sharply ana so fits the aata in the first 
three bins, whereas the non-singlet 0oes not, ana requires a smaller 
value of 1\ • 
The Q2 evolution of the cross sectiondA/du9is shown in fig 
(3ol2) for Q=21 ana 30 GeV, for non-singlet ana singlet predictions, 
which can both be seen to fit the 0ata much better than the parton model 
result which just uses the input functiond(b,Q5) of eq (3.24) with.no 
QCD evolution. The peak of dA/J6l predicteil by the parton model is much 
too large. The peak of the QCD evolvea cross-section gets higher an~ 
sharper as Q2 increases, which innicates that Q~ behaviour does in 
fact predict that hac}ronic jets become more acollinear at small angles 
~ as Q2 increases, while at the same time becoming narrower, i.e. 
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<( PT/ increases but L. P-fl /Q (Jecreases aue to multiple emission of 
soft gluons, in agreeme~t with oata. 
Fig (3ol3) shows the effect of intrinsic transverse momentum 
oeper..Vence in the QCD evolveCl res-::llt. The curves sllc;vn corresp:)niJ to 
~~~') = Oo3 9 0o5 anu 0.7 GeV respectively anv show a sizeable 0epecoence 
of the cross section on <~-i) at small angles, in contrast to the PPP 
(cofo fig (2o5)), which is only affecte~ by~~T') dependence for Fr 
;f . 75 GeV or 3° (cos6l ~ o998) 9 for Q=30o0 GeVo Clearly this 
difference between the two approaches stems from the more realistic 
way the ~T aepenoence is emboaied in the function d(b 9 Q8), ana so it 
plays a more significant role in the subsequent evolution of multiple 
soft gluon emissiono 
The leading log approach of the evolution equations (singlet) is 
compared in fig (3.14) with the acollinearity obtained using the PPP, 
from which it can be seen that the JPPP can be ma0e to fit the ,lutu, 
but with a much larger value of A . Comparing the leading log curves 
(1) and (3) shows that the results of the two approaches only differ 
numerically by a factor which can be corrected by altering J\ ana 
In view of the fact that LEP will hopefully be providing data 
in 1988, results for Q=lOO Gev are shown in figs (3.15)-(3.17) for 
both singlet ana non-singleto Fig (3ol5) shows the evolution of the 
decay functions d(b,Q2), ana shows a much sharper rise in both cases 
at small b 9 as expected asymptotically, an(J so a much smaller range in 
b gives the dominant contribution to the acollinearity at Q=lOO GeV, 
than at Q=30 GeV. Fig (3ol6) shows the resulting acollinearity ana 
again shows that the non-singlet appears to give the dominant 
contribution. Also included are results using the PPP, ana again all 
predictions merge together as/9 increases (c.fo fig (3al4)). The 
~ 
~I 
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Fig. (3.18) The acollinearity dA/di9 for fJ ~@ ~ 9[)0 compared with data of ref [18]. Curve 
shown is obtained from the singlet prediction (~s(Q2)) with Q=JO Gev9 A =0.2 Gev and 
~~') "' 0. 5 Gev. 
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effect of the intrinsic transverse momentum aepenoence is greatly 
re0ucea by the time the decay functions have evolved to 100 GeV (see 
fig (3ol7)), and can be compared with that of 30 GeV (fig (3al3))o 
'I'h.is again shows that as the evolution occurs, the evolved decay 
functions become less dependent on the initial form as Q increaseso 
For the sake of completeness, the above calculation was extenoe~ 
to coverO .1;19b.90° using the method of Collins and Soper [39], alluded 
to earliero This splits up the acollinearity into two parts, 
dA 
-a\ coS& 
where the leading log parts of the O(oLs) result are containe~ in 
W(Q,C9), in which the multigluon evolution or sum is performedo Ana 
Y(Q,6}) contains the rest of the first order expression [12], ioeo 
the terms which do not behave like YG~ as&~ 0 o So W( Q,<:9) 
corresponos to the calculations performed above, onto which the term 
Y( Q, t9 ) was aaaed [39], 
\-2. x (( 1.3:_ - .!..1 + 4- \ \n x +- \ 2.. - 'Q\\ 
'?3;><. 'jS" 'jlr Lj3 1 'j4- 'j~u 
+ 4-ots(Q~) j__ ( \V"\ x + 3 ) 
4-x 2 
where x.=Sin2~ and y=l-z o 
2.. 
The results are shown in fig (3ol8) as a function of C9, which 
shows reasonable agreement with datao 
3o8 Summary ang Conclusions 
Within limitations the above results may be viewea as encour-
1~8 
aging, in that the preoictio~s of perturbative QCD are seen not to 
conflict 1vith the aata, allli in fact give the correct shape ani! 
normalization. The PPP is limited by the fact that it only consideTs 
ineeper~ent emissior£ (as oiscussea in chapter 2), ar~ aces no~ allo~ 
a quark to aecay into a gluon before it fragments into the obse~erl 
haarons; the latter is a point which can be included using the coupled 
evalution equations in the singlet sector. The lea0ing log approxi-
mations usea will become more justifiable as the beam energy is 
increased with the running of LEP. 
It is a pity that the 2 loop calculation cannot be compared 
meaningfully with aata, in view of the uncertainties stemming from 
gauge ana renormalization scheme depenaence. It is also disappointing 
that the summation of lea0ing higher or0er terms in the splitting 
function Pqq(~ ), by using~$ (Q2(1-.:e)), have not been extenaecJ to 
the singlet sector. 
However, problems encounterea in chapter 2 concerning fragmen-
tation (ice. the naive incorporation of intrinsic~ in the function 
f{b)) ana transverse momentum distributions are overcome by using 
the more physically meaningful approach of the evolution equations, 
with energy weighted distributions, which are everywhere finite. 
The simple factorized form of Dq(x,~) of eq (3.21) may be 
viewed as too naive, ana there remains scope for investigation into 
a more realistic form. However, ultimately the initial form ofd(b1G};J 
will not be so crucial as larger beam energies ano more high statistics 
(lata become available at say Q=lOO GeV. The aata at the moment 0oes 
not seem to have a preference for a fixed or running coupling-constant 
DZs 
The calculations using evelution equ~tions can be extended to 
structure functions and then applied to lepton pair pro0uction in 
Drell-Yan and leptoproauction for instance, althougheTe-annihilation 
aoes cave the virtue of providing cleaner results dae to i~ being a 
more simpler processo There has also been a significant amount of 
investigation recently in applying the transverse momentum 0istri-
bt:tions aeCC"ivea from gluor: brrunsstra:hUng in W 1 t_ proa1:.ct ion [53] 9 an& 
the first experimental results are eagerly awaitedo 
The goo(! agreement of perturlbative QCD with Clata in e+e..-
an..."lihHation must support the vie-w that QCD is the theory of strong 
interactions 9 although there is still much to be done to sho-w this 
beyonn any 0oubt, particularly a solution to the confinement problem 
-woul0 put an end to speculation about fragmentation problemso 
:::.:::.0 
I cl<J: 
Pari on Cross Section~ dGk to 0 ( o!...-:, ) 
It is the purpose of this appenclix to obtain the O(ols,) parton 
cross section in transverse moment-;:un Q~ , from eq (L5), then it can 
l 
be usea in eq (1.19) directly or eqns (2.28)/2.29) first then eq (1.19), 
to obtain the hadron distribution in transverse momentum. 
The parton variables are shown in fig (1.5). Eq (1.5) is in the 
two independent variables (X1,X2). Depending upon the situation uniler 
consideration eq (L5) must be transformea to the variables (X 1• f9) or 
(Xl,Qf ). We require the latter here. Defining XT=2QT/Q, eq (1.16) 
can be written, 
using energy conservation ana assuming for the moment that X1 defines 
the thrust axis. Solving for X2 yields, 
( 
X ,"- )V 1.. + j_)(, \-
.:L (\- )<,) 
(Al) 
where, 
Also from eq (1.6) 
7... 
Gl\ ( '2_--. 2. "'C,- x,} 
(\-'1'2.\ (\-Xl) 
So for the case when X 1 aefines the thrust axis eqn (1.5) gives 
[10]' 
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srr ~ .2.(1-)(z) R. 
-'-i 
( ~ XD ~ (Q) [ X1?..+( \~ ~ Kt- ~ ),_ J ? 
2.( l- 't(!) 'R ) (A2) 
taking both solutions for x2. 
Since there is complete symmetry ~~aer the interchange of. 
quark anti-quark variables, the above result also applies when the 
antiquark is the thrust axis. 
Similarly, when the gluon defines the thrust axis 9 
(A3) 
Equations (A2),(A3) must be integrated over the thrust variable 
T.::x1orX3 before inserting into eq (1.19) or (L28). 
The maximum value of T is that permitted by eq (Al) for real X2 
ana so, 
A plot of the phase space region can be seen in fig (Al), 
showing the 0ouble valued nature of eq (Al). 
The minimum value Tmin is the minimum value at which T is still 
the largest of the three variables. This is therefore given by eq 
(1.16) with the two indepen6ent variables set equal. So Tmin is the 
solution of 
This yields the cubic, 
For small Xr it is straightforward to solve (Al) to give, 
\ 1"1\1'11\ /L \- ~XT. 
(A4) 
Rowever, in general eq (A4) must be solve~, which can be done 
either iteratively or analytically by noting that one can write 
s ~ $ 
eq. (A4) ix:;. the fo:r;:rr 'j-'f,~,-(:::.0 with 21-r-< 4-<0j, , so that t1.1e cubic has 
three real roots (displayed in fig {A2))o It is solvea analytically 
34.. 
by aefining an angle 'P such that ces~ = C\) ~12. , then 
y:L ~ 
'j __, 2 ~ cos ~ 
I ~ 
':I = - 2. to. Cos(w-4') 
2- ~ ~ 
- '2.. 9rva. Ctt> ~ ( -rr; <fl ) 
~ 
As can be seen from fig (A2) 9 only two of the roots lie in the 
physical range'?:.~Tmin ~ 1 9 so the largest of these is choseno 3 
In order to integrate eqns (A2), (A3) numerically, it was 
necessary to change variables to remove the square root singularity 
caused by the factor R in the 0enominator 9 which causes the integrand 
'2. \y,_ 
to blow up at the end point o A suitable choice was "/ .= (t-\-i<T , 
so that 9 
l'f\'\11')(. 
s~~ 
lMill\ 
where, 
) 
The resultant parton cross sections are shown in fig (A3) 9 along 
with modifications proauced by the Suaakov-type form factor, pro0ucing 
the dip at small ~ 9 as mentioned earlier an(! very little alteration 
at larger QT as expected o Notice that dCJ9, is by far the dominant 
cross section over dtJ9 o Putting these O(o\s) results into eq (Ll9) 
gives the hadron distribution shown in fig (lo6)o 
E5 
The leaaing log result (~) can be obtained by integratir~ 
eq (A2). From the form of eq (A3) ano shown in fig (A3), the term 
with the gluon as thrust axis 0oes not have the soft singularity 
evident in eq (A2)o 
and R teJilijs to 
So the integrana in eqn (A2) goes to, 
where, 
I,==- ± \"'~'""/2-l 
'~ =- i_ \n ~Y'?..l + \ 
for small Xf· This gives the result of the integral as 
but the 3/2 can be neglected in the LLA, leaving 
(A.5) 
where X1=T. Summing over configurations where q ana q define the 
thrust axis introduces a factor of 2, giving eq (2.24). 
Putting the factor of 4 into the denominator of the argument of 
the logarithm causes the LLA to mimic more closely the full O(o{ s) 
result towards the e0ge of phase space. 
The top limit in the~ integration in eq (1.19), i.e.Q'll'2.. 
can be obtained from eq (Al) by inserting the absolute minimum value 
of thrust variable X1=2/3 a~ keeping X2 realo This correspor~s to 
the situation of maximal symmetry in the three jets, where each is 
separated fro~ its neighbo~r by 120° 9 with each variable Xi=2/3o 
The two valaes of X2 m~st be usea (corresponaing to !R), in 
oraer to cover both situations of small and large X2 corresponding to 
the same QT, as shown in fig (A4)o 
Fig A4 
Two configurations 
corresponding to 
the same Xh 
'1!, 
Although X2 is a aouble valuea function of X1, this just 
2 
corresponds to a single point in the (X1,Qr) plane, since a plot such 
as fig {Al) is for fixed Qp. The integral over the thrust variable T 
'1.. 
from 'rmin to 1-Xl obviously only incluaes the one pole (in X1 say) as 
can be seen from fig (A5). To include both poles, one must obviously 
add in the configurations where the q ann g are the thrust variableso 
Fig (A5) 
(Xl ,X2) plane 
for fixea Jq> 
')(2..:::: \ 
Setting the lower limit Tmin to zero will obviously include both 
poles from th@ q ana the q, ana corresponds to the situation 
where no preferential thrust direction is choseno In the LLA 9 
the two situations come together asg 
-a_ 
\- )!'j" 
/L ~otT .. for 
0 
which clearly must be true, ana can be seen from fig (2o6) for small 
Xro So one must aaa the contributions where the q,q ana, g ~efine the 
thrust axis, ana in the limit of small XT, they give contributions of 
eq (Aa5), eq (Ao5) ana zero respectivelyo The smallness ofdG-0 is 
aue to the fact that the q or q are much more likely to carry a large 
thrust than the gluon is [31], ~hich can be aeaucea by transforming 
eq (L5) to __L des-g,,~ 
60 dT 
1::.8 
Appenraix B 
(Bl) 
ana so after strong oraering, one obtains, 
~ 
l d~'t--- rc~lols{Q~)\"'~ rolsC'R~) \'()~ 6/R~ 
CJo Jt&,. l ~. J Q~ Q~ S t-<"\- P.~ 
>-.'2. 
(B2) 
As before the virtual graphs take care of the divergent )\ 
dependent terms, so that in effect only the top limit of integration 
contributes. So one now obtains for two gluon emission, 
_\ J.r:s:_'- ::: [\ dcr-~ J 4-C ~ 5\n\\f\ ~ \'\f1 Q t + \V\ ~ ( 
60 d.Gl T L<lo o\Q,. ~0 l A "l )\1. _/\1. r 
using~ 
(B3) 
Again, this can simply be extenaea for any number of gluons una 
summation results in exponentiation, for multigluon emission, 
j_ des-' Exr->f{rC~ )\n\n&~ \"'~1 * \f\ ~ 7_l 
<To J.~ '' ·L~ ( J\1. ,1\1. /\1 5 
(B4) 
Eq (B4) again predicts a sizeable suppression in the cross 
section for small Qr. The presence of a running coupling merely 
softens the singularity in the argument of the exponential. 
1. 
In the region where ~ ~ 0 9 <S:>i-j/o, 'L will become less than 1 and 
so \V"l \ 1"1 GhfA1.. must be written as \(\ \ \-1'1~11. \- A. 'T\ 9 so that or..e 
can write the ar~~er-t of the expo~e~tial in eq (B4) as, 
(R.'1) 
~ 
so that as ~ ~ 0 9 the \V)Uh~ l term aiverges faster than the other 
and one again gets the Oip as Q'l' --:y 0 9 but in this case it is not as 
precipitous as in the fixea coupling caseo 
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PART II 
ANALYSES INVOLVING THE S~ AND 
RELATED SCALAR MESONS o 
:.26 
CH:A?TER ]. 
THE SCALAR MESONSo 
In this chapter we introduc~ the scalar mesons 9 and in order to 
motivate the need for wor~ in this area~ we review briefly their cru-
cial place in meson spectroscopyo ~his will then lead us to discuss 
nn and KK production~ and the formalism used to do partial wave anal-
ysis and to extract resonance parameterso We can then outline the ex-
perimental signatures of the scalar mesons 9 particularly the S* 9 before 
going on in chapter 2 to discuss a coupled channel analysis of nn and 
KiL In chapter 3 we attempt a double moment ana;tysis of k ~ ~ 
9 and study S wave production via S-P interference eff-
ects in the cp mass regiono 
lolo Scalar Meson Spectroscopyo 
Mesons are described in the L-excitation quark model [1] as quark-
antiquark bound stateso Since quarks and anti-quarks belong to the 3 
and j representations of SU(3) respectively 9 mesons occur in 3@3 rep-
resentations 9 ioeo 1GD 8 and so are predicted to group themselves in 
nonetso Including the spin f nature of the quarks and their orbital 
excitations leads to the full symmetry group structure 9 
SV\(b)@ O(:s) 
The fermicin-antifermion system with angular momentum L is an 
eigenstate of parity with 9 
(Ll) 
--?> 
and the total angular momentum~ is given by 9 
where~ is the total spin of the quarks and equals 0 or 1" The charge 
conjugation applied to the neutral systems is 9 
L+S 
C..= (-1) (L2) 
:':.27 
so that one has a series.of states with CP= + for S=i and CP = - for 
S=O. One can define natural and unnatural parity for mesons such that 
natural parity (LJ) 
unnatural parity (Lit) 
and so natural parity mesons must have S=1 9 since J= L + 1o 
Using eqns. ( 1.1} and(L 2) 9 one finds for S=0 9 J= L so that 
~c -+ +- -+ C = -P giving the sequence of states J =0 9 1 9 2 oooooo However 
one cannot form :!c +- -+ +-states with :0 9 1 9 2 ooooand these are known as 
11 exotics11 • The resulting allowed values of Jpe for q q mesons composed 
of uds and pds flavoured quarks are listed in table (1.1). 
Table (Ll) g 
for mesons 
L:::l 
S:::.O 
o-+ 
+-1 
S:::1 
1 
1 
3 
~c -+ -- ++ Only the J == 0 9 1 and 2 nonets are completely filled 
with well-established mesons. The other nonets have members which are 
missing or which have properties which are not well known. Apart 
from these well-established nonets 9 only the o++ nonet has candidates 
for all its members 9 and these are listed in table (1.2) 9 along with 
some important parameters[2]. Their role in meson spectroscopy is 
therefore a very important one 9 although it is not as clear cut as the 
above discussion might lead one to believe. This is because there is 
no reason to believe that the low-lying mesons have to be q q states 
TABLE {lo2) Scalar Mesor.s (P~ April 1982) 
IG 
FULL 
Meson MASS WIDTH DECAY MODES 
(mev) (mev) Fraction 
* 0-t s 975 33 n;n; 78 
+4 +6 KR 22 
- -
~ - 983 54 1 "1TI 
+2 +7 KK 
-
E o+ 1300 200- n;n; 90 
approXo 600 
* 
10 
K 1 13.50 2.50 Kn 2 
approXo approXo 
alone 9 since four quark states qqqq can also form colour singlets and 
therefore are expected to be observedo Moreover 9 as a consequence of 
QCDQ mesons are also expected to exist which are composed completely 
of gluons - g1ueballs. The situation does not rest there 9 since ob-
viously there can also occur hybrid mesons 9 made partly of constituent 
glue 9 partly of quarkso 
PC ++ In particular 9 the J =0 mesons have been 
classified as qqqq states or even glueballs [3 9 4 9 5]o This provides 
the most important reason for studying the scalar mesons 9 to clarify 
whether or not such 11 cryptoexotic11 states exist in addition to the 
more usual qq SU(3) nonetso We briefly discuss the compatibility of 
the scalar mesons with multiquar~gluon states. 
Assuming a constituent mass for u 9d quarks of 350 Mev and 500 
Mev for strange quarks9 then qqqq S-wave masses will be about 1~ 
(uuuu) to 2000 Mev (ssss) 9 before spin-dependent mass splittings are 
p + + + 
consideredo The same Jr=O 9 1 9 2 states can be obtained by a P-wave 
qq (cofo table lol) 9 where one might expect masses of order 1000 Mev 
before mass splittingso By considering spin-spin splittings 9 Jaffe 
[495] sho.wed that' the o+ qqqq state is pushed lower down in mass than 
the o+ state of qqo And so both qq and qqqq.may be of the same order 
of mass. In fact Jaffepredicts teat the qqqq states are lower in mass 
than the qq. 
The OZI rule is familiar from discussions of qq decays 9 whereby 
cecays requiring several gluons to enable the decay to occur are for-
bidden (see fi.g.Ll). ~Jhen one cor.siders qqqq decays 9 it is clear that 
Fig (1.1) Decay diagr&T.S in OZI rule. 
(a) lst.forbidden 
(b) allowed. 
(c). super allowed 
qqqq can "fall apart" into qq + qQ. as in figo(lolc) if phase space 
allows it 9 thus providing a class of OZI supe::rallowed decays. These 
will then give rise to very broad states 9 which might be hard to 
identify. However 9 if the qqqq state is low enough in mass 9 then its 
decays to qq + qq might be kinematically suppressed9 leaving it with 
a much less broad width. 
The weight diagram for a nonet of qqqq is shown in fig.(l.2) along 
with that for a conventional qq nonet. It was originally thought [1] 
that one might assign the following four quark states to the scalar 
ss ( UU+ dd) =- S* ss ( uu-dd) - ~ ; and 
usdd .::-J< o The €_ could then easily fall apart into 1t1t 9 which 'Wt>Uld 
give it a very broad width as observed. The S* would be able to fall 
apart ~nto KK as shoWn in fig. (l.Ja) whereas a decay to nn would re-
quire the strange quarks first to annihilate 9 as shown in fig. (l.Jb). 
Fig. (1.2). tfeight diagra.ms for qqqq(a) and q(i (b). 
{a) (b) 
0 
dUss 
0 
0 0 
0 
I 
u.o\d0.. 
0 
Fig. (IoJ) Four 
(a} 
(b) 
0 
quark 
~ 
s~ 
s 
~ 
1 
s 
q. 
K 
0 
decays of the S 0 
K 
-\< 
\T : )Jww( ~ \T 
0 
0 
So the dominant decay mode of the S* would be to KR 9 but since the S* 
is just below KK threshold9 the width is consequently narrow. Further-
more9 under this model the S* and b would be mass degenerate with €. 
lying at a lower mass 9 which might be expected to be due to the extra 
ss pair 9 which the S* ,.and ~ contain. 
Comparing this situation with the qq nonet9 in which if the 
isasaM~r singlet and ~ctet states mix magically 9 then the ~and~ 
will be degenerate in mass 9 with the S* (pure ss) at a higher mass. 
In fact the S* and ~are approximately degenerate and this seems to 
lend support to the claim that the o+~ nonet is oo~posed of qqqq stateso 
A problem with this classification is that the' would be expected to be 
much broader9 since "b~ u7f is a superallowed decayo Also 9 the 
above situation is very naive 9 since magic mixing will ~t necessarily 
be dominant in practice and members of the two nonets can intermix by 
gluon exchangeo Furthermore9 the mass of the £ is now measured to be 
about 1300 Mev 9 which puts it well above the S* andl b o 
The observed KK S- wave enhancement at lo3 Gev [6] might lend sup-
port to the idea that two complete o++ nonets exist [4 9 5] o If in faJCt 
this bump is an I=1 resonance [6 979 8] 9 then it might be identified as 
the member of the qq nonet 9 analogous to the ~ (983) I=1 member of the 
qqqq noneto It would then9 however 9 be necessary to observe the other 
three memberso Clearly the real situation is a complex one 9 which en-
courages further work in this areao 
The idea that glueballs exist is an interesting one 9 particularly 
in our present case9 since all QCD based models predict that the light-
est glueballs will be in the energy range 1-2 Gev 9 with spin-parities 
copious source of glueballs 9 for instance the decay of fig.(lo4).In-
deed9 QCD predicts that the dominant spin parity of the 2 gluons is 
Figo (1 o4) tf'-:.p (5' hadronso 
c 
c l hadrons 
that stated above~ which may be looked upon as optimistic for the ob-
servation of the production of glueballs in 'f' decays. If these two 
gluons resonate 9 then one has a glueball partialeo However9 the two 
gluons might perturbatively decay into two qq pairs 9 and if these 
:.J2 
reso~ate tl~en one has a multi~uark state qqqq as discussed above. One 
might also imagine the situation where just one gluon perturbatively 
decays into a qq pair 9 which itself then resonates with the remaining 
gluon to form a hybrid s~ate. These possible eru<ancements and connec-
tions are shown in fig. (1.5) [J]. Although it is not possible to tell 
Fig. 1.5. Possible enhancements from two gluons.h--glueball~ 
B--hybrid9 ~ultiquark9 ~two qq mesons. 
I 
A 
I 
B 
\ 
c. 
( b} 
0 
I 
A 0 
from QCD which is the favoured enhancement 9 it is certainly true that 
it can wait until stage D is reached9 since qq mesons such as the~ 
are seen in lf ---7' '6 X Even if fig.(l.5b) is found to dom-
inate9 that still does not forbid copious production of hybrid qqg 
resonant states 9 even though qqqq -states can be avoided. Clearly the 
glueballs and hybrids must be flavour and colour singlets 9 and if they 
are found to actually exist 9 they might be expected to be rather narrow 
since their decay to hadrons violates the OZI rule. The existence of 
scalar glueballs is highly speculative at the moment 9 and it is another 
factor which points to the necessity for detailed data and analysis in 
the o++ sector. 
Although there occur problems with the decay modes of the scalar 
mesons (which will be discussed in sec.(l.J) 9 they are experimentally 
reasonably accessible 9 particular in the nn and KK channels which we 
will now briefly discuss. 
1.2 nn and KR Production. 
Much information on nn scattering9 particularly the I~ S wave 9 
, 
... 
can be gleaned fro~ the production processes 
(L5) 
(L6) 
especially since high statistics studies have now been performed [10 9 
11]. The produced di-meson state is a CP eigenstate with eigenvalues 
P = (-l)L 9 C=(-l)L [12] 9 where L is the orbital angular momentum of the 
state (_:: .J in this case of spinless pall:"ticles). So the allowed quantum 
J'?C ++ -- ++ 
numbers of the dimeson state are~ ~ 9 1 9 2 9 •••• The n:n: system 
has G-parity eigenvalue G=(+) 9 and since G parity for the di-meson 
state is (-l)I+Lo where I is the total isospin9 this means that l+L is 
even. Isospin of the n:n: system can have values 1~9 1 9 2 9 and so the 
isospin values are separated out 9 in particular the S wave J=LdO 
will have components in 1:::0 and 1=2 9 but no 1=1. This limitation does 
not apply to the KR system9 which has total isospin Id0 9 1 9 but whose 
G-parity is not unique as in the n: case. This leads to difficulties in 
assigning isospin to new resonances in the KR system9 and is the ori-
gin of the debate about the isospin of the KK enhancement at 1.3 G~v 
[6 9 79 8] referred to in section (1.1). 
The K°K0 system may decay through the i>K0 state 9 which Bose stat-s s 
istics forces to have only odd values of angular momentum. If one res-
tricts oneself to this particular decay mode {since there is a reason-
able body of data here) 9 then this allows the K0 K? state to have the 
_pc ++ ++ ++ following quantum numbers~ :::0 92 9~ oooo•o So altogether9 the n:n: 
and KK channels are a valueable source of scalar mesons. 
One pion exchange (OPE) dominates the processes of eqo(l.5) 9 
(1.6) in the forward scattering region9 and this allows a study of n:n:~ 
n:n:(KK) amplitudes 9 provided the OPE contribution can be isolated9 (see 
refs. [13 9·1~] for a detailed discussion). This might seem a reasonable 
assumption in view of the close proximity of the pion pole to the phy-
sical region. The situation is again more complicated in the KK prod-
uction9 since in nn production G parity severrely restricts the number of 
possible exchanges.Thisis exemplified in table (1.3) where possible ex-
changes are listed for the processes of (1.5) and (1.6). 
Table (lo3) Possible natural (NPE) and unnatural (UPE) parity ex-
changes in nN-:rnn(KK)N 
Reaction Exchanges 
IG 
.!' 
UPE NPE 
- + - - 0 -1t p 1t n n 1t 1 
1 - 1+ 
Al - 2+ 
A2 
1 
- K°K0 n - 0 -1t p 1t 1 
s s 
Al 1 
- 1+ 
- 2+ A2 1 
B 1+ 1+ 
z 1+ -2 
e 1+ -1 
We will now go on to discuss the kinematic formalism of OPE 9 
which is described by fig. (1.6.) The resonance contribution (R) 
which we will wish to isolate will be that of the scalar mesons 9 
Fig. (L6) 
N )>----N 
particularly the S* and E, 
1.2.1 Cross Sections and Amplitudes. 
To discuss the amplitude for the process of eqns. (1.5) 9 (1.6) 9 
we can define the particre~-momenta as in fig.(l.7) 9 and the following 
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Figo (lo7) Diagra~ of ki~e~atic variables used to describe m~~nn(KK)No 
Mesons M 9 M are either both nor both Ko 
N 
Mandelstam invariants 9 
The amplitude will then be a function of the kinematic variables in 
eqo (L 7) and the di-meson decay angles \S\, ¢> in the M1 M2 rest system 
(see figo ~lo8))o For a given incident momentum one can describe the 
experimentally observed intensity distribution in terms of the four 
variables t 9 m9 @l, <?)where the angles t9 and (/> can be measured in the t 
or S frarnes 9 which are shown in Figo (lo8)o The intensity distribution 
Figo (loB) The S and t channel axis used to describe the angular 
distribution of the produced M1M2 system in its rest frame a 
incident \T-
--- ~ 
outgoing 
can be wri tten9 
I(s,t,M,6>/P)- dtrcs- 1. d<S" W(<9,q>) 
at dM dtcoS<SJ) d<P C>MC)t (L7) 
and is usually written in terms of the integrated intensityp 
N 
(lo8) 
terms of spherical harrr.onics 9 
00 00 I I< Y~) Re Y:;(&,<P] 
'J":O M::!O 
(L9) 
where the L.., Y ~ ) are the E..egetndr(2 . moments 9 which contain the 
normalization factor N9 which is simply the number of events in the 
element dtdm [15] 9 and which will be described below. 
The intensity distribution may be expressed in terms of helicity 
S0(t) ( ) 
ampl1. tudes H c. t M R". ,....(') in the S or t channel • 
9 X).. ::>o ) )~;'-!I" 3 
0 
)\ and. A refer to the initial and final nucleon helici ties. These amp-
litudes are normalized according to 9 
(L2D) 
In most of the subsequent discussion we shall use the t-channel axes and 
so for the sake of convenience we shall suppress the channel label on 
the helicity amplitudes. The full helici ty amplitude \-\ ~).. ( t 1M 1 <91 cp) 
may be decomposed into a sum of contributions corresponding to inter-
mediate di-meson states of spin L and helici ty u = \ ~- ;>-.. \ This 
gives 
(1. 21) 
I.37 
Substituting this result into the intensity formula 0 eq. (1.20) 9 one 
~ i L 2 2 ( 2Ldla(2,L'Il. + 1 )"e.A(m,-~~ .. w 
~A Lublo ~a'lllih 
(L22} 
So the observables -< Y ~) can be expressed in terms of sums 
of bilnear products of individual held.ci ty amplitudes. Since the exp-
erimental moments < Y ;;r) contain an overall normalization factor 
N9 we now need to calculate this to normalize our partial wave helicity 
amplitudes correctly. 
Consider again purely n exchange of fig. (1.6). To isolate the 
nn-$>nn(KK) amplitude 9 one can write the amplitude for the process of 
fig. (1.6) in the form [12] 9 
\1 ( N 11 r/). t:' t-t: \ . A ( n\T -7 11 -n- l K iZ )) 
(t-)'fi"t) 
( lo23) 
where V(NnN) describes the lower vertex in fig. (1.6). Using the Fey-
nman rules at this vertex9 and averaging over initial and summing over 
final nucleon helicity states 9 gives [13] 9 
(1.24,) 
where \/(t-~'l) is the pion 
propagator9 with~ the pion mass. F(t) is a form factor 9 which sat-
isfies F(~~)=1 and is determined by fitting the overall amplitude T to 
" b{t- -&.) 
the t d~pendence of the data; this is usually parametrized as e iM [15] 0 
:::.38 
This method of determining the nn ~ nn(KK) amplLi tudles was first pro-
posed by Chew and Low Q and by Goeb~S!l [12-16] 9 and can be expected to 
work very well provided the OPE contribution (which has a character-
istic t-dependence (see below)) shows up clearly in the datao Devia-
tions from this t-dlependence might be partly described by form factors 9 
but this cannot be the whole story as we mention below. 
The amplitude of eq(lo23) then leads to the following expression 
for the intensity distribution [13 9 1~ 9 15] 9 
(L25) 
9 and ~ is the nucloom mass. PL the 
pion laboratory momenttun and q the di-meson centre of mass momentum 
( )4M'l._)Al )'y2.. Q dG;."i1" / d .JL represents the OPE contribution to 
4 M:-, ~'t. the cross-sectiono The factor N ~ll.. is a flwe factor and the 
factor qM2 comes from the phase space. Thus we have the normalization 
factor N from eqo(lo25) 0 
L 
amplitudes \--\}!.)\\) 
which is contained in the partial wave helicity 
as 
It is convenient to use the following combinations of helicity amp-
litudes 9 
(lo26) 
At high energies the amplitudes LU+ and L~~ describe the production of a 
di-meson system of spin L 9 helicity ~ 9 by natural and unnatural parity 
exchange respectivelyo We see that L0 +=0 9 so that a zero helicity di-
meson system cannot be produced at high energies by natural parity ex-
change. In that case 9 we have an unnatural parity exchange ampli tude 9 
simply defined as L o 
0 
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cleo~ helicity labelso Each amplitude is in fact two independent amp-
2itudes9 a nucleon helicity flip if' and l1IDn_.flip J' o Eqo (1.26) U+- U++ 
is to apply to both £lip and r.nn-flip a~plitudeso Fo~ an experiw.ent in-
volving unpolarized nucleons 9 we sum over the nucle0 n helicities as 
folloWS 9 
() ( ~ t:~) - R ( I ~ i ~ \ Ke L L =:: e L-H- L-t-.;.+ L.lf- l +- J 
(-lo27) 
where we have suppressed all indices except the nucieon helicity comp-
onents. 
We can now express the observable moments < Y~) of eq. (1.9) 
in terms of the amplitudes L (S 9 P 9 P 1 etco.)of eqn.~l.26)o Each u-::: o o '!,9 · · 
moment is a sum over terms of the form Re (Ls L *) 9 and will only con-ug u 
I. '- I I I tain te:nns with L +L ~ J and u -u 1 = M. Also V +L must be even 
when J is even and vice versa. Assuming only S and P wave di-meson 
production is significant we obtain the following relations 9 
~4-J .(Y0°> = \ S \-&.+ \Po\.,_+ \ ~+ \'t. + \ <?- \t. 
~4-.; <Y~):::: 2 ~e ( S ?:) 
~4-,;<Y,'> == n Re ( S ~~) 
~4; < Y;) ::: _!_ (2.. I Po~~~ \ (?-t \d.- \({'-\a) 
~ 
~4~<Y.a.>:::: \f Rd?o (?_.,.) 
~~Y:> = ~s~t (\G'.~r\~\~- \~) 
\0 
(1. 28) 
Notice that there are no interference terms between L and L amp~ 
'V+ 1)-
litudes~ we would need nucleom polarization measurements to do thiso 
Thus we have w.:ri tten the observable moments< Y~) in terms of the 
helici ty aJr.":Jli tudes lL for the whole reaction of eq_n.o (L5) or (lo6) 
~ 'U+ 
(or figso (L6) and (L7)}o We can write L in terms of a partial wave 
1J+ 
amplitude fL 9 for the subprocess nn~nn(KK) (ieee upper vertex of figo 
(L6) or (L 7)) as 9 
(L29) 
where all indices have been suppressed for simplicitye This will allow 
us to describe the OPE contribution to reactions (lo5) and (lo6) in 
terms of the partial wave amplitude fL for the subprocess ( nn--tz;> nn(KK)) o 
I:::o In particular9 we will be interested in the IdO S wave amplitude f 0 
to describe the S* effecto We will consider the poles and analytic 
structure of fL in the next sectiono To make the formalism of this 
section easily compatible with that of the next 9 it is convenient to 
take a factor 1/ q out of fL 9 which modifies N to read9 
N 
(L30) 
with eqo(L29) left as it standso 
The isospin decomposition of the amplitudes fL in terms of comp-
onents f~ is given for nn~nn by 9 
-
-
for L even 
for L odd 
( L31) 
and for nn~KR by 9 
for L even 
:for L odd 
(lo32) 
We now turn again to the OPE cross section of eq. (1.25) 9 and 
discuss some important factors concerning it. Clearly it vanishes as -t 
( 2 -2 
at t..0 9 and has the pole factor "t41 ) • Both these factors give it 
a dramatic and characteristic t dependence [13 9 1~.15]. Deviations 
from this t dependence could be partly explained by form factors. However9 
Tt exchange produces only hel:ici ty zero di-meson systems 9 which gives 
a pure helicity non-flip structure in the t channel frame. This imp-
lies the absence of any¢ dependence 9 which means L. Y ;> =::: C 
forM '=/;g 0 In this simplified situation then both P and 
+ 
P would be zero. (Note it is observed in the TtTt channel (1.5) that 
.<YJ'>;)::::-0 9 which means \L-tl::=. \L_ \ from eqs. (1.28)). But 
the <Yn'> moments are sizeable in both channels (1.5) and (L6) ( see 
chapter 2) 9 which suggests other exchange mechanisms are present 9 and 
so \ L~ \ ::: \ L _ \ .::t: 0 9 and also the existence of absorptive cor-
rections 1391~915]. A simple phenomenological way to include absorp-
tive corrections [see ref[l3] for a detailed discussion] is the Ochs-
Wagner method [17] of adding on a constant piece C to the L=1. s chan-
nel helicity flip amplitudes. This leads to the assumption that the 
t channel amplitudes L of eq.(l.26) satisfy [18]. 
'U+ 
{ ii) L)) ±. -::: 0 for )) ")> \ 
wnere C is real and can be parametrized as a quadratic function of the 
d.i-n:;eson mass Mo One can then express the moments in terms of L and 
0 
C(M)o 
Absorptive corrections are assU!lDed. to be the main corrections to 
OP~ [13]o Contributions in the nn channel (lo5) from A1 and A2 ex= 
changes {cofo table (lo3)) are ass~~ed to have a negligible effect in 
the small t region [l3 9 15 9 22]o In the KR channel 9 since the non~PE 
contributions are more complicated it is usual to extrapolate the data 
to then- exchange pole (see chapter 2)o 
In chapter 2 we shall wish to study the properties of the 1=0 
Sr.::ave in the nn and 1KK channel so Resonances are associated with poles 
in the two-channel S matrix and so we will briefly describe the analy-
tic structure of the S matrix9 .which will be used to describe the be-
haviour of the I:O partial wave amplitudes fL=a in the region of 
interest around the KK thresholdo 
lo3 The S Matrixo 
The two channel problem can be described by the channel phase 
shifts 2>, ( nn) and ~l.(KK) and the inelasticity~ The S matrix 
is then written9 
-
·s \\ = s (tr1T~ -rr 1i) 
s.ll.~ S(kk'~KK:) 
(LJJ) 
(LJ~) 
Vnitarity is imposed by the condition9 
T 
(L35) 
One can write the S matrix in terms of the T matrix by? 
(LJ6) 
where ~is the diagonal matrix of the CoMo channel momenta k. 9 
- 1 
f> .. lr<;.. ~)..j /~ A) 
(loJ7) 
with 9 
tq. -.,. 
.l. ( S- 4-M?-) A ;2.. A 
(loJ8) 
S is the total CoMo energy squared and M. the n(l) and K(2) mass res-
l. 
pectivelyo The elements of the S-matrix will have right hand cuts in 
1.. 
the S plane starting at each threshold 4-M;.. 9 and therefore a four-
sheeted structure in the complex S plane 9 as shown in Figo (la9) [18]a 
We shall refer to the physical sheet as sheet I; the physical ampli-
tudes are evaluated on the upper side of the right-hand cuts on this 
Figo (la9) The Riemann sheets for the two channel problema The 
cuts are displaced below the real axis for clarityo 
sheet. 't'Je can ana.lyticaJ.ly continue throt:.gh the cuts from the physical 
sheet to sheets II 9 III a.r.d IV as defined such that sheets I - IV 
correspond to (I ME'\ J "IM f 2..) 
ectively. 
The Argamd amplit~des can be written as 9 
A 
( lo 39) 
so that uni tari ty becomes 9 
(L40) 
and the A matrix can be written in terms of the phases and inelas-
tici ty9 
A .. ::::. 
Jo-A 
\ 
~ \- ,,_' e~(s\ + ~,._) 
2.. (L'-!1) 
Eqns. (1.'-!1) correspond to the partial wave amplitudes fL defined in 
eqns. (L29) 11 (LJO} 9 but since we are only interested in the "I=o S 
wave here 9 the subscript L has been dropped. 
One can incorporate the unitarity properties and threshold singul-
arities of the S matrix by defining a real 9 symmetric K matrix 9 such 
\ \ """"" 
The imaginary part ofT is given by unitarity as 9 
( 1. '-!2) 
(l.'-!3) 
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or equivalently? 
This latter result may be taken to define the analytic continu-
ation ofT from (say) sheet I to sheet II [27 9 28]» 
Alternatively theseS matrix.properties can be conveniently 
described in terms of a real analytic function d - d ( e, ) Fa) 9 
the determinant of the Jost function matrix [13 9 28] 9 with Rquare root 
branch points at ~~ =0 and Rt. =0 o Then the S matrix is written in 
the form 9 
c;\\ d ( -t>,Jf:a. 'l 1 d (rc", f>2- > 
s2l.::::; d ( E',)- fa') I o\ ( P,) Pa.) 
S,,Saa- s~'l..-=:. d ( -fn)- fa.) I c1 ( 12\) fa.) 
= ,6,2. 
(L4.6) 
Analytic continuation of S into various sheets is given by~.~ -t'· 
.A .A.. 
and so for example [28] 9 
J 
.) 
(1.47) 
The poles in the S-matrix are caused by the zeros of d ( E>, ) ((>4 ) o 
A pole on sheet II will correspond to a zero on sheet I and vice versao 
'-
1 l 
'i ""'~ 'l"c '· , ... ·c 
-0.5 0 0.5 
R€ rg ~ 
Figo (lolO)o Argard diagram for the IdO S wave obtained from the 
coupled channel_ rm ~ rm and 1t1t ~ KK analysis of ref[J4:] o 
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Figo (loll) o The inf·erred cross section<5'(mt--!:;>KK} bebreen threshold 
and 1 o 3 Gev from ref[J~] 9 which rises sharply to the 
uriitarity limit for the S wave cross sectiono 
g 
:.4.:7 
So the dynamics in the physical sheet is dependent upon the behaviour on 
the other sheets. 
Since the S* pole is located very near to the KK threshold9 we 
m'llst ta.:.<e into account the opening of tlhe new channelby making the 
correct analytic continuation across the threshold. This is done by 
taking ~ a.. -=. + A \ 'R &. \ = +A ( 4- M~ ~ s ')'y~ I '2_. below 
KK threshold. 
Having now set up all the formalism we will need~ we can now des-
cribe the experimental evidence for the o++ mesons9 particularly the 
S* 9 before going on in chapter 2 to describe a coupled channel analy-
sis of nn and KK data. 
1.4.: Evidence For the Scalar Mesons. 
The most striking effect around 1 Gev in the reactions of (1.5) 
and (1.6) is the strong opening of the KK channel. The Budden rise of 
KK production9 which can be seen from the inferred cross section 
about 1.03 (;ev followed by a fall. Evidence for this sharp onset of 
inelasticity can then also be clearly seen in the nn...ty nn channel 9 as 
in for instance the Argamd plot of fig(l.ll) (from an early coupled 
channel analysis) of the 1::0 S wave. Further evidence for this sig- -
nificant effect is seen in the interference moment < Y 6) in the nn 
channel (see fig. (2·1 )) which has a shoulder between 910 and 950 Mev 9 
followed by a sharp drop between 950 and 980 Mev 9 with a flat region 
after that. Since <Y~)..vRe{SP*) (c. f. eqns(l.28) 9 this drop sugg-
ests a significant change in either the S or P wave over that small 
range of mass. As implied already 9 (c.f.fig. (1.11)) this effect is 
most easily understood in terms of a rapid variation o:f the !:{) S 
wave amplitude 9 associated with KK threshold. 
This interp~~ta~n was originally suggested by an LBL group [19] 9 
who assumed that the JI:=O rm .....oy mt S wave amplitude could be pararr.etrized 
as a coupled channel resonance [20] 9 and who analysed rm---v rm data and 
the (K+K-) mass spect~~ accordingly. They found that the I=O S wave 
amplitude started around 900 Mev with phase 90° 9 wnich reached 180° at 
about 990 Mav (c.f. fig (1.11)). This structure indicated that the 
amplitude was being observed on a large background with phase about 90° 
at 900 ~ev. Morgan subsequently found a slowly rising elastic back-
ground phase.., which reaches 90° around a (nn) mass of 1100-1300 Mev[21]. 
The original S wave effect is attributable to the S* resonance.., with the 
background being interpreted as largely due to the £ resonance. 
The 1=1 member of the scalar nonet ( S) is seen as a peak in the 
n'i( mass spectru..u just below I<K threshold and as a threshold enhance-
-o lA-" ment in the K K spectrum. The broad[\ resonance is seen as a rise 
through 90° of the I=i Kn S wave around 1200 Mev. We will subsequently 
however.., be concerned in analyses which predominantly involve the 1::0 
S wave and the problem of pinning down the S* and tresonances. It is 
convenient 9 therefore.., at this stage to summarize the data which we 
will use in the nn..d:,;>nn(KK) S wave. 
There is a rapid variation in the phase ~ n across the KR thresh-
0 0 
old9 between .85 and 1.2 Gev 9 where it rises from 90 to 270 9 accom-
panied by a dip in the elasticity~ just above threshold (c.f.figs.(l.ll) 9 
(2.3)). The S* is responsible for this behaviour. ~I increases again at 
about 1.~ qev and this is attributable to the £resonance. The non-
diagonal P,hase 2> ( nn4;> KK) ::= 2> r~-~= ~is fairly stationary from 
threshold up to about 1.3 Gev (see fig.(2.2)) 9 after which it rises 
rapidly 9 with~ approaching unity. The flat behaviour of~nK below 
1.3 Gev suggests that the S* cannot be parametrized as a Breit-Wigner 
resonance. 
Early' analyses of the IdO S wave were restricted by the available 
+ - ( - + - t data to concentrate.almost er.tirely on n n data eogon p~n n n)\see 
for example [13-150 19-22])0 Clearly this is not sufficient to est-
ablish whether the S* is a Breit-Wigner resonance or some other more 
cooplicated effect associated with the close proximity of the KK 
thresholdo One ~~uld also like to ur.derstand at the sa~e time the 
nature of the background to the S* 9 which in the nn channel is pre-
dominantly the broad£ effecto Only when high statistics data was 
obtained in the KK channel did this become possible [6 9 ll 9 2) 9 8 9 18]o 
Most information can clearly be gained from a coupled channel analy-
sis 9 such as that described in Chapter 2 9 to which we now turno 
CHAPTER 2 
OOlJIPJLED CHANNElL ANALYSIS OF nn AND KK 
2. lo Introdl<.Ilction. 
In this chapter we analyse dlata on nn ar.d KK production in order 
to try to understand the isospin zero S wave scattering near the KK 
threshold. We study various coupled channel para~etrizations in order 
to assertain the properties of the S* and £ enhancements [26]. 
_pc ++ A system with the quantum numbers of the scalar mesons 9 J =0 9 
and isospin zero can in principle decay to other channels besides nn 
and KK 9 such as ~'7, However9 only nn and KK have been measured9 but 
seem to provide by far the dominant modes 9 as can be seen in table (1.2). 
or reference [2]. The other channels may be restricted by insufficient 
phase space below about 1.5 Gev; there is no evidence for any dramatic 
effects with the opening of the 1~ threshold9 in stark contrast to 
the case for the KK threshold. The data also provides negligible 4n 
inelastic effects in the mass region around KK threshold. We there-
fore feel justified in continuing with a two channel analysis. We 
try to use all the available information below and above KR thresh-
old in both channels in contrast to the work done by the ANL group for 
instance9 who use mainly KK d~ta [23]. 
We consider data obtained from high statistics experiments using 
reactions (1.5) and (1.6). The n+n- moments .(Y~) used are obtained 
in reaction (1.5) at 17.2 Gev/e in reference [10] 9 and displayed in 
fig (2.1). We use information in the mass range .85-1.55 G:v 9 and fit 
to the nn moments (eqs.U?28))in the region of 0.9-1.06 Gev. In the 
range 1.25-1.55 Gev the nn amplitude is constrained to be consistent 
with the ~ phase shift solution of reference [24]. Refinements of 
solutions from reference [22] were obtained in reference [24] by Pen-
nington and Martin9 by imposing analyticity on the nn phase shift ana-
lysis. We choose the ~ solution ~ since that contains the~ (1600)[2] 
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and it a:so gives a satisfactory description of polarized target data 
The KR data used is the modulus and phase of the l={) S wave amp-
litude found in the ANL nN~KKN single channel ~nalysis of reference 
[2J]. The exchange mechanisms are more complicated in this reaction 
{c.f.table (1.3)) 9 and so to obtain the KK mass dependence and resolve 
the partial wave uncertainties one can extrapolate the data to the n 
exchange pole. This was done by the ANL group 9 who used the t-depen-
dence extracted from the data and the extrapolation of eqs. (1.25) 9 
(1.29) and (1.)0). The data are shown in fig. (2.2). 
To use the nn moments to extract the I=O S wave behaviour 9 we 
specified the P wave to be the~ tail which we describe by the Breit-
(2.1) 
whe:i:"e 
(2. 2) 
q is the n momentum 
in then centre o:f mass 9 with 9,f that at the ~massMp. 
For the 1=2 S wave 9 we simply use 9 
(2. 3) 
with values of 2>2. used from reference[22] for( example ba. = -22.4.0 at 
M=l Gev). 
We now wish to study the possible parametrizations of the 1::0 two 
channel S matrix in order to extract the parameters of the S wave 
:resor:a:r:.cesp the S'~ a.-:<::; E o Si::r:.ce the S" occu::-s o:r: a large background!~ 
which could be largely interpreted as the~ resonance in the nn channel 
(cofoseco(lo4)) 9 the~~ S wave nn ~~plitude must be parametrized by 
two overlapping structureso 'I'o :b this we use the d{f\ f 2 ) fu.::.ction . ) 
{of sec{LJ)) P and 11e lnOW decide 1·1h:.ch is the most appropriate para-
metrizatiOll.lo 
2o 2 Coupled Channel Par~~etrizationso 
Consider the following examples o:f parametrizations of d( e, e2..) 0 ) . 
(a) Breit-Wigner resonanceg 
This leads to poles in the S matrix on sheet III and sheet II (see for 
example [27]l. vfuen the resonance occurs far above threshold9 only the 
sheet III pole is important. 
(b) K matrix parametrization: 
The Breit-Wigner form is equivalent to a pole in the K matrix. Yet a 
resonant effect can still occur even if the K matrix elements are slowly 
varying as a function of energy. -1 To see this 9 consider the K matrix to 
be parametrized as 9 
-I 
k (~ 
(2.6) 
=-55 
For ~ srr:all and negative one obtains a sheet I:L fJCtY\ f'2. positive) pole 
just below the KK threshold ('f>2.==-\-.,;.__\f~\) at 
The effects of this pole are observed as a resonance in the nn channel 
and so we shall refer to it as a KK bound state resonanceo There is 
InO nearby sheet III paleo If ol9 @ 9 "()' are chosen to be (real) constants 
we have a simple )-parameter description of a resonance and its back-
groundo For example 9 one can write the nn4" nn S matrix element as 9 
where ~is the value of \ ~2. \ given by eqo (2o 8) o Thus S is written 
ll 
in the form of a resonance (second factor 9 which gives the sheet II 
pole) 9 multiplied by a background9 which has a large phase ("'-"90°) 
provided \d-.\ .<< ~ \ Therefore the resonance is described by 
two parameters? the background oneo 
(c) Two Breit-Wigner poles: 
{2ol0) 
(d) A Breit-Wigner resonance and background in the nn channel: 
{2oll) 
with 9 
(2ol2) 
(e) FactOrizing Breit-Wigner and smooth K matrix 9 
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(2.13) 
We wish to use one of the above parametrizations to describe the 
leO S wave in the range 0.85-<"M~ 1.55 Gev 9 where it must incorporate 
both the S* and£ effects. This might suggest we should simply use 
(c) 9 but since the phase ~k is very flat below 1.3 Gev 9 this would 
imply a very large width for the S*. We therfore turn to the KK bound 
state picture of the S* 9 and so consider parametrizations (e) or (b) 9 
which we shall call I and II respectively. 
Since the S* occurs very close to the KK threshold 9 where we fit 
to data9 we must take into account isospin violation which manifests 
itself in the K+K- and KrK mass difference. This is disucssed in 
0 0 
the Appendix A9 where it is shown that to a good approximation the 
main modification to the above description is the replacement of R~ 
by !(~+R0) 9 where ~<.. and Ro are the magnitudes of the K+K- and 
Como momenta respectively. As can be seen in fig. (2.1) 9 the 
mass bin centred on • 99 G·ev contains both thresholds and the fit to 
the n~ moments leads to the structure displayed. We now turn to 
the results of the fits to the data described in sec. (1.4.) 9 using 
parametrizations I and II. 
2.2.1 Factorizing Jost Function Parametrization I 
The data were fitted using 
(2.14) 
where dlk was parametrized in terms of a slowly varying irnr<erse K 
( 2. 15) 
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The I=O 7t7t--'¥ mt and 7t7t~K+K- ~ . .rnpli tudes. The curves correspond to parametrization I 
of sec(?. .• 2 .• 1). In the absence of K+ -K0 mass difference the 1t1t~ K+K-amplitude should 
be in a unitarity circle af radius. \f~ (shown by the dashed curve). The violation 
bela"' about 1 Gev is due to this mass difference. 
The results of the fit are shown by the continuous cruves on figso 
(2ol) 9 (2o2) 9 with the amplitudes shown in figo (2o3)o The para-
meter values are (in units of Gev), 
(o) ~ 
M:!.,A. = -0 ·0 I 
(I) 
~'12-l. = =- 0 ·09) 
M<.o > __, o · ~ <o 
\?l.. ~ 
(I) 
Mn. =: -O·O~ 
ll\ 
The most significant M matrix element is M\1 o 
The pole -positions of the T matrix nearby the physical region 
are 9 
S* pole on sheet H at S'S = 988- 8i Mev 
£ pole on sheet III at 'SS= 1394:-llOi Mev 
The ratio of the residues at the £pole determines the rati~ of 
its coupling to nn and KKo~e get 9 
v?-
\ 
. (2.18) 
2o2o2 K Matrix Parametrizationo 
Under this description we include the E effect as a pole term 
and take into account the S* and background using a slowly varying K 
matrix 9 vizo 
k(t.) + 
"'V 
(2ol9) 
with 9 
='.59 
T~e par~eter values {in units of Gev) obtained from the fit are 9 
M~.::! \·~'ii I c,=- \· 0 ) 'C2-= ~· '2. 
k,(~)- \. s (o) I< 2. &,. :::::;: ~ \0 . ~ ) (o) K,& = 4=·'2.. 
(I ) (1\ (I) 
K II -:::. -0·2 \.(%& = -24·~ K _, ~4-· 6 ) 12. -
The poles in the T matrix arell 
S* pole on sheet II at SS = 986-?i Mev 
€. 
pole on sheet III at SS =1394-118i Mevo ( 2o 22) 
with the ratio of the residues at the E pole 9 
o·2.S 
(2o2)) 
The two different parametrizations are the~efore seen to pro-
duce very similar T matrix elements 9 with both the S* and E turning 
out much narrower than in earlier determinations [2]o Tpis is a result 
of requiring a desirable fit to the nn moments 9 especially in the region 
Oo96-lo0 ~ev (cofo[l8]). The difference in the values of eqso(2ol7) 
and (2o21) may be taken as a measure of the uncertainty in the pole 
positions" The t: parameters are not critically dependent on the fit 
to the nn moments? as those of the S* wave are particularly around the 
KK threshold. 
The properties of the E resonance found in our analysis are quite 
similar to those found in the ANL analysis 9 even though their para-
metrization is completely different [23]. They parametrize the T 
matrix directly and include the S* as a background to the E. . Their 
main interest is in KK data and they do not attempt to describe the nn 
moments close to the KK threshold 9 which is a crucial feature of our 
analysis. In view of such differences between our respective approaches 9 
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corresponds to the prediction of parametrization I of sec 
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l6l 
it is encouraging that their£ (1425) has quite similar properties to 
our£ (1394) [25]. 
2. 3 Discussion. 
Before summarising the main results of this chapter 9 there are a 
few more salient points which should be mentioned. 
One could try to examine K exchange by looking at reactions of the 
type 9 
Assuming that K exchange is the dominant mechanism leads to cross 
section estimates which are much larger than the data [26] 9 so that 
there must be sizeable contributions from non-K exchanges. It is 
therefore not possible to perform an analysis of KK~ n;n; 9 KR in 
the same spirit as that of a n;n;~n;n; 9 KK analysis. The S* enhancement is 
however also observed in the n;n; mass spectrum from reaction (2.2l::). 
The n;n; mass distribution is shown in fig. (2.4) 9 with the background 
and~ tail subtracted9 at 13 Gev/c[29] in arbitrary units. This data 
is fitted with a curve proportional to ~ 1 fV\ iT 12 \ 1.. 9 calculated 
using parametrization I of sec.(2J)[26]. Although there is reasonable 
agreement.., the data does suggest that the S* is narrower and occurs 
slightly lower in mass than that predicted from the analysis. 
+ -One can9 however 9 predict that S wave K K production will be 
much larger than ~K0 [26]. The process KP ___..::y K+K-)\ is dominated by 
s 
~ production around the threshold9 and this opens up the possibility 
of studying S wave production by examining S-P interference effects in 
the cp mass region. This is the subject of chapter 3 9 where we per-
form a double moment analysis of the data [30]. 
One can now also look to the decay f' ~ d? \T_,.. \(- to 
30 ~=G>~n:+ Tt = Bkd Subtracted 
o~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
0 0·5 ~ l5 2 2 ° 5 
Fig. (2.5). Background subtracted invariant mass of n+n- pairs for 
events in 't' -:->7 K+K-n+ n- which have a K+K- invariant 
mass in the <P region. · 
:.63 
give us ir.::formati.on a0out ti::e S'~ r::!sonance. Data i~1 t!1e n+ r.- mass 
distribution [25] clearly silO\V' a peak ncar 970 Hev (see :fig. ( 2. 5)). 
1'he production mechanism is sho.wn in fig(2.6). 
Fig. (2.6) Production mechanism for the S* in cv~ ¢n-t-u-
It. is assumed that the coupling is to the ss component of cp 9 _'Which 
belongs to an almost ideally mixed SU (J) nonet. Allo,dng for a small 
admixture of non-strange qq would provide a lesser Zvreig-suppressed 
mechanism than that of fig. (2.6) 9 but the admixture is so small that 
this is neglected. }breover9 the final nn state (udd~ ) is reached by 
passing through an intermediate state composed of ussu 9 which caul d. form 
a JKK bound state 9 since the -rt n- mass is close to KK threshold. This 
picture is consistent with the view that the S"' is a KR bound state 
rcsonance 11 11.tlich "·e used in our K matrix parametrization of the com-
pletely different production mechanism in 1\-N ~ 1i1T (K 1-<.) N 
One might then also e..--cpect an S* threshold enhancement in lf' ~ ¢ kK 
in the KK mass spectrwn. It would be interesting to see the re-
sul ts of: a coupled channel analysis of these \f' decay modes 9 from which 
much eould be deduced. 
Isospin violation was touched upon in sec (2o3)~ and its effects 
are sr~wn in figo (2o2) around r<K thresholdo Achasov · et alo[Jl] have 
-discussed the effects of IdD~1 mixing near the KK threshold 9 which causes 
formalism is discussed in Appendix Ao Achasov et aloexamine the in-
fluence of S*-$ mixing in the reaction \TN~\\ 0 '1_ N 9 in 
which n exchange is forbidden by isospin symmetry 9 and predict sig-
nificant effectsa However 9 reliable data on such a process does not 
exist at presento We now summarize the main results of this chaptero 
It was found that the nn~~nn9KK data suggested the existence of 
t\VO 1::::0 S wave resonances in the mass range Oo86-L55 Gevo Due to the 
lack of phase variation in nn~KK over the KK threshold9 it was 
not possible to parametrize the S* resonance as a Breit-Wigner9 which 
would have required poles in the T matrix on sheet III and sheet IIo 
The K matrix was found to be a successful parametrization of the S* 
resonance 9 and in both alternative forms (I and II) requires just a 
sheet II pole 9 which ensures that the nn~KK phase is slowly varying 
over and above the KK thresholda The K matrix formalism is a conven-
ient tool to use to expose the distinction between a Breit-Wigner (sheet 
III) pole and a KK bound state (sheet II) poleo The former corresponds 
to a pole in the K matrix 9 the latter a slowly varying oneo 
The same data also require the existence of a Breit-Wigner £res-
onance 9 which couples predominantly to the nn channel 9 and which has a 
mass of about lo~ Geva The parameters of the € were found to be stable 
against charn.ges of parametrizationa The pole position (~ ~ 1~-llOi 
Mev) and ratio of couplings to nn and KK channels (~~:1) compare fav-
ourably with the results of the ANL analysis [23] 9 which predicts a mass 
of 1~25 + 15 Mev and half-width 80+ 15 t1ev for theE a 
We now turn to a study of the interference effects between the q( 
meson and K-K+ S wave in the reaction Kp~K-K+A at ~o2 Gev/@.a 
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CHAPTER 3 
INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN Kp=-'"rK-K+ A AT. 4 o 2 Gev/ e .AliJD THE 'l'HRESHDLD 
KK s WAVE AMP_JkLrTIJDE 
3ol Introduction. 
As was mentioned in chapter two 9 it is much more difficult to 
obtain information on the KI'Z-'? KR channel than nn: -::yKK 9 1t1t 9 since it's 
more di:fficul t to isolate K exchange. We make an attempt to do this 
9 where the A acts as 
a polarization analyser9 allowing one to assess the importance of the 
contribution of unnatural paritY 9 non-K exhange amplitudes. Further-
more the data around the KK threshold are dominated by the'? resonance 
and so by examining S-P wave interference in this region we can study 
the behaviour o:f the KK S wave amplitudes 9 Which we assume to be due to 
the S* and b resonances. 
Our results are obtained [JO] from an analysis of the reaction 
at 4.2 Gev/c. The data show interference 
effects in the relevant moments of the decay distributions of the 
I - + and \K K ) systems. The data are described briefly in sec.(J.2). In 
sec. (3.3) we describe the amplitude analysis 9 with discussion of re-
sults in sec(3.4). 
3.2 Data. 
The dominance of the <f> resonance in the data at low values of 
- + K K mass is shown by the data in fig. (3.1) 9 with fig. (3.2) showing 
that the <f> is preferentially produced in the forward direction. The 
following analysis is restricted to the region (oS, ~PA '). 0 · '5 
which contains the main body of data. 
The data is presented in terms of the joint moments 9 H 9 of the 
+ -
and K K decay angular distributions and can be written as 9 
(3.1) 
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where the SQ~ is over all even~s ~n the ~ass interv~l u~der consideratio~ 
The solid angles Jl and Jl. 1 correspo:nCl to the directions of the K- and 
decay proton in the K-K+ and /\rest frames respectively 9 and Wi is the 
·~ 
weiGht of the )~ event. 
Fig. {J.J) shows the eighteen independent observable doun:e mom~ 
ents ( l~ 2 ) 9 in lr Mev mass bins 'Vli th C C'S c9pA > 0 · S • In 
particular 9 the six moments with L=l contain interference terms be-
tween S andP wave JKK amplitudes (see table ().I)) and the data on 
these w~ments show small but important evidence for this. Also the 
twelve moments with ..Q = I exist because of the parity violating decay 
of the A 9 and are purely imaginary 9 whereas those for Jl = 0 are 
purely real. 
).) Amplitude Analysis. 
The observed moments discussed above allow a model-independent 
S and P wave analysis to be done. The moments are derived in Appendix 
B in terms of the eig:¢ independent S and P wave ( S charmel) helicity 
displayed in table (1.1). The amplitudes are 
0 
s+± amplitudes and 
0 ~ p+~ ) ~-?~ 9 where the subscripts represent the)\ and incident 
proton helicities 9 +f9 and the superscripts the (K-K+) helicity. A 
helicity zero (K+K-) system (S0 or P0 wave) can only be produced by 
unnatural parity exchange. The amplitudes p± are defined as follows 9 
in terms of helici ty )\~ i' \ ampli tudes 9 
and represent unit helicity KK systems produced by natural and un-
natural parity exchange respectively. 
There are clearly 16 amplitude variables which are their magnitudes 
H(OOOO) 
H(2000) 
H(2100) 
H(2200) 
HC2110) 
H(2210) 
H(OOll) 
H(20ll) 
H( 2ll± 1) 
H(221±1) = 
H( 1000) 
H( llOO) 
H(lllO) 
H(lOll) 
H ( lll±l) 
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~ < I p• I 2 + I p• 12 > - .!. < I P- I 2 + I P- 12 + I P + I 2 + I P + I 2 > 5 ++ +- 5 ++ +- ++ +-
16 -* -* 
-- Re(P 0 P + P0 P ) 5 ++ ++ +- +-
a ~ 12 Im(S 0 s• * + P 0 ,p• * + 3 +- ++ +- ++ 
Cl + +* ~ 12 Im(2 P 0 p•* + P P P- P-*) 15 +- ++ +- ++ - +- ++ 
a(!. -* 
5 r>;Im(P
0 P 
'.) +- ++ 
CIA + +* -* + -* - +* 5 ~3 Im(P P + P P ± P P ± P P ) ' , +- ++ +- ++ +- ++ +- ++ 
2 * * 
-= Re(s• P0 + s• P0 ) 13 ++ ++ +- +-
CIA f2 + * + * 
--<c.1=- Im(P s• + P s• ) 3 ~3 ++ ++ +- +-
CIA~ * * 
-- - Im( s• P0 - s• P0 ) 3 3 +- ++ ++ +-
a(!. -* 
3 ~3 Im(s• P " , +- ++ -* s• P ++ +- +* + s• P ++ +- +'1..· ± s• P ) +- ++ 
Table (J. 1) Relations between K-p ~ (K-K+)J\ double moments and helicity 
amplitudes. 'l.'he tn:)ments H(LM~W\) are defined by eq. (J. 1); (LM) 
and (.!?m) refer to the (K-K+) and A decays respectively. The 
decay asymmetry is taken to be ~:::.0.647 in the Jl =1 moments. 
For ..R :0 and..Q = 1 H is used to denote Rei-\ and Im ~ respectively. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
R. I 
.-t 
l 
1 
I 
I 
Table (3.:?.} 
I so I 
++ 
¢l I so I 
-1--
3,5 
- 98 2,9 
2.6 - 65 3.7 
2. 1 - ] 6 4. 1 
1.9 33 4. 1 
2. 1 76 4.0 
2.3 118 3.9 
2.6 158 3.6 
3.3 - 171 3.0 
3.8 - 1lf8 2.2 
4 01 - 137 2.0 
(±1.0) (±23) (±1.3) 
4.1 - 128 1.9 
3.9 - 115 2.2 
I S2 I = 20 ± 16 
The K-p ~ (K-K+)J\ production amplitudes at m=lo02 Gev. The overall phase is specified by 
~ (JPO+-): 900 and the table lists the one-parameter (taken to be~(S~-)) family of solutions 
to, the (K-K+) 1\ double moment data.; The errorsp sho'm in brackets for the solution with 
~ (~-)= 120°
9 
are_the average of the MINOS errors obtained using the CERN Minuit programo 
\L;..l7... and f>o\ ce·J are defined in eq. (J.5) 9 and are the same for all solutions. 
I P0 I I P0 I IP- I l P- I + IP+ I ¢l ¢ ¢ ¢ 4> IP++I ¢ ++ +- ++ +- +-
- ] 50 3.4 - 47 5.8 90 5.2 - 101 6.0 1 7.5 138 7.7 
- 120 5.1 - 53 4.4 90 5.7 - 1 14 5.5 - 9 7.0 123 8.2 
- 90 6.0 - 40 3.1 90 6.1 - 108 5. 1 - 9 6.7 122 8.4 
- 60 6.3 - 22 2.3 90 6.2 - 96 4.9 - 1 6.8 129 8.3 
- 30 6.4 1 2.2 90 6.2 - 77 4.9 13 7.0 145 8.2 
0 6.3 24 2.4 90 6.2 - 58 . 4.9 27 7.2 159 8.0 
30 6.1 47 2.9 90 6.2 - 40 4.9 39 7.5 175 7.7 
60 5.1 53 4.4 90 5.7 - 42 5.4 34 / 8. 0 172 7. ] 
90 3.8 54 5.6 90 5.2 - 49 6.0 27 8.4 168 6.7 
120 2.8 38 6. 1 90 s.o - 61 6. 1 20 8.3 161 6.7 
(±1.9) (±46) (±I. 3) (±1.7) (±28) (±] .6) (±20) (± 1. 5) (±24) (± 1. 7) 
150 2.1 12 1).3 90 4.7 - 73 6.3 14 8.3 154 6.8 
180 2.2 - 18 6.3 90 4.9 - 84 6.2 10 8. 1 149 7.0 
I P0 I 2 = 45 ± 2 I IP-1 2 = 63 ± 32 + I P 12 = 11s ± 10 
¢ 
- 145 
- 154 
- 148 
- 135 
- 117 
- 99 
- 83 
- 87 
- 98 
- 111 
(±28) 
- 123 
- 1~] 
Po1(S) = 0.75 ± 0.25 Po1(P-) = -0.96 ± 0.4 ... Pol(P0 ) = -0.55 ± 0.3 PoJ(p·) = -0.97 ± 0.3 
--- -- ----- -
I 
I 
and phases 9 and obviously the overall phase cannot be obtained. 
The moments were analysed in three mass bins centred on 1.016 9 
]_ .020 and 1 .024: Gev 9 using a constant S wave a."l.dl a tp Brei t-Wigner 
fo:rn.:. The IC{ mass (m) dependence of the P wave was taken to be 9 
.>.. >.. 
where P(m~) is the magnitude of P at the resonance mass (to be 
q'2. --fitted to the data) 9 and where q is the kaon c.m. momentum~ V 
The results given in table (3.2) correspond to the 
following resonance parameters 9 
-1 
R = 3.5 Gev 
The forms obtained for the moments were averaged over each mass bin 
before fitting. 
The results of the fit in the three mass bins are shown in table 
(3.2) 9 which shows the one-parameter family of solutions (since the 
target proton is unpolarized) in terms of the 14: amplitude components. 
The phases are all relative to the phase of ft~( M \Q) which was set at 
0 
90°. The solutions are shown as a function of the phase of ~ 9 4--
each' of which gives an identical fit to the data and is shown in 
fig. (3.3). We also calculated the invariant quantities 9 
I. 
Fig.(J,J) 
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which can be taken as a ~easure of the cross section and ba~yon polar-
ization in the production of meson states of spin L and helici ty ~ 
The fit was extrapolated beyond the fitted mass range 9 and was 
found ~ describe the aata reasonably 9 except for the w~ments K{ODOO) 
and H(OOll) where the prediction away from the <p mass region has too 
large a magnitude. These moments (c.f. Table ().1)) 9 are the only 
ones which contain products of S wave amplitudes (of the fonn SS*}. 
If the mass bins beyond the cp mass are also included in the analysis 9 
this just leads to a suppression of the S wave 9 which then causes a 
much less adequate description of the interference moments. 
3. 4:. Discussion. 
We would like to isolate K exchtang:a in our reaction under study 
k"f~k+KJ1 9 and to therefore obtain infonnation on KR scattering. 
As described in Appendix C 9 K exchange much more favours baryon flip 
than non-fli~ 9 except in the very forward direction Ccst9pA '> 0.95. 
So we might hope to see evidence of this in the helicity zero ampli-
tudes If K exchange is the dominant mechanism 9 then 
- + - + the solution we require has the S wave K K ~K K amplitude in terms 
of the known tf resonance P wave amplitude. 
We can then ~ite the relative phase and magnitude of the flip 
S and P wave amplitudes as 9 
where S* and b are the isoscalar and isovector S wave KR amplitudes 9 
with <j:> the I::oO P wave.~ is the 'S.2L~Iifactor for the P wave. 
Vsing the so prediction from the coupled cha."lr.el analysis o:r 
chapter 2 [26] 9 and the parameters of the b deduced in reference [32] 9 
one can write eq. (3 .6) at f'IR, = L02 Gev 9 as 
(The relation between the S 9 S* and ~ amplitudes used here is shown 
in fig. (3.4) 9 where the¢'amplitude essentially fills the unitarity 
circle at the resonant mass)o Thus for K- exchange we expect the 
So o phase of to be about 115 o :.t~ It can be seen from table (3o2) that 
a solution not inconsistent with this prediction exists 9 within the 
large errors. However 9 it can also be seen that the non-flip amp-
0 . 
litudes (eogo s++ ) are also qui.te large in this region9 giving app-
reciable non-K exchange contributionso This was already obvious from 
the large polarizations in the S0 and P0 amplitudes (~ofotable ().2)). 
Clearly the large t bin used makes the analysis only approximate 9 but 
with better statistics one could isoloate the K exchange amplitudes 
by studying the t-dependence 9 which would lead to much more accurate 
predictions about the KK-7-KK S waveo 
KK ~ K K 
Fig.(J. Ll:). S* and b denote 9 
respectively 0 the IdO and 
I=l KK S-wave amplitudes at 
the <P mass 9 riOrmalized to 
their respective unitarity 
circles. ~ is the I=O P wave 
amplitude at M=MR 
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We have observed S-P interference effects in the data from the 
- --(-
reaction. k rr ~ K K ~. We !have performed a :node! independent amp-
litude analysis of the double moments of the decay distributions 9 
resulting in a one-parameter series of solutions. The predicted amp-
litudes S~and ~~ can be used to give valuable infonnation on the 
- + - + S wave K K --"V K K amplitude on the 'f resonance I) which will help 
detennine tlhe parameters of the S* and E resonances. However 9 there 
exists a large non-K exchange contribution to the unn~tural parity ex-
change amplitudes ( S0 and P0 ) 9 and this leads to unreliable pre-
dictions about K-exchange. Hopefully studying the t dependence of 
high statistics data will improve this situation. 
In chapter 2 9 we examined the two I=O S wave states 9 the scalars 
the S* and f. The S*(990) was consistent with a KK bound state pic-
ture and the E. ( 1400) as a coupled channel Brei t-Wigner 9 with a 
strong preference for the 1t1t channel. The S* was found to be rath·er 
narrower than previous analyses would lead one to expect. With the 
possible exception of the E. 9 then clearly the other scalars do not 
fit easily into a quark model nonet; nor is it clear that they are 
whol 'ly qqqq states9 although the KK bound state is a subset of the 
latter. 
Since these analyses have been performed9 there has been con-
tinued work in the area of scalar meson spectroscopy. In a recent 
analysis of Tornq~ist [33] 9 significant progress seems to have been 
made by making a coupled channel analysis which also includes the 
~ 'V1, channel 9 and simultaneously includes couplings to all f =0-
meson pairs which can couple to the scalars. The resultant picture 
coming out of this analysis seems to be that the scalars are domin-
antly qq systems with a large qqqq component in the form of a meson-
:.?8 
r.1eson (c::ai:nly IC:{) bm;:nd stateo T:'!e physical masses are then found to 
be strongly influenced by the number of nearby di-meson thresholds (hence 
the need to include all char~els)o This clears up the problem of mass 
dif!'erences n:en·tioned in chapter la HolfJever 9 the mass a:n.di width of the 
~ are still difficult to pin downo The mixir.g angle between SU (J) 
singlet and octet is found to be a st~ng function of energy 9 almost 
ideal below KK threshold9 then tending towards the so being octet 9 ~ 
singlet at about l~ Mevo The scalar nonet might then appear to be 
gradually unveiling itselfo 
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AP?:END:I:X A 
The Effect of the K+ and K0 Mass Difference. 
We discuss here the effect of isospin violation based simply on a 
ll1Dn-zero difference bet1;een tl':e u ar..d. Cl quark masses 9 effectively re-
taining isospin symmetry in tee co~p:i~gs. The K+ and K0 mass diff-
erence then induces mixing effects near the ID{ threshold. To do this 
one can generalize the K or M matrix parametrization of sec (2.3) to 
four channels9 which we shall call basis I ' r \ \1 "1. j I== \')) 
\i11Tji.:::.o'/'J \\<.~k-)J \ k°Ko)}. 'We then obtain mixing when we 
consider the K+ 9 K
0 
mass difference and. take isospin 0 11 1 components 
of the KK systemP 
(A1) 
This leads us to define an isosp:ii.n basis II 9 ~ \lT "1 '7 J 
\ k tl.),) hr"tl'/' J \ ~ k > 01. So the physical basis I now contains 
mixtures of I=0 9 1 components in each charged or neutral kaon system. 
All we now require is the four channel M or K matrix in basis I. 
Consider the M matrix? and define the four channel matrix of particle 
momenta f as 9 
"""' 
~~ 0 
0 ~\1" 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
~(. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
~0 
(A2) 
where E>~ and ~o correspond to charged and neutral scaled kaon momenta 
respectively. In the isospin basis II 9 the M matrix must be block diag~ 
onal in order to respect isospin conservation. One can wr.ite it as 9 
::.80 
(1) ( ~ ) 
~ll hi\\\ W\,'l. 0 0 ---, (I ) til 
VV\12.. VVhA. 0 c 
0 0 C~"\ Mn 
0 0 (~\ \~) IM,~ M,_l 
(AJ) 
where the superscript (I) refers to that particular isospin sector I. 
(~ ~) 
So for example f\1! 11 describes nn~mt9 V'V\ 12. the process nn~KK(I:::oO). 
To determine the physical amplitudes 9 one must transform ~I to basis 
I. The relevant operator is simply~ 
0 
0 0 
0 y~ 
() >:s--2. 
0 0 
\ e 
o-~ 
o y_r--,__ 
so that 9 
l \:x.s •'-l\ = \,6 \ \:,'>'~ ll 1 
Then Mx.i s given by 9 
""'-
So eqs. (A2) 9 (A3) 9 (A~) and (A6) result in 
where , 
-
(A~) 
(A5) 
(A6) 
(A7) 
(A8) 
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Eq~ivalently 9 working direct:y with the K matrix 9 or.e can wnite 
the determin~~t of the Jost function matrix as (cofoeqo(2o20)o 
(A9) 
With the same notation as above 9 this can then be written [26] 0 
(AlO) 
In the IdD nn 9 KK analysis described in the text 9 the effect of 
the (kc_-~) 2 term in eqo (A7) or (AlO) is much smaller than the effect 
of putting H~+~) instead of R1 9 and so the incorporation of isospin 
violation at this level is simpleo 
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AP?ENDIX B 
Consider the reaction Kp ~(K+K-))\ 9 shown in Figo (Bl) 9 The 
J)\ 
production process is represe~'lted by the ampli taC:e T. JIA >..p o 
Figo (Bl) Definition o£ helicities in the production of resonance R 
( S* 9S/?) o£ spin J 9 helici ty )\ o Ap is the incident proton 
helici ty 9 u the final a."1.d 11 the hel ici ty o£ the 1\ o J1 and 
~~ are the appropriate centre of mass decay solid angleso 
K 
Production 
Amplitude 
Using the following expansion for the helicity u products of the 
1\ ~ If> 1ir decay 9 
(Bl) 
one can write the amplitude for the decay as 9 
(B2) 
wherei:\.l is de£ined in 9 
(BJ) 
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where t!he superscrip-:: :; v-Ti:::. be dropped 9 since J=fo Similarly in the 
decay o:f resonance ·R; 
(B4) 
The complete aw.plitude is then given-by 9 
~ ~A 
A >v? j y-A'i>- <:: Sl ,0 \J'fl. \ "S' >-'> < .Q., ,lJ \J"t I fA '7 T )"' >-p 
A 
(B5) 
The double angular distribution can then be written as 9 
(B6) 
where the factor! is an average over initial proton helicity stateso 
Substituting from (B2) 9 (B4) and (B5) gives 9 
:r *' t5 (.n.) 
r.o 
where ~ == T F, 
(2. J"+\) (2"3"1+1) 
(_4"Vl')1. 
\'tv\..,_ 
(B7) 
The products of D functions above can be decomposed into the Clebsh-
Gordon series 9 
l8L1-
(B8} 
Consider r~w the resulting u Slli~mation9 which is 9 
j_ ( \ t+\1.+ Vt_ \?..) 2 _l for Jl: 0 
...s-''2.., -S2. 
j_ ( \ t--F\~ \-t_ \2.) = -~ 
s~ ~ 
(B9) 
where ~1\ is the 1\ polarization ( =Oo64:7) 9 wfnich selects out the odd J1 
1 
componentso The factor (-1) 2 was added on to give real coefficients 
and will be compensated for belowo Thus the angular distribution be-
(BlO) 
The moments H<LM.QIM) can now be wirtten in terms of the angular 
distribution as 9 
(Bll) 
a~d perforw.ing the angilil~r in~egra~ions yields 9 
(Bl2) 
Defining the following combinations of amplitudes (where just 
the A index is retained for simplicity) a 
for 
and using the property of parity invariance 9 
\\ >-. J ?-~ \ '\-~ :r 
..l == (-\) ~ 
-'rl- ~ -
\'\ """1" ~ -).. -::s-J~- - (-\) j_+ 
~ 
lA__-
The lower vertex summation over )\~and 11 can now be wri tten9 
(Bl3) 
(Bl~) 
(Bl5) 
a~d this rec~ces to an expar.sion of four terms 9 each of which is of 
the form NJ* or~~* etc ••.•• 
Finally 9 the observed moments ca~ be written 
H (LMJltf'A \ = (-l s~ 2_sc2.-J+i)(n'+l)' 
(2L+IJ (2. .Q -\-\) -s,~~ >-. 
~ 
. (-I) ~-:sa-s'a\Lo')'<-:s->::s' >. \ LM) X_gM 
(B17) 
(Bl8) 
and the resulting summation gives the expressions of table (Jol) of 
the texto 
A?:?EN;:}IC C 
To Fli_E or Not to Fli:g 
We describe the co~trib~ticns of flip and non-flip amplitudes to 
-:;l:e cross section~ assuming K excha."lgeo Consider the K-p centre of 
mass 9 as in figo (Cl) 9 where t9 is the angle between the incident proton 
Figo (C~) The kp c.m. 
and emergent' (KK) system. The kaan-nucleon vertex of fig. (C2) is 
Fig a (C2) The PI\ vertex 2 with helicities Ap and AArespectively. 
I 
'k I 
described by the amplitude 2 
A 
-
Si!.tbstituting in the appropriate spinors 9 U\ 1 gives the result 9 
(Cl) 
V _, .A. 5 s~ c9 \T ( , 1 \ il +-- - /\ 2. ~ EA+MAJ(Ep-Mp)+ ..J(Er+M~)(E:""-M~~) J 
Vi.+:::. ;.5 c.os~ ~s ~ j ,] A '2.~(E"'?Mil)(G"9 .,..,Mf?)- (E(?+rt'\~)(f"A-i'VVI) 
(C2) 
with a contribution to the cross section 2 
(CJ) 
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"::':~e ::-esu:ts ::c:- a :::..abo:r:-atory mome:r.-t-:.::m P~ = 4:a2 Gev/c are shown in table 
JU 
(C:)Q from which it can be seen that the flip amplitude dominates right 
'Lp to the very forward! direction -t:< Oa 196 o 
~ab:e {Cl) Va:ues o~ fl~~ ar.d r~n-flip squared ampli~udes for 
various va:::.ues of Cosea 
cos<9 -t \ \1?- \'l.. \\1¥ \'1,. 
1 Oo057 0 0,088 
o95 Ool96 Ool5 Oo086 
o9 OoJJ5 Oo28 Oo084: 
I 
I 0 75 Oo750 Oo 7{) Oo077 
l 
I o5 lol.l:l.I:O Ll.i:l Oo066 
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